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"Men make their own history, but do not make it just
as they please."

This scientific observation made by Karl Marx over one
hundred and twenty years ago has proved true in the course
of the Ethiopian revolution. It shows us that individuals,
groups and organizations, however much they are armed and
however powerful they seem, cannot arrest the struggle of the
broad masses. Once they face an organized and armed force of
the masses, their counter-revolutionary attempts can never suc-
ceed but always ends in futility and defeat.

When the broad masses of Ethiopia rose up en masse against
the age-old system of exploitation and oppression and when the old
ruling class realized that it can no longer effectively maintain its
rule, a cleaver and power-hungry petty-bourgeois element appeared
on the scene as the supposed vanguard of the mass movement. This
element gave itself the name of "The Ethiopian People's Revo-
lutionary Party", the E.P.R.P. Masquarading as a Marxist-Leninist
organization and as supporter of the struggle of the oppressed
masses, E.P.R.P. spread itS' counter-revolutionary politics. For
a time, it was able to mislead and confuse quite a number of
people, especially young people. Nevertheless, this counter-revo-
lutionary line was exposed and ultimately defeated through the relent-
less effort made by genuine progressives and the broad Ethiopian
masses. Such elements might still exist. But all those who do not
believe in the power of the working masses, who are the real
makers of history and those who advance only their partisian and sec-
terian interests will ultimately be crushed.

The so-called All Ethiopia Socialist Movement, MElSON
which used to claim to be the vanguard of the struggle of the toiling
masses of Ethiopia later met the same fate as the E.P.R.P.
When MElSON realized that it was not possible for it to assume state



power via a short cut, it deserted the camp of the revolution at
a moment when the Ethiopian revolution was in a most danger-
ous and critical situation. It is to be recalled that when MElSON
joined the camp of the revolution, the Ethiopian revolution was
at a very young stage. But when it deserted the camp of the revo-
lution, it was no longer easy to mobilize the masses to follow

.oppor~unist political lines· because the Ethiopian revolution had
, reached a relatively mature stage and the oppressed masses were be-
.coming politically conscious and organized.

Despite its deceptive slogans, MElSON, like the E.P.R.P. always
advanced its sectarian and opportunist political line and fought
for its group interest alone. The fact of its pleading of reconciliation
with the camp of the revolution today after the Ethiopian revo-
lution has crushed its enemies, is one more evidence of its ever
opportunistic politics.

The counter-revolutionary activities offeudalists, petty-bourgeois
and bourgeois elements in northern Ethiopia, especially in the
Administrativ~ Region of Eritrea, are no different from the counter-
revolutionary activities of E.P.R.P. and MElSON. The difference,
if any, is that the problem in Eritrea has been around for a
considerable period of time. The fact that the separatist move-
ments in Eritrea do not stand for the interests of the oppressed has
been exposed through their attitude towards and their activities
against the Ethiopian revolution.

J, In the Administrative Region of Eritrea, there are a number of
so-called ·liberation fronts under different guises. Although each
tries to deceive people by appearing to assume a shape different
from the others, it is crystal clear that they are all one and the
same in content. All of them stand for the advancement of
the interest of imperialism.

.In order to subvert the Ethiopian revolution, imperialism
provided an unlimited support to saboteurs, hired assassins and
similar counter-revolutionary elements. When its plan failed
to f materialize, it encouraged the reactionary ruling. clique of

Somalia to launch an invasion of eastern and southern Ethiopia.
Yet, Ethiopia's broad masses did not panic. Raising the slogan: '
"Revolutionary motherland or death", they succeeded in defend-
ing the territorial integrity of their revolutionary motherland and
saved their revolution from reversal.

Tbe ultimate defeat, of imperialism is certain. But until ·tbis' .
happens, its counter-revolutionary activities will continue~)When
it is defeated on one front, it appears on another.' For exam-
ple, it met a crushing defeat in south-east Asia not too long
ago. Since then, its major attention is on the general area in
which Ethiopia is located and where major revolutionary chan-
ges are taking place. The Ethiopian revolution and national libra-
tion movements in Africa, the Middle East and Latin America·
bave become its main targets. Yet, progressive forces are scor-
ing victories everywhere.

Whatever the counter-revolutionary pressure of imperialism and
whatever the price that has to be paid, the working masses of Ethiopia
also stand with full determination to defend and advance their revolu-
tion. Despite the attempt of separatist elements to dismember the
administrative region of Eritrea from Ethiopia and hence subvert
the revolution, the broad Ethiopian masses have risen up with
determination to attain victory on this front too. Especially since
Comrade Chairman Mengistu Haile-Mariam made his historic
speech of June 7, 1978 concerning this problem, the broad
masses of Ethiopia have been undertaking a thorough investigation
of the nature of the problem in order to be able to take
appropriate measures and find correct solutions.

Accordingly, a historic seminar in which members of the
Provisional Military Administrative Counil, the PMAC, workers,
peasants, men-in-uniform, leaders of discussion forums, political
cadres, representatives of mass organizations and ambassadors
participated, was beld in Addis Ababa in June 1978. This major
seminar was meant to analyze the problem from a class stand
point and layout the facts of the case.



Some of the papers presented at the seminar and the historic
speech of Comrade Chairman Mengistu Haile Mariam ap-
pear below. We hope that this document will make very clear
to all progressive and democratic forces the nature of the Ethio-
pian revolution in general and the problem in the Administra-
tive Region of Eritrea in particular. It is further more hoped
that people can appreciate the effort being made to liberate
the broad masses in Eritrea and make them full participants
in the National Democratic Revolution of Ethiopia. The day of
total Voictory over all enemies of the broad masses and the revo-
lution is not far. Nationwide Radio and lelevision Address Made

by Comrade Chairman Mengistu Haile Mariam,
Chairman of the Provisional Military Admi-
nistrative Council and the Council of Ministers,

and Commander-in-chief of the Revolu-
tionary Army on the situation in the

administrative region of Eritrea
(June 7, 1978)

Workers,
Peasants,
Fellow-patriots,
The Revolutionary Army,
All Ethiopian men and women who have rallied
under the moto "Revolutionary motherland or death"!

It is to be recalled that under the now defunct feudo-burgeois
system, the toiling masses were debased and humiliated, progress
was impeded and workers and peasants, pillars of the society,
suffered from hunger, poverty, ignorance and disease. In general,
it can be said that it was a system which denied the majority their
rights and made them live a life of abject misery. Yet on the other
hand, it was a system where members of the ruling classes led a



life of tremendous luxury at the expense of the overwhelming
majority of the population.

As is well known, nothing remains static. Things assume new
shapes, dimensions, attain maturity, become old and finally die
out. T.hey are then replaced by new things and new phenomenon.
A socIal order has no other fate than this. It is in this light that
we c~nsider the demise of the feudo-bourgeois system that had
prevaIled for so long in Ethiopia.

The age-old feudal system was transformed into the feudo-
bourgeois system by imperialism. The transformation intensified
and streamlined the exploitation of the broad masses. But even
this system which was under the protection of imperialism could
not hide the basic contradiction between the oppressor and
oppressed cla~ses. Thus, despite the semblance of durability, the
feudo-bourgeois system itself ceased its growth when the contra-
dictions b~tween the oppressor and the oppressed, the exploiter and
the explOited reached a certain critical stage. The confrontation
mounted jointly by all the oppressed segments of society resulted
in a massive revolutionary upheaval.

The entire society was shaken at its foundation by an intense
class struggle. Since .all cl~sses, from one corner of the country to
the other became actively Involved, the allignment of various sectors
of the society rapidly began to take a new shape. On one side, wor-
kers, peasants, the progressive intelligentsia and the men-in-uniform
stood together. On the other side, the nobility, landlords and other
reactionaries formed a common front. Once the struggle took this
shape, the ruling classes found themselves no longer able to
control or contain the popular movement. The broad masses began
to score one victory after another.

. . By rapidly. raising their political consciousness and by orga-
nIZIng and armIng. themselves, the Ethiopian people bravely fought
for free~om,.equ.ality.and justice. In the process, they have achieved
many histonc victones.

The nationalization of all rural land, factories, insurance
companies, banks and urban land and extra houses is one major
achievement. The organization of the broad masses in urban and
rural areas from kebele to national level and particularly the
establishment of the All-Ethiopia Trade Union and recently the
All-Ethiopia Peasant Association are all sweet victories of the
revolution achieved through hard struggle. But, even if these victories
have been scored so far, there is still more struggle to be waged.

.Although the st.ruggle of t~e broad masses has not yet
achIeved the leadershIp of a working class party which is the sole
guarantee for final victory, our revolution is a national democratic
revolution which is heading towards socialism. To put it on this
course, many genuine progressives have paid tremendous sacrifices.
In orde~ to hasten the formation of the working class party, genuine
~rogressives.ha:e formed ~heU~on of Marxist-Leninist Organiza-
tIOns of EthIOpIa and are IntenSIfying their struggle.

Th~ challenges we will be confronting, the struggle we will
be wagIng and the sacrifices we will be paying are tremendous
before we establish a People's Democratic Ethiopia and before this
l~nd of many nationalities becomes the home of freedom and equa-
lIty for all. ~herefore, there is no alternative for us except to become
better orgamzed and armed, and face our class enemies head on.

From the experience of the last four years, we have learnt
~hat when the broad masses of Ethiopia move one step foreward,
Internal and external reactionaries under the leadership of imperia-
lists stand on their path and try to push them two steps backward.
In the past, they have conspired and have openly launched
att~cks. I.n the future too, they will continue to do so by changing
theIr tactics.

The main objective of our revolution is to provide real freedom,
equ~lity and justice to the oppressed masses of Ethiopia who,
dUrIng 3~OO~ years o! ph.ony independence, have been subjected
to explOitatIOnand VIOlatIOnof their human dignity. The purpose



is to establish a People's Democratic Ethiopia in which the broad
masses will be able to lead and administer themselves, will have full
control over their common wealth, will become fully self-reliant
and will be able to make contributions to the peace, prosperity
and development of the world community.'

Why did the broad masses of Ethiopia open their eyes? Why did.
they raise their heads? Why did they escape from our control and

,are now moving foreward on the road to freedom? Those who say
these, wish to see the revolution crushed and an Ethiopia which

r is poor and humiliated and which is under their total domination.
These elements have carried out conspiracies against our revolu-
tion and against our unity at every opportune moment and place.
Our enemies, particularly the so-called Ethiopian Democratic Union
(E.D.U.), remnant of the aristocracy, and its offspring, the so-
called Ethiopian Peoples' Revolutionary Party (E.P.R.P.) have been
carrying out a major military and political sabotage including exten-
sive assassinations. When these approaches could not succeed, it
is well known that these same forces encouraged the Siad Barre
government and the separatist gfi~UpSin Eritrea to open war on
Ethiopia from the east, south and north. But the broad masses of
Ethiopia rose up as one force and carried out a heroic resistance
against the attempt to dismember the country and undermine the
revolution. The invading forces of Somalia were taught an unforget-
able lesson and were driven away.' In this connection, the con-
tribution made towards our victory by the socialist countries and
progressive and peace-loving forces who stood on our side will
occupy a major and permanent chapter in the history of our
revolution.

To compensate for the victory they have been denied in the
east and south and to undermine our unity and the revolution,
imperialism and reactionary Arab ruling classes are now attacking
us in the north by making use of separatist elements in Eritrea. In
order to save the historic unity of Ethiopia and defend the revol-
ution from subversion, our revolutionary liberation army is currently

confronting these treacherous separatist groups, agents of imperi-
alism and the reactionary neighbouring Arab governments by
paying all the necessary sacrifices.

As history clearly shows, Ethiopian patriots have paid tremen-
dous sacrifices while protecting the historic unity of their country
from invasions that were directed from the Red Sea over many
centuries. The present generation of Ethiopians also fully understands
that unless the problem in Eritrea which is bleeding Ethiopia is
resolved, both the revolution and the historic unity of Ethiopia
cannot be guaranteed.

To understand correctly the genesis of the problem in Eritrea •
and especially to be able to assess the current situation in the context
of the revolution, it is necessary to take a look at history. The
record is far different from what imperialists, reactionary Arab
governments and their puppets, the separatist groups, say and write.
I will briefly state what honest chroniclers and historians of the
past and present all agree is the exact history of the people of
Eritrea.

History incontestably proves that during the 2000 year Axumite
era before and after the birth of Christ, the northern part ofEthi-
opia used to be known as "the Bahir Midir" (maritime land) and
administered by a "Bahir Negash" (governor of the maritime
land) was the cradle and core of Ethiopian civilization and culture.
The name "Eritrea" was given to the region in 1889 by the Itali-
ans when they seized and colonized this part of Ethiopia for
which they had been vying for a long time. After dividing natio-
nalities and regions from the rest of Ethiopia, the Italians created
this artificial entity under the designation Eritrea. Previous to
this, there was no region separate from Ethiopia. called Eritrea.
Such a place is not known in history.

Since the northern part of Ethiopia has from the ancient times
been the centre of the country's culture and civilization and has
served as its trading outlet, continuing generations of Ethiopians



have carried out an interrupted struggle to prevent the region from
becoming a launching pad for outside powers who have attempted
to colonize Ethiopia from time to time. The present generation
is now facing its turn. We find ourselves in a face to face confron-
tation with imperialists and reactionary Arab ruling classes who,
with the cooperation of the traitors, are trying to violate the
integrity of our country by using this same region as a launching
ground.

The wars of aggression launched by Omar Abdul-Aziz in 640
during the rule of the Ummaya and in the 16th and 17th centuries
by the Ottoman Turks who sought to put the Red Sea under their
.control were successfully repulsed and Ethiopia's independence and
unity were maintained. But the Ottoman Turks temporarily
persisted and were able to occupy the Dahlak Island and Massawa.

When the power of the Ottoman Turks in the general area
declined, Egypt tried to fill the vacuum. After seizing the port
of Massawa in 1868, it made an attempt to encroach on the
hinterland and engaged Ethiopian patriots from Eritrea and other
parts of the country at the battles of Keren (1872), Gundet (1875),
Gurah (1876) and Massawa (1885). The sacrifices made during
these battles will never be forgotten by history.

During the 19th century when European colonizers were poised
for the scramble for Africa and after the Suez Canal was opened in
1869, colonial powers directed their attention especially towards
Ethiopia more than ever. With the support and cooperation of
the British, the Italians occupied Massawa in 1864. In 1885,
they turned the port of Assab into a military base and from
there began to make preparations to push inland. In an attempt
to frustrate this plan, major battles were fought at Mass~wa in
1885, at Dogali in 1887, at Senafe in 1895 and Adowa in 1896.
Even if the plan of the Italian invaders to expand into the interior
of the country was thus temporarily checked by the sacrifice paid
by the sons and daughters of Ethiopia, the colonialists were able

ve out the coastal region of Ethiopia and make it a colony
to car .
which they named Entrea.

Unlike the Ottoman Turks and the Egyptians, the I~ali~ns ,;ere
t· fied with controlling only the sea outlets of EthIOpIa. Smce

not sa IS . f E hi .. btheir objective was to domm.ate !he whole 0 t. opI
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11d that they invaded the mtenor of the country m 1 y usmg
recae h' dOd dEritrea as a spring-board. In defence of t e umty an m epen ence
of their country, the broad masses of Ethiopia p.ut up a he~oic and

rageous resistance against the forces of fascIst Italy which were
cou 11 . h ·drmed to the teeth with modern weapons. We reca WIt pn e
:he heroic deeds of Lorenzo Taezaz, Zerai Deres, Abraham Deboch, •
Moges Asgedom and other patriots f~om Eritrea w.ho fought and
sacrificed themselves for their country s freedom, umty and honour.

When Italy was defeated in 1941 and was forced to evacuate
from East Africa, it was expected that the people of Eritrea who have
been languishing under colonialism would be reunited with their
motherland. But putting aside the wishes of the people and
because of imperialist pressure, Eritrea was ~ut under British ~ili-
tary administration until 1952. The cons~Iracy of the traItors
who fabricated history can not erase the hIstory of the struggle of
the Eritrean people and the sacrifices they made to unite with
their motherland during the British military administration.

The British administration had sought to perpetuate its rule in
Eritrea. But it was forced to evacuate after 10 years as a result of the
bitter popular struggle waged under the ~otto "E~hiopia ~~ dea~h".
Even if the British were made to termmate theIr admmistratIOn,
they did not go away without leaving behind a time-bomb in the
region. The British were not satisfied with the injustices they had
perpetuated on Ethiopia in complicity with the Ottoman Turks, the
Egyptians and the Italians. During their administration,. they foll-
owed the policy of piting christians against moslems, hig~landers
against lowlanders and one nationality against another. It IS clear
to everybody that the sources of the present problem in Eritrea are

7



the animosities and contradictions created and aggravated by
the British.

During their imperialist rule over Eritrea, in addition to the
oppression and exploitation which they themselves perpetrated,
the British cooperated with Italian settlers to tighten their hold
over lands they had confiscated during the Italian fascist rule
and even allowed them to expand these holdings. Unemployment
and widespread economic chaos together with the general imperialist
oppression gave momentum to the anti-imperialist struggle of the
patriotic forces in the region. That is why a united patriotic front
was formed in 1941, and the spirit of struggle for the honour of
Ethiopia which the patriots of the region displayed with determi-
nation and dedication from the earliest times was rekindled.

Even so, the forces that have been attempting to undermine
the unity of Ethiopia over the centuries never ceased from hatch-
ing new conspiracies. Thus, under the tutelage of British imperi-
alism, the remnants and agents of Italian fascism and Egypt,
the pro-Italian party, the "Liberal Progressive Party" and the
"Rabita EI-Islamia" were formed. Their aims were perfectly clear.
The intention of the pro-Italian party was to reinstate fascist Italian
rule over the people of Eritrea. The so-called Liberal Progressive
Party ,on its part intended to facilitate the prolongation of the
British imperialist administration over Eritrea. The aim of the third
movement, the so-called Rabita EI-Islamia, was to divide the region
along religious and geographical lines and then bring the moslem
inhabitants of the western lowlands under the control of Egypt
which was then co-administering the Sudan with the British. The majo-
rityof the groups organized in the form of parties were all tools
of imperialists and other outside forces and to attain their objecti-
ves, they Were engaged in exploiting religious and nationality
differences in the region. But as the Unionist Party became stro-
nger and as it increased its membership from time to time, a large
number of people from the region, engaged in various professions, be-
gan to join it. And finally, when the Liberal Progressive Party merged

with it, the Unionist Party undoubtedly became a movement that
embraced the majority of the population.

Even if the majority of the people in Eritrea who formed a
front under the umbrella of the Unionist Party and demanded
reunion under the motto "Ethiopia or death", the British imperi-
alists whose plan to establish their hegemony over Ethiopia after
the Italians were driven out was frustrated, began to dessiminate
the false propaganda that Ethiopia was not capable of administ-
ering Eritrea. When it seemed that this approach would not
succeed, they made every effort to incorporate the western Eritrean
lowlands into the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan which they were jointlj'
administering with Egypt. They said that they would return only
the rest of Eritrea to Ethiopia. The British did not stop here. By
employing money, force and other types of coersion, they tried to
influence and confuse the local political parties. They refused to
renounce their desire to continue their administration over Eritrea
in front of the United Nations. As a result, when a four-power
commission consisting of .the British, the Soviet Union, the United
States and France could not reach a common agreement on the
future of Eritrea, a special commission was dispatched to the area to
assess the wishes of the population. Accordingly, this study commi-
ssion made up of representatives of the above mentioned countries
came to Eritrea to undertake discussions with the various parties
and individuals. After making a thorough assessment of the vari-
ous political groups, the commission concluded that the Unionist
Party which rallied its supporters under the motto "Ethiopia or
death", represented the genuine wishes of the majority of the
people in Eritrea. This fact was recorded in the study commission's
report, which through the four-powers, was submitted, to the United
Nations General Assembly.

Even if the U.N. General Assembly; 1)Understood the wishes of
the various political, religious and mass organizations and of
nationalities, 2) and had assessed the degree of political develop-
ment in Eritrea, 3) and had examined the security situation in East



Africa, and had understood the close inter-relationship and con-
tact between nationalities in Eritrea and the other parts of Ethio-
pia before the advent of colonialism, it still recomended federation
instead of unity for which the majority of the people in Eritrea
have struggled so much.

It cannot be argued that the decision to force federation on
a people with no historical, economic and cultural differences
from the rest of the people of Ethiopia was an outcome of the
~ons~iracy of imperialists. When their desire to prolong their stay
In ErItrea was frustrated, they came up with the idea of federation
which they thoughtwouldfacilitate neocolonial domination. Through
~he federal constitution which they themselves drafted, the imprial-
IStS attempted to protect and enhance the interests of the Europian
settlers while at the same time undermining the unity of Ethiopia.
Even so, the people of Eritrea who, for centuries have been
sacrificing themselves for the integrity of Ethiopia, knew very well
the nature of imperialist oppression and conspiracy. Therefore,
they rejected the federation imposed on them without their consent
and opted for full integration with Ethiopia. The people of Eritrea
and the rest of Ethiopia view the federal relationship as one
instance among the various attempts by imperialists to undermine
the historical unity of oppressed peoples.

However, no sooner integration was achieved, elements that
had formed common interests with the colonial rulers and who
had made ~hemselves agents of the reactionary forces of the
neighbouring Arab countries, started a separatist movement in opposi-
tion to the historic unity of our country. In its attempt to ensure the
protection of the rights and privileges of the exploiters, the move-
ment initially and mainly exploited religious differences. But it
:eached its present stage by periodically changing the form of
Its .s~rategy. T~e ultimate objective of the treacherous separatist
f~lsifiers of hIstory and the expansionist Arab governments is to
dISrupt the historic unity of Ethiopia and then reverse the revolu-
tion fo~ wh~ch .the broad masses of Ethiopia are struggling in order
to achIeve Justtce, equality, peace and socialism.

The broad masses of Ethiopia!

When we examine the situation in the light of our unity and
revolution, what is the stand of those who are frantically attem-
pting to dismember Eritrea from Ethiopia ?

Prior to the outbreak of the revolution, there was a time
when even many progressives supported the separatist movements
because they did not have the exact knowledge of the nature
of the question of Eritrean secessionism and because they hoped
that the movements would weaken the feudo-bourgeois regime.
Going beyond this, it was even felt that this separatist activity
was an integral part of the struggle of the entire broad masses of •
Ethiopia. This did not turn out to be true. On the contrary, those
who were claiming that they were struggling on behalf of the masses
opposed our revolution which heralded the dawn of a new era of
liberation for the masses. In fact, the various separatist groups who
were feuding among themselves in the past promptly burried their
differences and formed a united front against our revolution.
They came up with all their might in order to nip the revolution
at its bud. They now believed, more than ever, that their hope of
separating the northern part of Ethiopia which the Italian colonialists
carved out and named "Eritrea" would soon be realized. In the
process, it became increasingly clear that they felt threatened by
the revolution and were prepared to oppose it to the end.

There is no attempt that the separatists have not made and
no slogans they have not raised in order to deceive progressives
and elicit support. Earlier, they made great effort to have others
believe that the Eritrean question is a national question. They also
tried to distort history by claiming that the people of Eritrea have
their own separate and unique history or that their historical con-
nection is only with the Arabs. At another time, they came up with
the contention that the Eritrean question is a colonial question and
hence the struggle in Eritrea is for independence from the colonial
rule of Ethiopia. Let us look, one by one, at these reasons which the
separatists invoke at their convenience.



A people constitutes a nation when it has a unity based on
common history, common territory, commoon language, common
psychological make-up and culture and is a stable community
formed on the bas is of an advanced economic life. If one of these
conditions is missing, we cannot say there is a nation. We look at Eri-
trea from this perspective and say that Eritrea is not a nation. Contrary
to the claim of the separatists, the mere fact that there are no
less than eight nationalities in the administrative region of Eritrea
proves that Eritrea is not a nation.

How true is the assertion that the people of Eritrea have no
cultural and linguistic links with the people of the rest of Ethiopia
and .are therefore a different people? As ,is well known, out of
the Tigray speaking nationality which is the dominant nationality
in Eritrea, over half of its members live in Tigray, Wollo and
Gondar regions. The Afar nationality which inhabits the Red
Sea coastal area of Eritrea is also found in Tigray, Wollo, Har-
argue and Shoa regions. The Billen nationality which is found in
Eritrea is the same nationality as the Agew people who are found
in, Wollo, Gojjam and Tigray regions.

The distribution of other nationalities can likewise be exami-
ned. Even if all these nationalities are divided by geographic boun-
daries drawn by colonialists, as I mentioned above, none has a
distinct and unique history, language and culture which entitle it
to nationhood.

What the laws of social development and the concrete reality
show us is that Ethiopia comprizes of peoples at different stages
of development. There are those who have not yet developed the
feudal mode of production and who lead a nomadic life. There
are those who earlier lived under the feudal social system and
later under the feudo-bourgeois system when capitalist mode of
production was superimposed on the feudal mode of production.

In general, Ethiopia is a country made up of many nationalities
whose varying political, cultural and economic lives reflect their
respective stages of development. So,when this is the clear fact,
what is the motive behind the attempt to divide peoples united in
SO many ways? Is this showing concern for the interest of the
oppressed or merely advancing the plan made initially by neo-
colonialists?

Where. is the difference between the history of the people of
Eritrea and those of the rest of Ethiopia?

As I remarkes earlier, is it possible to forget that the peoples
of Ethiopia have for centuries jointly fought against their enemies
in the northern part of Ethiopia and have sacrificed their lives in
the struggle? How can it be forgotten that Ethiopian heroes like
Alula led peasant armies which repulsed invaders trying to violate
the unity of our country and humiliated the Turks, the Egyptians, the
British and the Italians at Kudo-Felasi, Quatit and Dogali? Was it
not the patriot Alula himself who said: "As I see it, the national
frontier of Ethiopia is the Red Sea itself" ? Was it not Zerai
Deres who was publicly hunged in Rome for defending the honour
of his motherland? Who can stain this world reknowtl history of
struggle carried out with great patriotism? Who is it that seeks to
present Ethiopia which has been protected with the blood and bone
of her sons and daughters as a country without history?

Genuine progressives strongly oppose and resist any and all
attempts being made to revert from a progressive to a backward
social order, divide and expose the broad masses struggling for
democracy and socialism to imperialist attack. That is why today
the broad masses of Ethiopia and genuine progressives are re-
lentlessly struggling against the separatist groups in Eritrea.

Today, the socialist countries and progressive forces condemn
the separatist movement because they know that the movement has
no progressive content and is merely an anti-people and counter-
revolutionary movement under imperialist supervision and control.
An anti-imperialist and anti-reaction meeting which was recen-



tly held in Addis Ababa and in which the Palestinian People's
Organization (P. L. 0.), the Zimbabwe Patriotic Front (Z. P. F.),
the African National Congress (A. N. C.), the Western Sahara
Liberation Front. (POLISARIO), democratic movements and prog-
ressive organizations in Africa, the Middle East and Latin America
and socialist countries participated, gave an unflinching support
to the Ethiopian revolution but condemned the movement of the
separatists. Who are those who oppose this genuine struggle of the
oppressed peoples of Ethiopia which enjoys the full support of the
progressive and revolutionary forces of the world? Are they not
only the imperialists and their puppets? Is there any doubt about
the reactionary stand of these separatists who are trading with
the blood of the Ethiopian people on the imperialist market in
order to fortify imperialist bases? Contrary to the propaganda
of the separatists, the people of Eritrea are not oppressed en masse
and the people of the rest of Ethiopia are not oppressors en masse'
This cannot be. Such class analysis cannot originate from progressive
quarters but reactionary ones.

Without going into any detailed class analysis to show the
reactionary and counter-revolutionary class perspective of the
separatists, it is only sufficient to indicate that among the foremost
reactionaries who, being hand in gloves with the ruling members of
~~enow defunct feudo-bourgeois regime, were mercilessly explo-
Itmg the broad masses of Ethiopia, there were also extremely
wealthy people born in Eritrea. It is also possible to present a list
of those whom the revolution caught red handed and brought
them to revolutionary justice and of those who are still under
custody and are awaiting their trials.

The other argument which the separatists raise to confuse the
issue is : "Ethiopia is the colonizer and Eritrea is the colony". How
can one part of revolutionary Ethiopia colonize another part?
Has the meaning of colonialism changed?

As we understand from the history of the stages of the develop-
ment of societies, during the imperialist era, the bourgeoisie of

the colonial countries exported its surplus capital to the backward
countries for unbridled exploitation and huge profits. The simple
truth in the case of Ethiopia is that it is not that capital was
exported from the rest of Ethiopia into Eritrea but exactly the
reverse. It is to be remembered that in their attempt to bring the
whole of Ethiopia under their control and to use the admini-
strative region of Eritrea as a stepping stone for this design, the
Italians accumulated a substantial quantity of capital in the region.
When Italian colonialism came to end, the bourgeoisie of the
administrative region of Eritrea found a good opportunity to invest
their capital in the other parts of Ethiopia as well. In the process
they came to control, to a large measure, the growing capitalist
sector of the Ethiopian economy. Thus, when this is the truth, the
accusation by the separatists that Ethiopia is a colonial power is
only their own fabrication and has no basis whatsoever. Perhaps
they want to go back in history and want to compare Ethiopia to
ancient Rome. But this too is wrong for during the imperialist era
it is not possible to view the phenomenon of colonialism apart
from the movement of capital.

The broad masses of Ethiopia!

Why is it that the petty-bourgeois separatists are so frantically
running around under the pretext of liberating "Eritrea"? What
is the source of their narrow nationalism ?

Their "nationalism" arises from the desire of the reactionary
petty-bourgeoisie which claims to stand for Eritrea to appropriate
the capital left over by the Italian colonialists whose hatred for the
broad masses of Ethiopia verged on racism. The petty-bourgeoisie
only wants to take the place of the Italians as exploiter. Before the
eruption of the Ethiopian revolution, some genuine progressives
used to ask why the struggle of the rest of the oppressed peoples of
Ethiopia could not be coordinated with the struggle in Eritrea if the
whole thing is meant for the liberation of the oppressed. The answer
of the chauvinist petty-bourgeois elements who inherited the
capital left over by the Italian colonialists was full of hatred and



contempt for the workers and the whole oppressed peoples of Ethio-
pia. Simply stated, their answer was: "The rest are backward; who
is going to wait for them?" This is exactly the same attitude the
Italian colonialists used to have towards the people of Eritrea.
That is why it is said that when the Italian colonialists left
Eritrea, they left behind their likes or disciples.

However much the separatists try to mislead world public opi-
nion, the Ethiopian revolution has, more than ever, succeeded in
exposing their reactionary stand. About a year ago, the so called
E. P. L. F. came out with what it claimed to be a "new" programme
in which it once again tried to hide its reactionary position but
which it never put to practice. This programme which the E. P. L. F.
claimed it would translate into practice but which the Provisional
Military Government cannot, was copied, from beginning to end,
from the programme of the National Democratic Revolution of
Ethiopia. What was the condition of the Ethiopia's peasants when
the E.P.L.F. made this claim? They had organized themselves in to
25,000 peasant associations with a membership of 7,000,000;
the y had won their right to manage their own affairs and they were
attempting to make the transition from individual to collective farm-
ing. They were intensifying their struggle against their class enemies
by raising their political consciousness and by being better organized
and armed. And this year, they have formed the All Ethiopia
Peasant Association (AEPA), a development which will hold an
important chapter in the history of our revolution.

The leaders of the separatists, for a long time, used to claim
that they were progressives. But as our revolutio.n continued to
expose their true pictures and as the world's progressive forces began
to reject them, they confessed that they are not Marxists and started
to openly ask the favour of reactionaries. Thus, they conclusively
proved that they have unhesitatingly joined the imperialist camp.

Eight months ago, the group which calls itself E.L.F.-
P . L . F. issued a statement in Beirut appealing to Arab
reactionaries for help. The statement said that since the fate, history
and struggle of the people of Eritrea are intimately tied to thelrs, the

Arab reactionaries are obliged to help them. The group openly
showedto which camp it belongs.

Similarly, at the meeting of the Arab League held in Morocco,
the individual who claims to be the leader of this organization
said, "Eritrea is part of the Arab world. She safeguards the
southern flank of the Arab countries. At the present the people
of Eritrea which is Arab is engaged in an armed struggle for
Arab cause". It can be recalled that this same individual who claims
to be the spokesman for the people of Eritrea has, for a long time,
been spreading the lie that the war which the separatists conduct is
only intended to resist the campaign against the religion of Islam
and its followers.

Even if the separatists attempt to create antagonism
among the people by exploiting religious differences, the Provisi-
onal Military Government, as early as 1975, issued a proclamation
establishing equality among all religions. The Programme of the
National Democratic Revolution of Ethiopia unequivocally
affirms this principle. And this is now being translated into reality.

Despite the picture which the separatists try to present in
order to get an interrupted support from reactionary Arab gove-
rnments, Ethiopian followers of the religion of Islam are not found
only in the administrative region of Eritrea. In fact, the majority
of Ethiopian moslems live in the rest of the country. It is self-defeat-
ing to try to trade in the name of the moslem sector of the
population in Eritrea. The Ethiopian revolution is determined
to establtsh full and absolute equality among religions and the
process of doing so has been advancing during the last four years.
T~at is why the followers of. Islam in the other regions of Ethio-
pIa are presently engaged III the struggle, to build a people's
republic of Ethiopia alongside with their class allies. Eritrean
moslems do not have any different goal.

The broad masses of Ethiopia!
Despite the changing character of the problem in Eritrea, an un-

reserved attempt has been made to resolve the problem peacefully



since the beginning of the Ethiopian revolution. All the efforts were
made with the assumption that if the separatists were truly anti-
feudal and anti-imperialist and if they were prepared to advance
the cause and struggle of the oppressed peoples of Ethiopia and
the world, it would be possible to rally together. With this spirit,
the Provisional Military Government did not stop seeking a
peaceful resolution of the problem ever since the eruption of the
Ethiopian revolution.

Beginning in July 1975, all the security forces in the region
were made to confine themselves to their barracks and an attempt
was made to open a wide door for peaceful discussions with the
elders of the region as intermidiaries. But the separatists took
these gestures as signs of weakness. Taking advantage of the
situation, they began to increase their forces around Asmara and
in February 1976 opened an offensive on Asmara with all their
might. The offensive was repusled at a tremendous sacrifice and
their plan was foiled. But still, we continued with our peace efforts.

One of the major points mentioned in the Programme of
the National Democratic Revolution of Ethiopia, proclaimed in
1976, is the right to self-determination of all the nationalities in
Ethiopia. As a solution to the problem of nationalities, the
programme offers regional autonomy. And to translate this into
practice the Provisional Military Government issued a Nine-point
Policy Declaration in April 1976.

The main objectives of this revolutionary call to the broad masses
and progressives in the administrative region of Eritrea were to allow
those people who, with a misguided aim, are in the woods, deserts
and foreign lands to return to normal life and to rehabilitate those
who were forced to abandon their jobs, schools and property bec-
ause of the problem. In addition, the policy declaration was also
intended to pave the way for implementing the principle of regi-
onal autonomy. By continuing its search for peace, the Provisional
Military Government sent a high level peace mission to the region

in March 1976 and thi!' mission stayed in Asmara for one year
trying to make contacts with the groups. In addition, a special
commission which would implement theNine-point Policy Declaration
was established in June 1976. This mission has tried its best to
carry out its tasks and is still doing so .

Our peace efforts were not made domestically alone. In
order to explain to the neighbouring countries, the origin and the
exact nature of the problem and the good intentions with which
the Provisional Military Government is attempting to resolve this
problem inherited from the previous regime, high level govern-
ment delegations have been dispatched from time to time.
These delegations were first sent to the Sudan, Lebanon, Syria,
Iraq and Egypt. Later, similar delegations went to Libya, Al-
geria, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the Yemen Arab Republic and the
People's Democratic Republic of Yemen. While a few agreed
that the problem is a purely internal Ethiopian affair and showed
willingnessto co-operate with our peace efforts, those who have enimi-
cal attitude towards our unity and revolution claimed that "Eritrea
isArab" and clearly showed their determination not to co-operate.
The reactionary stand of these governments is responsible for the
worsening of the problem. It can be recalled that several calls were
made especially to the President of the Sudan to help us restore
peace in Eritrea.

The peace efforts still did not stop here. We have also made
attempts through the good offices of some socialist countries. As
I have spelled out in detail, there was virtually no time when the
Provisional Military Government refrained from persuing the search
for peace. Yet, what was the response of the separatists to all these?
What is the extent of damage they have brought on the exploited
~asses in Eritrean region who always longed for peace? In connec-
tIon with this problem how much was the sacrifice made by the
broad masses of Ethiopia and to what extent did the problem obstruct
the rapid progress of our revolution? All these must be known in detail.



When the Ethiopian revolution erupted without the expectation
of the separatists and when it especially took a decidedly anti-imp-
erialist, anti-feudal and anti-bureaucratic capitalist character, the
separatists were thrqwn into a state of utter confusion. They them-
selves have attested to this truth. Thus, when the revolutionary fire
spread throughout the country and their reactionary position was
exposed, the separatists began to claim that the peace policy was
a fraud meant only to hoodwink them. They adopted a policy of
spreading of lies. They have prevented the people of the Eritrean
region from fully participating in the revolution and enjoying its
fruits with the rest of the people of Ethiopia. The leaders of the
separatists do not want to see the people of the region free themselves
from imperialist and feudal oppression by raising their political
consciousness and by organizing and arming themselves. What the
separatist leaders did was to fully collaborate with the reactio-
nary Somali agressors and internal reactionary elements for the
common purpose of subverting the revolution and the unity of
the country. Apart from welcoming and absorbing exploiters who
were frightened by the revolution and run into their arms, the
separatist groups also served as a strong bulwark for E.D.U, E.P.R.P.
and imperialism in a concerted attempt to udermine the revolu-
tion.

Instead of being able to free themselves from feudal exploitation
and become organized like their brothers and sisters in the
other parts of Ethiopia, the peasants of Eritrea have been made
to forcefully feed the separatist bandits. Things do not stop here.
Children as young as 8 years old are taken away from their
parents and at gun-point are fed to the volley of bullets of our
revolutionary liberation army by being forced to become intoxi-
cated with harbituates like hashish.

They carry out the futile propaganda that the peace policy
which is intended to pave the way for equality, peace and unity
of struggle is fake. They imprison or shoot those who want
to return to peaceful life. They destroy the relief and rehabilitation

centres established in the various provinces of the region. They rob
the properties of those who have managed to escape from the
woods and are being rehabilitated through government aid. They
publicly massacre elderly Ethiopians, old men and women, who
bravely defy their authority by saying that they are neither Arab
nor the slaves of the separatists. One of their tricks is to frighten
those who are fed up with the misery of prisons and decide to escape
and return to peaceful life by telling them that what readily await
them on their return are only imprisonment and death.

Eritrean progressives who want to intensify the class struggle
and organize the masses are imprisoned, tortured or shot. For
example, it is well known how the left-wing faction within the
E.P.L.F. called "the M enkae" was mercilessly liquidated when it
became known that its members had come to realize the genuiness
of the Ethiopian revolution and that their own struggle cannot
be isolated from the struggle of the oppressed masses of the whole
of Ethiopia.

t

While doing all these, the separatists never canied out acts of
sabotage against the means of production and distribution which
used to be owned privately by local and foreign capitalists during
the feudo-bourgeois regime. In fact, they used to protect these
capitalists, a deed for which they have been duly receiving rewards.
But after these factories, service .agencies and big farms which
used to be owned by a few exploiters e~ecially by Italians and
Arabs, all rural and urban lands and all extra houses became the
property of the oppressed, the separatists destroyed over 17factories
putting 15,000 workers out of job. The problem which these
workers came to face was not of their own doing buta consequence
of the anti-working class conspiracy of the separatists. Therefore,
the government has been paying and still continues to pay the
salaries of these work~rs from the fruit of the toil of the labour-
ing masses of the rest of Ethiopia.

The separatists have also made it almost impossible to trans-
port to the central part ofthe country and abroad the goods produced



by the few industrial enterprizes which the revolutionary. ~rmy has
managed to keep running by paying a tremendous sacrifIce. They
have prevented industrial raw ~~teria!s fro~ abroa? and c~ntral
Ethiopia from reaching the adffilmstratlve regIOnofE~Itrea. Allm ~ll,
since economic activity in the region has come to a vIrtual standstIll,
the 'population relies almost exclusivelyon pro:isions that come from
central Ethiopia by air. As a result, there IS a problem of food
shortage and people are starving to death.

The destruction caused by these residues of history is not lim-
ited to factories and distributive agencies. They have destroyed
roads, bridges, railway lines, airports and telecommunication li?es
that join the provinces of the region with each other an~ the ~eglOn
with central Ethiopia. They have destroyed farm machmery mten-
ded to develop and expand farms taken away from do~estic an.dfor-
eign exploiters, expensive road building and constructlO~ m~chinery,
transport vehicles belonging to individuals, mass orgamzatlOns and
the government schools, hospitas clinics, gas stations and stores ~or
consumer goods. Today, there is draught and consequently famme
in rural Eritrea. Reservoirs and water canals which could have helped
to alleviate the problem have also been destroyed.

The separatists loot all what the people produce with. great
effort including clothing, goats, sheep, cattle and pack ammals.
As a result, a section of the population has been forced to abandon
their homes and flee to neighbouring countries and to cen-
tral and other parts of Ethiopia by defending themselves with
everypossible crude weapon as they escape. This is a time.wh~n ev~n
the availability of sufficient drinking water .and electrIc lIght. m

• most parts of Eritrea and in the towns is conSIdered a sour.ce of JOy
and happiness. The sound of bullets, mortars a?d explOSIveshave
become routine music instead of the songs of bIrds, the sound of
the drum, the begena and the kirar and the human voice.

As the result of the deeds of these messengers of destruc-
tion, more than 13,000 men-in-uniform and over 30,000 civilians-

children, old men and women included-have either died or
been wounded. The number of those who have been forced to flee
the country after being totally fed up with the killings and lootings
by the bandits is estimated at 200,000. The total value of lives and
property which the broad masses of Eritrea sustained as the result
of the killings ,brigandage and lootings of the traitors and enemies
of the people, the extent of which has no parallel in Ethiopian
history, cannot be given a monetary estimate now. We leave this
task to the future and to history. Nevertheless, it has been esta-
blished that the damage inflicted on government property and the
expenditure made in the immediate struggle to withstand the aim
of the separatists amounts to 2. 5 billion birr (roughly U. S. 1. 2
billion dollar). Is it not difficult to say whether these indivi-
duals who, on the one hand, destroy communication and telecom-
munication lines, bridges and factories-the lifelines of the working
people-and at the same time claim to stand for the interest of the
masses are human beings or beasts? The separatists stepped up their
destructive activities after the Ethiopian revolution brought the
major means of production and distribution under public owner-
ship. They fought their own motherland in concert with the
expansionist Somali ruling class. Do not these deeds show that
the separatists are only counter-revolutionaries, reactionaries and
enemies of the broad masses? Do they not show that these people
can only be compared to objects or vehicles that have no consci-
ousness of their own but only accelerate with the power of Arab
oil because they are even incapable of learning a bit from the
fate of the reactionary classes of the past?

Despite the refusal of the secessionists to accept the peace call
and their stubborn continuation of inflicting heavy damages on the
broad masses, the government is doing everything possible to alleviate
the sufferings of the people. Even though the separatists have
managed to close down most means of communication, the
government has been able to provide food by air.



The reactionary Arab ruling classes of the surrounding area
have for centuries been attempting to turn the Red Sea into an
Arab Lake. They have tried to expand into highland Ethiopia and
bring even the Nile Valley under their control. And during the last
17 years, they have been seriously trying, directly or indirectly, to
violate the territorial integrity of Ethiopia by making the use of
the separatists who agree with all their aims.

Realizing that Ethiopia will be strong and be capable to thwart
their age-old objective, if the Ethiopian revolution which erupted
in 1974 continues to advance foreward peacefully, the reactionary
Arab ruling classes of the region, with the support of imperialism,
with the co-operation of the separatist groups and with the overall
coordination of the Sudanese leaders, are now fully poised against
our revolution and our historical unity. It must be realized that it
is the intereference of these outside forces that aggravated the
problem iti Eritrea.

. Today, the reactionary. ruling classes of United Arab Emira-
tes, Kuwait, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon,
Tunrsia, Somalia and the Sudan are committing crimes against our
revolution by supplying provisions, by training and arming the separ-
atists with arms which they get from NATO countries. For exam-
ple, in 1975-76 alone, the joint aid provided by these countries
for counter-revolutionary and separatist activities, apart from
weapons and other assistance, was 60 million Birr. It is not difficult
to estimate by how many fold this assistance has increased since
then.

The military, material and political assistance from NATO and
the reactionary Arab governments is still continuing. The fact that
Egypt has started a propaganda campaign under the fictitous
pretext that we are about to build a dam on Lake Tana and the
Blue Nile, shows its interventionist plan.

In addition to the unlimited supply of light and heavy weapons
which are provided by Iran and Syria, more than 60 Americans
have recently been deployed on our border to train the traitorous
separatists. These number does not include the instructors from
Iraq and Egypt. All these definitely constitute direct interference
in Ethiopia's internal affairs. Why is it that they interfere in our
internal affairs when we do not interfere in any country's domestic
affairs, when we do not violate their borders and territorial
integrity but when we only struggle for equality, freedom and
peace?

As is well known, the problem in Eritrea cannot be viewed
in isolation from-the long-standing objective of imperialists and
reactionary Arab ruling classes to fully control the economic and
strategic potential of the Red Sea through which seventy five per-
cent of the oil produced in tne Middle East is shipped. Since
the Red Sea is also strategically important to contain progres-
sive movements_ ,In this part of the world, imperialists will con....
tinue to challenge us along our Red Sea border for a long time
to come. Since international imperialism has a design to link its
military network in the Mediterranean Sea with the inilitary and
intelligeJ;lcebases it has established in the Indian Ocean, it fears
the -consequence of the appearance of revolutionary movements
and countries in the 'Red Sea region. Therefore, imperialist and
reactionary Arab governments who want to see not a strong and
:evolutionary Ethiopia but a weak Ethiopia in the region are today
Interfering in our internal affairs with the view to undermine oun
unity and subvert the revolution..
, Revolutionary Ethiopia strongly condemns and is at the same-

tI~e prepared to withstand all the attempts of the reactionary Arab
rUhng classes in the region to turn the Red Sea into an Arab Lake
because such a move is counter-revolutionary and anti-peace. Since
Ethiopia has a long coastline on the Red Sea, she will continue to
struggle in order to protect her national interest and safeguard' the
Red Sea as a peaceful international waterway. In this connection,
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Ethiopia, in collaboration with progressive countries and movements
in the surrounding area, will continue to adhere to her correct
~olicl of opposing those who want to use the Red Sea as a polit-
~ca.lInstrument and those who want to expand the sphere of imper-
IalIst hegemony over the surrounding area. In connection with this
struggle Ethiopia asks the co-operation of progressive Arab countries
and broad masses. Ethiopia believes that all socialist, democratic
and peace-loving peoples of the world fully condemn the plot of
imperialists and their lackeys to deny her access to the Red Sea.

The broad masses of Ethiopia!

Sinc~ the large sum of money being provided by the reactionary
A:ab ruling classes daily intensifies their arrogance, the separatists
reJe~t ~ll,peace o~ertures and want to rely only on arms. Why are
Et?iopIa s ~evol~tI?nary armed forces dying in northern Ethiopia?
Is I~,as the ImperIalIsts, reactionary Arab ruling classes and the sepa-
ratIsts say, to perpetuate colonial rule over a country that is histori-
ca~y, culturally.and ethnically unified? Is it, as the separatists
claIm, to extermInate the broad masses of Eritrea? How does the
ho.nest c~nsienc~ of ~hepeople of the world answer these questions?
Is It possIble to ImagIne a revolution that stands for the supermacy
of the oppressed and a society struggling to build socialism have
such a reactoinary objective? The truth is different.

A people's revolutionary war is national in character but inter-
n~tional and progressive in content. Our struggle in Eritrea is of
this ~nd. Its central objective is to liberate the oppressed masses
of Entrea who are held captives at gun-point by the separatist
gr~ups who are. tools of imperialists and the reactionary Arab
ruling classes. It IS to enable them to enjoy the achievements of the
revolution and assert their class right as their class comrades in
the rest of Ethio~ia. Since it is drawn from the working and peasant
ranks our revolutIOnary army struggles to defened the achievements
which the revolu~ion ha~ brought to the broad masses. It fights for
the total and ultImate VIctory of the revolution. The revolutionary
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army fully realizes that the sacrifices it pays are for the defence
of the revolution and the unity of their beloved country.

The primary objective of our people's revolutionary war is
to affirm the historical unity of Ethiopia and to safeguard her outlet
to the sea. This struggle, will also free the people from pillage
and constant worry and make them feel an atmosphere of secu-
rity. It will be possible to create an environment in which it is
possible to politicize, organize and arm the masses and to create
the structures necessary for the building of socialism. Thus, cont-
rary to what the reactionary Arab ruling classes and the separa-
tists say, the Ethiopian revolution has never attempted to solve the
problem of Eritrea militarily. The uninterrupted peace efforts are
an uncontestable proof of this. The people's revolutionary war which
we are waging in northern Ethiopia today to foil the plot of
imperialism and reactionary Arab ruling classes has no different
goal.

While the objectives of the broad masses of Ethiopia and. the
revolutionary army are these, the aims of our enemies are to under-
mine our' unity, subvert the revolution, deny us access to the. sea
and thereby create a weak Ethiopia which is exposed to exploita-
tion, oppression and imperialist domination.

Hoping that the peace -loving world public can not think and
analyze things on its own, the imperialist puppets, the reactionary
Arab ruling classes of the surrounding area and their
domestic agents try to distort history and falsify the aims of
the Ethiopian revolution. They still continue to hide the true cha-
racter of their anti-people, reactionary and bankrupt conspiracy
by regularly coming up with different covers. We propose the solu-
tion of regional autonomy which, starting from the concrete situation
of Ethiopia, is the only scientific solution that would ensure the
democratic rights of nationalities and which would be one of the
foundations on wbich a just and socialistEthiopia would be bui~1



But on their part, the separatist organizations have not been able
to foreward any idea except their wholesale shout about the inde-
pendence of Eritrea.

In connection with the principle of regional autonomy or the right
of nationalities to self-determination, Article 5 of the Programme
of the National Democratic Revolution of Ethiopia states: "The
right to self-determination of all nationalities will be recognized
and fully respected. No nationality will dominate another one since
the history, culture, language and religion of each nationality will
have equal recognition in accordance with the spirit of socialism".
The programme continues: "This united struggle is based on the
desire to construct a new life and a new society based on equality,
brotherhood and mutual respect." What we want is to translate
these objectives into reality.

As the programme states, when the policy is implemented each
nationality "within its environs, has the right to determine the
contents of its political, economic and social life, use its own lan-
guage and elect its own leaders and administrators to head its
internal organs." What should be understood here is that regional
aufonomy emerged in the course of the revolution as ~ general
solution to the problem of nationalities of the whole of Ethiopia
but not meant to serve special groups.

The broad masses of Ethiopia who have risen up in defence of your
revolution and country!

The separatists in Eritrea grew arrogant and became contem-
ptous of the might of the broad masses when they put certain pla-
ces under their control at a time when Ethiopia was being attacked
from all directions especially by the reactionary Somali forces from
the east and the south. Even now, it has not been clear to the
separatists that the revolutionary army which has emerged in the
course of the revolution is imbued with revolutionary fervour and
decisiveness and is continuing to build itself further politically and

descipline wise. This revolutionary army which in a short while cru-
shed the invasion launched against us through the collaboration of
many reactionary governments on the eastern and southern fronts
and thus was able to save the revolution from reversal and was
able to defend the honour of the country is to withstand, with
revolutionary resoluteness, any and all anti-people and anti-unity
elements.

The broad masses of Ethiopia are now ready to challenge any
attack or invasion that may be launched from whatever direction.
In addition, socialist countries, progressives and all peace-loving
forces are supporters and allies of our struggle. Therefore, there is
no doubt that we will crush the conspiracies of all reactionaries and
emerge victorious. The anti-imperialist struggle of the broad masses
of Ethiopia has been tested throughout history. Our people have been
tested in a long anti-imperialist and revolutionary fire. Therefore, their
eventual victory is inevitable. Since our struggle is for equality and
socialism, the just and legal war which is being waged on now will
be concluded with our victory. Our struggle is for peace and socia-
lism. But we know that reactionaries and those who are arrogant
neveracknowledge the supreme value of peace. Therefore, one who
does nat want to seek peace at a peace table, will be forced to look
for it at the battle field. If necessary, the oppressed masses of Ethio-
pia are ready to fight for generations to defend their revolution
and unity.

This is what we want those who stand for socialism, freedom
and progress and all the peace-loving peoples of the world to
understand. We ask them to appreciate the fact that our struggle
is only meant to protect the revolution for which the broad masses
have shed much blood and the unity and territorial integrity of our
country. We want them to observe carefully that the encirclement
by imperialists and reactionary forces directed against us is the
outcome of an open conspiracy designed to destroy our very
existence. We call upon all the peace-loving peoples of the world



who take, as their main task to oppose oppression and all forms of
imperialist pressure, to support us in our struggle to crush the open
invasion in northern Ethiopia. In particular, we believe that it is
the revolutionary duty of socialist, progressive and democratic forces
whose primary task is to oppose all forms of exploitation and opp-
ression and to support the struggle for equallity of all men and women,
to stand on our side in the strutggle to protect the revolution and
the unity of Ethiopia.

The triumph of the Ethiopian revolution is a victory for soc-
ialism. The defeat of the revolution and the disintegration of the
unity of the country will be a triumph for imperialism. Therefore,
the revolutionary militants and peace-loving peoples of the world
must view the matter with serious concern. We want them to be
fully aware that our genuine objective is to give a sense of relief
to the oppressed people of Eritrea by putting an end to their fears,
to confusion and to the constant sound of bullets.

What we stand for is the equality of all Ethiopian nationalities
and for peace but not to mount fratricidal destruction. We have
risen to once again affirm in practice the truth that the masses are
the makers of history and to build a people's democratic Ethiopia
where all its citizens will enjoy justice and prosperity. That is
why we say that the people of the administrative region of Eritrea
who are historically, culturally, linguistically, economically and
in their way of life tied to the nationalities in the rest of Ethiopia
cannot be forced to secede at gun-point. We will fight to the end
those enemies of the people who want to force them to do this.

For some time, the broad masses of Eritrea have been asking
why the revolutionary liberation army which crushed the reacti-
onary Somali army which had armed itself with modern weapons
for 17 years was not coming to their rescue. Therefore, we are
certain that they will stand and fight alongside the liberation army

with the realization that victory in this life and death struggle
between revolutionary and reactionary forces is in their interest too.

The broad masses of Ethiopia!

It must be realized that even now revolutionary Ethiopia has
not folded its hand in its search for peace. Since the declaration
of the peace policy, thousands of Eritrean inhabitants who had
managed to escape from the pressure of the bullets of the bandits
have been deployed in various educational and other field of
activities and have been enabled to take part in the revolutionary
process.

At the moment too, the government is making a major effort
to help and care for the people while at the same time resisting
the activities of the separatists. In particular, all the necessary
assistance is being made to rehabilitate those who have recently
been liberated from the grip of the separatists by the revolution-
aryarmy. Byjoining hands with the masses in all forms of rehabili-
tation and other activities, the revolutionary army is proving
its popular and mass character.

The Provisional Military Government as of today has granted
full amnesty to all those who have been misled to take part in
anti-unity and reactionary activities and desire to give their hands
peacefully and who are now ready to stand alongside the revolu-
~ionary army in crushing the counter-revolutionary conspiracy and
III defence of the revolution of the broad masses of Ethiopia.
Rehabilitation centres have been set up in Asmara, Mekele, Aduwa,
Adigrat, Axum and Gondar for those who give themselves up
and for those who have been made shelterless as a result of the
engagement of the revolutionary liberation army with the bandits.

There is no force that can stop the foreward march of our
revolution. All those reactionary forces who want to create obs-
tacles will be wiped out by the revolutionary storm. From the



class war being waged by the people's revolutionary army in
northern Ethiopia will be born the genuine freedom and equality
of the people of Eritrea. The time is fast approaching when the
death shadow which has for a long time been hovering over the
people of Eritrea will be removed by the revolutionary army.

The broad masses of Ethiopia!

You have risen up with resolute determination to wipe out
oppression and exploitation from the face of your motherland.
You have set out to build a people's democratic Ethiopia where
equality and justice will reign. Because of these, reactionaries
are in a state of total panic.

They have arrayed themselves against you in order to dim
and extinguish the torch of struggle which you have kindled to lead
you victoriously to socialism which is the only guarantee for your
very existence and freedom. As your struggle has co;me to gain mo-
mentum, they have marshalled all their forces and have put you in
a life and death struggle. But even if, with your popular might,
you have administered one defeat after another to them, they
have not ceased to challenge you. Even if you have, at various
times, successfully confronted the threats posed against you from
various directions, they have not refrained from changing their
tactics and returning over and over again.

They gang up against you now from within, now from the
outside and at other times simultaneously from both. Only quite
recently, when they declared war against you from many directions,
especially the one from the east and the south through the instr-
umentality of the reactionary army of Somalia and they obtained
temporary victory, their arrogance was intensified. But since you
have resolved to stand firm come what may, in defense of your
unity, revolution, national freedom, you did not bow before them.
On the contrary, once having rallied under the motto" Revolu-
tionary motherland or death" you paid all the sacrifices the struggle to
required and were able to teach an unforgettable lesson to the In

somali armed forces, emissaries of the imperialist and reactionary
Arab governments, and thereby ensure respect for the frontiers
of your motherland.

Still, the reactionaries were not willing to learn from the disaster
that was inflicted on them in the east and south. It is impossible
to imagine that imperialists will accept the ultimate triumph of the
oppressed until they are totally wiped out from the face of the
earth. If they are defeated in one locality they will slowly creep
up in another. Their frantic attempt in the north to acquire the
victory that has eluded them in the east and south proves this fact.

Just as you have earlier heroically rose up and scored a major
victory in the south and east by saying "Everything to the war
front" and by mobilizing all your forces, you have to repeat the
same feat and score a similar victor); in the north, in the war which
has been waged against you for a long time and which has currently
been intensified. Your revolution cannot have a guarantee
unless your compatriots in Eritrea, compatriots who are being
pressured by imperialists and the reactionaries of the surrounding
area through the activities of the separatists are liberated and are
made to line up with you and unless your access to the Red Sea,
which is decisive for your development and prosperity, is fully
insured. Therefore, all of you who stand for national independence,
democracy and socialism and those who have love of country must,
under the motto "Revolutionary motherland or death", rise to bring
down to their knees the traitorous separatists in Eritrea who have
become pains on the side of your revolution.

Today too, under the slogan "Everything to the war front", you
have to stand up with all the resources available to you alongside
the Second Revolutionary Army.

Your enemies desire to see only a weak Ethiopia. They seek
divide the ranks of the oppressed. But, you have to prove
practice to the world that you stand for proletarian inter-



nationalism, for the unity of the oppressed and for a strong popu.
lar democratic country.

You, young men and women! With your sweat and blood; and
you, the rest of the people of Ethiopia standing as the rearguard
have to bring about the full liberation of the oppressed masses 0

Eritrea.

We, your genuine sons and daughters will always be at the
front line of the struggle. We will stand on the throats of your
enemies and die an honourable and worthy death rather than se
your defeat and humiliation.

The right of Ethiopia's nationalities to self-determinatio
has been recognized !
It will be translated into practice too!
The oppressed masses of Eritrea have no interests and aspi
rations different from those of the broad masses of Ethiopia!
Progressive Arab forces will stand alongside the broad masse
of Ethiopia ! .
The inviolable unity of the peoples of Ethiopia will remai
honoured and respected forever!
A people's Ethiopia will be established with the
sweat of its genuine sons and daughters!
The world will belong to the proletariat!

Efforts made by the PMAC to Resolve the
Problem in Eritrea Peacefully

Before February 1974, Ethiopian progressives had the opinion
that the political movement in the administrative region of Eritrea
was a genuine anti-imperialist movement. Especially after the split
within the E.L.F. and the formation of the E.P.L.F. in 1971, there
was a widespread belief that the aim of the latter was not to
secede Eritrea from Ethiopia but to help liberate the whole of
Ethiopia from the grips of feudalism. Since there were a number of
radicals both from Eritrea and from the other administrative regions
of the country within the E.P.L.F., the movement was considered
Marxist. Also a number of young people from central Ethiopia
joined this organization without much hesitation believing that a
foundation was being laid in the struggle to overthrow the exploit-
ative and oppressive feudal order.

Simultaneously, reactionary Arab regimes which have for many
centuries been vying to establish their hegemony over Ethiopia
by controlling the strategic Red Sea began providing unlimited
political and material support to these political movements. These
reactionary Arab regimes began to provide moral, material and
political support to these political movements thinking that they
~ave found an opportunity to weaken and dismember Ethiopia by
llltensifyng ethnic and religious differences, and disunity among the
people through the instrumentality of these movements. Gradually,
th~ political stand and ultimate objective of the movements in
ErItrea came to be obvious.



When the Ethiopian revolution erupted in February 1974,
one of the major issues for which it had to find a solutio~
was the problem in Eritrea. Consequently, as so.on as the C?Or~I-
nating Committee of the Armed Forces, the ~ol~ce and T~rntonal
Army was established on June 28, 1974, pnonty was gIven and
an uninterrupted effort was made towards solving this problem peace-
fully. Later on, when the Provisional Military Administrative
Council (PMAC) was established, this issue was given even greater
attention.

Nonetheless, since the movements in Eritrea are in effect instru-
ments of reactionary Arab governments and international impe-
rialism, they became comrades in-arms of all those counter-revo-
lutionary feudalists, petty-bourgeois anarchists and high govern
ment officials of the former feudo-bourgeois government. The garb
they used to wear in order to appear progress ive has been com-
pletely removed over the last four years an~ it has become .quite
clear that these separatist groups are sheer Instruments of Impe-
rialism and Arab reaction. This is why the effort at a peaceful
resolution of the problem has not succeded. Here are the details of
the peace efforts that have been made.

I STEPS UNDERTAKEN IN THE MILITARY AND
ADMINISTRATIVE SPHERES

When the Ethiopian revolution erupted in February, 1974, there
was a view that the separatists in Eritrea were seeking peace, and
in order to facilitate this, they were coming out from their guerilla
bases. Ethiopian revolutionaries also had anticipated that since a
nation-wide revolutionary movement to overthrow the exploitative
feudo-bourgeois order had already started, if not all the separa-
tists, at least those who called themselves progressives would join
the Ethiopian revolution. As early as June, 1974, when the PMAC
was just a coordinating committee and when the emperor was not
yet removed from power, an attempt was made to create a favour-
able situation for the separatists to join the camp of the revo-

lution. In the beginning, it was necessary to bring to the open the
nature of this problem which the feudo-bourgeois regime of Haile
Se1assie had attempted to keep secret and then make a call
to the separatists to join the revolution. Then, in order to create
a peaceful environment for the separatists to come to the ne-
gotiating table, an order was given to the security forces to act
only in self-defense but not to make any direct attacks on the
separatists. Thus, the security forces were all ordered to return
and confine themselves to their barracks.

As it is well known, during the heyday of the feudo-bourgeois
regime of Haile Selassie, those persons who used to be appointed
as administrators of the region were the ones who were close
confidants and or who were married to Haile Selassie's family or
who were members of the feudal nobility. These individuals, instead
of serving the people, used to collaborate with the capitalists and
feudalists of the region and with the foreign capitalists with the
objective of exploiting and oppressing the masses. This was one
of the factors that aggravated the situation in the region.

Therefore, individuals from the region were appointed by the
PMAC as chief and deputy administrators of the region because it was
believed that reforming the administrative machinery of the region
wasa prerequisite for creating a favourable atmosphere for a peaceful
discussion. But the separatists did not appreciate the efforts of the
Ethiopian government for a peaceful resolution of the problem.

Taking advantage of the confinement of the security forces to their
barracks, the separatists began to intensify their reactionary propa-
ganda and military campaign. Displaying the huge quantity of arms
which they obtained from the reactionary Arab regimes, they
wanted to create the, impression that they were a strong and
powerful force. They began to build trenches and fortifications in
key and strategic places in preparation for a full scale war. They
also began to intensify their secessionist propaganda internally and
ext~rnally. However, notwithstanding tile separatists reactionary
actIvities, the government was not discouraged. Thus, it still
~ontinued to seek a peaceful solution to the problem through
Intermidiaries both from within and from without the country.



1. Internally

Among the major steps that were undertaken was the discussion
held in Asmara in December, 1975, between a very high level govern-
ment delegation and the respected citizens of the region on how
to bring about peace. Three hundred representatives of the various
districts and provinces of the region participated in this discussion.
On the government side, there were a PMAC member and
other high level government officials.

During this discussion, the government delegation tried to
explain in detail that the problem was one inherited from th
old regime and was in the process of being resolved. The deleg.
ation further emphasised that if the aim of the secessionists was in
effect to destroy the old system and to create a new one, where there
would be no oppression and exploitation, this was the opportune
moment for co-operative and united effort towards such an end.
The representatives of the region were asked to exert their maximum
effort. The government delegation also stated that the govern-
ment was willing to compensate for all the damage that had been
caused during the course of the conflict. In addition, the delegation
stated that if the separatists continued with the war, they would be
held responsible by history for all the loss of lives and property
that would be inflicted on innocent people.

After a lengthy discussion, a committe consisting of 38 people
was formed. The task of this committee was to facilitate peace
negotiation between the government and the separatists and in
general to create an environment conducive to a peaceful resolution
of the problem. The committee demanded that the following stepS
be undertaken on the part of the government:

a) that the security forces should be confined to their bar-
racks and the security of the urban areas, especially
that of Asmara, be left only to the police;

b) that the security forces should not launch any military opera-
tion whatsoever;

c) that all political prisoners in the region be released imme-
diately ;

d) that students in the administrative region of Eritrea should
not· be made to participate in the Development Through
Co-operation Campaign (Zemecha);

e) that religious leaders and elders of the region participate
in the peace negotiations that will be held with the leaders
of the separatist forces abroad;

f) that these demands be announced over the mass media.

But some of these demands, especially 1, 2, 3, and 6 could
not be met since full-scale fighting resumed between the separatists
and the security forces only within one month following this dis-
cussion. Moreover, since the proposal that the students of the
region participate in the Zemecha programme in the other admi-
nistrative regions where there was no security problem or around
cities was not accepted and since the fighting resumed immedia-
tely, t~e students of the region were not able to participate in the
campaIgn.

The members of the Committee went to rural areas and held
talks with the separatist organisations. Nothing came out of these
discussions. In fact, taking advantage of the decision to confine
the.army to its military barraks and limit its movement, the sepa-
ratIst~ came very.close to Asmara, infiltrated the city and made
a ~aJor atempt. to capture it towards the beginning of February.
ThIs confrontatIOn led to a tremendous loss in life and property.
Thus, the attempt that had been started in the country and which
was expected to bring results was temporarily aborted.

The problem in Eritrea was always an issue of major concern
for. the broad masses of Ethiopia. Consequently, a meeting in
whIchparticipants from all the administrative regions of the country
took part was held in December, 1974. A team headed by
Archbishop Philipos was sent to Asmara to try to persuade the



separatists to come and hold talks for peaceful resolution of th
problem. But the efforts of the team ended up in futility.

During the feudo-bourgeois regime, oppression and exploita-
tion were practiced not only against the nationalities within Eritre
but also against other nationalities within the other adminstrativ
regions of the rest of the country. One cannot of course isolate the
oppression of nationalities from class oppression. That is why th
problem of nationalities is one of the major problems for whic
the Ethiopian revolution has to find a solution. In the Program
me of the National Democratic Revolution of Ethiopia, whic
was issued on April 16,1976, a scientific approach to the proble
was laid. In section two, article 5, the programme states the fol
lowing in connection with the right of nationalities:-

"The right to self-determination of all nationalities will. be
recognized and fully respected. No nationality will dominat'
another one since the history, culture, language and religion of each
nationality will have equal recognition in accordance with the spirit
of socialism. The unity of Ethiopia's nationalities will be based on
their common struggle against feudalism, imperialism and bureauc-
ratic capitalism and all reactionary forces. This united struggle iJ
based on the desire to construct a new life and society based on
equality, brotherhood and mutual respect.

"Nationalities on border areas and those scattered over
various regions have been subjected to special subjugation for a long
time. Special attention will be made to raise the political, econo-
mic and cultural life of these nationalities. All necessary steps
to equalize these nationalities with the other nationalities of Ethio-
pia will be undertaken.

"Given Ethiopia's existing situation, the problem of nationa-
lities can be resolved if each nationality is accorded full right to
self-government. This means that each nationality will have regional
autonomy to decide on matters concerning its internal affairs.
Within its environs, it has the right to determine the contents oj
its political, economic and social life, use its own language and
elect its own leaders and administors to head its internal organs.

"This right ofself-government of nationalities will be implemented
in accordance with all democratic procedures and principles."
The Programme of the National Democratic Revolution is one

of the major achievements of the revolution. And this article
which gives scientific solution to the problem of nationalities is
one of the most important sections of the programme.

In less than a month after the issuance of the Programme,
a nine-point policy based on the programme of the NDR, designed
to bring about a peaceful resolution of. the problem in Eritrea,
was declared. The policy was issued with the belief that the prob-
lem in Eritrea required an immediate resolution. Towards this
end, it was hoped that the principle of self-determination an9
self-administration should first be applied in this region. The policy
statement also invited progressive organizations and individuals in the
regionthat did not have connection with imperialism and reactionary
neighbouring countries to a peaceful dialogue. It also indicated that
the government will provide all the necessary support to progressives
in the region in their attempt to raise the political consciousness
of the masses and to organize and arm them in accordance with the
Programme of the National Democratic Revolution.

The policy also stated that the government would provide the
necessary assistance for the homecoming and resettlement of those
persons who were forced to live as refugees as a result of the war,
for the rehabilitation of those people whose property was des-
troyed and for those who were made to leave their jobs and their
schools. The Nine-point Policy Declaration also stated that poli-
tical prisoners will be given amnesty or that their terms of im·
prisonment would be reduced. It also said that a special commis-
sion which would assist the refugees, rehabilitate and resettle
those persons who were forced to leave their jobs and schools,
~ndwliich would follow up the cases of political prisoners would
Immediately be established.

As soon as it was established with a large budget, the special
cOmmission prepared an extensive plan of development in order
t? be able to rehabilitate and resettle thousands of refugees. But
SlUcepeace did not prevail in the region and since the separatists
did not allow the refugees to return in large numbers, the plan
Was not put into practice to the extent desired. But still, the com-
mission did rehabilitate quite many refugees.



The commission extends a warm welcome to those who desir
to join the camp of the revolution. It provides them with employ
ment. It attends to the problem of political prisoners. In additio
since it was hoped that after the issuance of the policy, progres
sive elements from within the separatists would come forward fo
peace talks, a government delegation led by a member of th
PMAC was dispatched to Asmara. This delegation tried to mak
contacts with the separatists for over a period of one year. Sever
messages both oral and written, were exchanged between the govern
ment delegation and the separatists. In these messages, the govern
ment delegation put honest questions to the separatists askin
them why there should be blood bath, why the mas~es should b
made to suffer and why we do not sit together at the negotiatio
table and find a way how to settle the problem peacefully. Thes
messages used to be' sent both to the E.L.F. and E.P.L.F. Thei
replies some times gave hope. But most of the time they wera
slanderous and quite unprincipled. All in all the separatists could not
come up with a common platform because the two separatist
organizations had differences between themselves. In additon to
their reactionary objectives, these two separatist organizations
cared little for the suffering of the masses and could not agree to
come to the negotiation table because each was afraid that it
would be criticized and branded opportunist by the other if it
negotiated with the government. They used to come up with all
kinds of preconditions which had to be met before negotiations
were to start since at the same time, they did not want to be acc-
used of being unwilling to discuss the problem. For example, there
were demands that the armed forces should leave the region,
that the security forces should not fire at them, that foreign
organizations and countries should be allowed to participate in the
negotiation, etc.

It happened that just before the Nine-point policy was publicly
announced in April, 1976, 500 people had assembled in Asmara
for the purpose of finding better ways. of collecting taxes. These

Ie who had come from the various parts of the region found
peo~pportunity to discuss the political situation that had prevailed
~nthe region. It also happened that on the occasion of the May
~ay celebration, the government publi~ly announce~ that it was

dy and willing to hold peace talks wIth the separatIsts to relsolve
rea . f h·the problem in Eritrea peacefully. And therefore: startm.g rom t. IS
premise, the participants of the Asmara meetmg decIded to fmd
ways and means whereby the government and the separatists could
start peace negotiation. Towards this end, they formed a com-
mittee that would help bring the government and the separatists
to a face to face discussion. The government immediately sup-
ported the aim of ~hi.scomm~ttee and. gave t~e permissi.on to go
ahead with the mISSIOn.ThIS commIttee whIch gave Itself the
name the peace council of Eritrea immediately elected a chairman,
a vice chairman and a secretary. Then it continuously asked the
separatists to come for peace talks.

The members of the committee travelled long distances by air,
car, on animal back and on foot to contact the separatists in
various areas and to persuade them to hold discussions with the
government. When the members of the committee reached any
locality with the aid of government vehicles, the local people used
to provide them warm welcome hoping that they were going to
be messengers of peace. The masses of the people even used to
provide this committee with animal transportation and guide
them to areas where the secessionists were to be found.

Since each group in isolated areas was demanding
that it too should be directly contacted, the members of
the committee had to cover vast areas and distances.
The rank and file of the separatist groups welcomed the
members of the committee' with marked enthusiasm. Nevertheless,
when the members of the committee were able to contact the lea-
ders of the separatists, many times they were insulted and sland-
ered and told not to return again. Even if once in a while the
members of the committee were afforded a cordial reception by
the leaders of some of the separatist sections, the objective of their



mission did not materialize for the simple reason that each an
every guerilla leader put forward pre-conditions for the peace neg
tiation. Thus, although an endless effort was made by the committe
the attempt to find a peaceful solution to the problem became frui
less due to the arrogance of the leaders of the separatist groups.

Even though the Eritrean problem is purely an internal matter,
some reactionary Arab governments have tried to use the sepa
ratists and religious differences in order to weaken and there
dominate Ethiopia. Since the principal objective of the separatis
is to separate Eritrea from Ethiopia and make it a member of th
Arab League, they have for a long time been propagating the erro
eous view that the peoples of the region are Arabs. Thinking that
the political activities of the separatists would contribute to tho
down fall of the feudo-bourgeois regime of Haile Selassie, progr·
essive Arab governments and other progressive countries and move-
ments have earlier supported the separatist movements. But fol·
lowing the eruption of the Ethiopian revolution in February, 1974,
the over all situation in the country became totally and qualitatively
different from that which prevailed during the feudo-bourgeois
order. It became quite necessary to explain the nature of the
problem in the context of the new situation to all interested parties.
The Ethiopian government continued this effort with the hope
that each concerned party would understand the problem and would
try to influence the separatists to come foreward for peace discus-
sions. In this connection, government delegations have toured several
Arab countries to explain the situation of revolutionary Ethiopia
and the nature of the problem in Eritrea.

The first of these missions was dispatched to the Sudan in Decem-
ber, 1974. The entire situation was explained to the government
of the Sudan, especially to President Numieri. He was requested to
help arrange contacts with the separatist groups for purposes of
discussion. President Numieri accepted the request. But instead of

fulfilling this pledge he began to intensify his support for
the separatists. Especially when the programme of the National
Democratic Revolution of Ethiopia was proclaimed and when it
became evident that the Ethiopian revolution is guided by the
principles of Marxism-Leninism, the frightened anti-communist
governmentof the S~da~ began to openly campaign for the secession
of Eritrea from EthIOpIa.

SiInilar delegations also travelled to Egypt, Lybia, Algeria,
Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Kuwait, North Yemen and the Peoples Dem-
ocratic Republic of Yemen and tried to explain the contents of
the National Democratic Revolution of Ethiopia and the Nine-point.
Peace Policy of May 16, 1976 concerning the problem in Eritrea.
Even if the responses received from these countries were varied,
one thing became very clear during these trips. Because of the false
propaganda conducted by the separatists, most Arab peoples had
been led to believe that the peoples of Eritrea are Arabs and moslems,
while the population of the rest of Ethiopia is entirely Christian.
Hence they had come to a conclusion that Eritrea is a separate
entity. It was realized that the predominant and preposterous belief
was that since Eritrea and the rest of Ethiopia have had no histo-
rical connection and since moslem Eritrea is a colony of Christian
Ethiopia, every support should be given to the people of Eritrea
intheir struggle to gain their full independence. It also became clear
that even if the neighbouring countries knew the true facts, they
were nevertheless interested in the secession of Eritrea for their
own strategic and other interests.

In particular, the Egyptian president, Anwar Sadat, boldly stated
that Ethiopia must not view the problem in Eritrea as an internal
problem. The leaders of Syria and Iraq were wholly unwilling
to accept any of the true facts presented to them. In fact, some of
these leaders went to the extent of saying that whether the peoples
of Eritrea like it or not, they are of Arab stock and Ethiopia
should grant them their independence immediately. Here and there,
especiallyprogressive countries like Algeria, Lybia and the peoples



Democratic Republic of Yemen suggested that a peaceful solutio
should be found immediately through offering some sort of intern
autonomy. They expressed their willingness to help and to co-opera
in all such efforts. But the attempts made even along this line di
not produce the desired results.

Efforts were also made to establish contacts with the separa
tist organizations through socialist and progressive countries. Th
government of Ethiopia has never turned down any request fro
any country to hold talks with the separatist organizations.

For example, on a number of occasions, the Ethiopian govern
ment was informed through the Peoples Democratic Republi
of Yemen, the USSR, Cuba and Lybia that the separatists were read
to hold discussions. But after venue and time were arranged
the separatists failed to show up. They were doing this just t~
give the false impression that they were in favour of the peaceful
resolution of the problem while in fact they were against it. Beside
they were fully aware that if such discussions were held under the
auspices of progressive and socialist governments, their reactionary
stand would be totally unmasked. Consequently, up until recently,
all efforts to hold discussions with the separatists did not materialize.

III. MEETINGS HELD WITH LEADERS OF THE
RATIST GROUPS AND THEIR RESULTS

As it has been pointed out above, the Provisional Military
Government had made every possible effort to hold discussions with
the separatist organizations. Upon the request of the government of
Ethiopia, socialist countries had tried their best to convince the
separatists to come for peace discussions. As it has been mentioned
above, on a number of occasions the leaders of the separatist organ-
izations failed to show up for the projected peace discussions after
venue and time were arranged for such discussions. Below we will try

t describ~ some of the occasions when contacts with the separa-
t~ts were attempted and failed:

1. In 1976 when an Ethiopian delegation was in the Peoples
Democratic Republic of Yemen, the comrades of PDR Y
suggested that the delegation should hold discussion with
Ramadan Nur, a leader of the E.P.L.F. who was also there
at the time. The Ethiopian delegation accepted this sug-
gestion. But on the basis of the talks held between the
comrades of PDRY and Ramadan Nur, the PDRY com-
rades concluded that Ramadan Nur, was a complete reac-
tionary, and consequently proposed that a discussion with.
him would be totally fruitless. Therefore, no discussions
were held.

2. In March 1977, the Ethiopian government was informed •
through Cuban comrades that Issayas Afeworki and
Ramadan Nur, leaders of the E.P.L.F, were ready to hold
peace talks in Aden. The Ethiopian government relayed
its readiness to hold peace talks with them. But since at
that time these two individuals were in Mogadisho, it was
agreed thatthey should come to Aden within 15 days and
that the discussions should commence. But instead of report-
ing to Aden, these individuals went to Kuwait and other
Arab countries. Consequently, the plan for peace talks
failed.

3. The Ethiopian government was contacted through com-
rades of PDRY that individuals who claimed that they
were the leaders of a so-called workers party of Eritrea
wanted to hold peace discussions in Aden. The Ethiopian
government agreed to hold talks, but the individuals
failed to show up.

4. In 1977, the Ethiopian government was informed through
the government of Lybia that the leaders of the three



separatist groups were willing to hold peace discussion
The Ethiopian government agreed to hold discussio
with them. But the leaders of the separatist organization
who claimed that they would come to the conference aft
explaining the case to their followers did not show up.

Despite all these machinations, it became possible to hold di
cussions with the leaders of the E.P.L.F. on three occasions throug
the auspices of the Socialist Unity Party of the German Democrati
Republic. These meetings were held on February 2, March 22, an
June 11, 1978.

At the first and third meetings Isayas Afeworki and AI-Ami
Mohammed Siad were among the leaders of the E.P.L.F. who we
present. At the second meeting there was also another individu
by the name of Ibrahim Affa.

Before the first meeting was to be held, Isayas Afeworki and
his group put the following pre-conditions to the GDR comrades:

a) that Ethiopia should recognize Eritrea's right to inde-
pendence;

b) that Ethiopia should withdraw its armed forces from
Eritrea;

c) that a united democratic party which would guarantee the
independence of Eritrea be established in Ethiopia;

d) that socialist countries should provide guarantee for the
independence of Eritrea.

After a discussion which took eight hours, the GDR corm
rades were able to convince them to drop these pre-condition
But still there were clear indications that Isayas Afeworki and
his group were under the influence and direction of the reactiona
:,-rab ruling classes. The fact that Isayas Afeworki refused to speak
m no other language but Arabic is one clear evidence of thii
Since the desire of the Ethiopian delegation was primarily to sta

the talks, it did not insist that Isayas Afeworki and his group
speak in other. languages. But as Isayas Afeworki and his group
spoke in .Arablc at all th~ thr~e meetings, it became necessary that
the ArabIc be translated fIrSt mto German and then into English.
During the talks, the GDR comrades were peresent as observers.

The following were the main points reiterated by the Ethiopian
delegation.

1. Eritrea, t~roughout Ethiopia's long history, had not only
been an mtegral part of Ethiopia but the core of its civil-
ization as well.

11. Notwithstanding the continuous attempt of imperialism
and reactionary Arab governments to dominate and
control Ethiopia, and notwithstanding the temporary
success of Italian colonialism iri partitioning and colo-
nizing the administrative region of Eritrea, through the
life and death struggle of the masses under the slogan
"Ethiopia or death", Eritrea was reunited with her mother-
land, Ethiopia, first through federation and then in-
tegration.

Ill. The feudo-bourgeois order which was responsible of the
exploitation and oppression of the entire Ethiopian peoples
~as ~een shattered to its foundation. A fierce class struggle
IS bemg waged to build a socialist Ethiopia. Under such
a system there would be no place for any form of exploi-
tation and oppression and therefore the solution to the
problem of the oppression of nationalities cannot be
seen outside of this context.

IV. The broad masses of Ethiopia have scored tremendous
victories and are the sole beneficiaries of the achieve-
ments of the revolution.

v. On the basis of the Programme of the National Democratic
Revolution of Ethiopia, regional autonomy has been



accepted as the correct solution to the problem of
tionalities.

. Therefore they eventually openly stated that theydiSCUSSIOns. , .
totally unwilling to engage III any talks.

h attempts of the leaders of the separatist groups toAll sue . fl'. d' sions were merely intended to cover theIr a se VerSIOnId Iseus . , S 'II . not. and reactionary polItIcal stand. t1 It was pos-
history b' h Id and' thfor them to prevent the talks from emg e In e

ss the government delegation was able to expose them before
GDR comrades.

The following were the main points raised by the leaders of
E.P.L.P. during the three meetings: •

i) that the right of nationalities to self determination through
regional autonomy as stated in the p~og~amme of the
National Democratic Revolution of EthIOpIa (NDR) and
the Nine-point Policy Declaration is anti-Marxist, it
should be totally rejected;

ii) that the Ethiopian government should recognize the right
of Eritrea to full independence;

iii) that the Ethiopian government should accept the sepa-
ratist organizations as the sole representatives of the peo-
ples of Eritrea;

i) that the talk should center only on the above points but
not on the Nine-poin~ Policy Declaration.

It became clear that the stand of the leaders of the separatist
up is anti-NDR and outright reactionary. Since this was their

, the government delegation explicitly stated to them
anyone who does not accept the programme of t~e NDR is an
y of the Ethiopian revolution and that the EthiopIan revolution
th . f. e UOltyofthe country are not subject to any form 0 nego-
on. It was further stated to them that anyone who claims to
tnt the peoples of Eritrea simply because the people have
orcefuny put under his control at gun-point cannot be their

Mter having explained all the above points in detail to
representatives of the E.P.L.F., the delegation took the posi'
that talks could continue on the basis of the Programme of
National Democratic Revolution and the Nine-point Policy
ration.

But the representatives of the E.P.L.F. tried to deny the
facts of Ethiopian history. They tried to argue that the ad .
trative region of Eritrea had never been an integral part of E .
pia. They said that even if some nationalities in the administra'
region of Eritrea had some connections with Ethiopia, d .
the period of Italian colonization all the nationalities in the re .
evolved into one and unified entity.

During these three meetings, especially during the second
the third their reactionary and anti-peace stand came to
more and more obvious. Especially for the second meeting, w
the government delegation had arrived in Berlin on time,
representatives of the E.P.L.F. deliberately stayed away for thr~ecia
This necessitated the government delegation to prepare its re
home on the fourth day. But since on the fifth day the rep
tatives of the E.P.L.F. arrived, the GDR comrades persuaded
government delegation to return to Berlin. Even after this, .
representatives of the E.P.L.F. created problems so that t?e m .
would not take place. Nevertheless, after many hours of diSCUSSIO
the GDR comrades persuaded them to come to the meeting.

All what this shows is that the separatists were not at
willing to resolve the problem through peaceful discussions.
intention for not coming on time for the second meeting was
the government delegation would be discouraged and conseque
would return home. But as pointed out above, the gove t
delegation returned to Berlin. This undermined their plan no



authentic spokesman. It was pointed out that only those who
prove themselves through revolutionary struggle, who stand for
the true interests of the broad masses, who advocate and struggle
for the unity of the oppressed and the labouring masses, and
those who struggle for the ultimate emancipation of the oppres-
sed are the genuine representatives of the masses.

While the series of discussions stopped at this point, the gov-
ernment delegation stated that the Ethiopian government still
remains ready to hold discussions with any group that accepts the
programme of the NDR and is willing to resolve the problem
peacefully.

IV MAIN REASONS FOR THE FAILURE OF THE PEACE-
FUL RESOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

Despite the continuous effort of the Ethiopian Government
over the last four years to resolve the Eritrean problem peacefully,
no substantial results have been achieved because of a number of
factors.

I. One of the major obstacles has always been the role of
reactionary Arab governments. These governments have for a long
time been attempting to violate the territorial integrity of Ethiopia.
Although these Arab governments are full aware that the Ethio-
pian p;oples are followers of different religions and that, in par-
ticular, the majority of its peoples are followers of the Islam and
Christianity, theydeliberately try to portray it as a wholly Christian
country with the purpose of making it a target for the
hatered of the Arab and Islamic world. Their reactionary and back-
ward outlook prevents them from comprehending that oppressed
peoples who follow different religions could live together
harmoniously.

These reactionary Arab regimes have always regarded Ethiopia
as the major obstacle to their ambition to dominate Africa.

Ethiopia is a country which is in their midst but which does
not claim to be Arab. Therefore, they consider her a major hur-
dle for their reactionary design to bring the entire Red Sea under
their total domination. For this reason, they have taken the alter-
native that .the best policy is to dismember Eritrea from Ethiopia
and make It part of the Arab League. Thus, they give massive
financial and military assistance to the separatist groups. They
are also terrified of the possible influence that the Ethiopian revo-
lution will have upon the oppressed masses of their own countries.
Therefore, they want Ethiopia to remain quite weak and unstable
as in the old days. In addition, they not only want the Eritrean
problem to continue indefinitely but also they want Eritrea tt> be
a bea~h head fo~ counter-revo:utionary activities against Ethiopia.
EspecIallythe rulIng Baath partIes of Iraq and Syria, which advance
Arab nationalism and hegemonism in all Arab countries and in
other countries which claim to be Arab, wish to include Eritrea
within this sphere. The notion "Eritrea is an Arab land" is a
reflection of this reactionary aim.

. Egypt and the Sudan are dependent upon the waters of the Blue
Nile. Since they fear that Ethiopia may have greater control over
these waters, they do not want Ethiopia to become a strong country.
Because of this, they provide tremendous political, economic
and propaganda support to the secessionist organizations and under-
mi~e all attempts to achieve a lasting solution to the problem in
Entrea. ~s~eclally the government of the Sudan provides military
bases, trammg centers, arms, propaganda and many other faci-
lities to the secessionist groups.

. 2. During the feudo-bourgeois regime of Haile Selassie,
Imperialists did not support the secession of Eritrea.There was a
reason for this. Their interests were guaranteed by the existence of
strong anti-communist regimes in north-east Africa and the Mid-
dle East.

They tried to strengthen reactionary regimes such as feudo-
bourgeois Ethiopia, Egypt, the Sudan, Iran and Saudi Arabia in



order to contain the spread of communism in the region. They
also did this to ensure their full control of the Red Sea and the Indian
ocean. But since the Ethiopian revolution has seriously affected
their strategy and since they realize a strong revolutionary Ethiopia
could be an inspiration to the oppressed peoples of the region,
they frantically work to strangle the Ethiopian revolution at its
infancy. Towards this end, they use the secessionist groups in
Eritrea as one oftheir instruments.

3. Among the major reasons for the failure of the peaceful
resolution of the problem in Eritrea is the reactionary stand of the
separatist groups. The previous assumption that one of the separa-
tist groups was progressive and Marxist has been proven false.
Just as the Ethiopian revolution has exposed so many opportunists,
in ~he same manner, it has exposed the political stand of the sepa-
ratIst groups.

AIl the three separatist groups, namely E.P.L.F, E.L.F. and
E.L.F - P.L.F are all basically the same. The political stands of
all the three are reactionary and have the same content. Their prin-
cipal objective is to dismember Eritrea from Ethiopia and establish
an entity which would serve the interests of the imperialists and
reactionary Arab governments, but not to bring genuine free-
dom to the people of the region. If there is any difference between
them, it is that each desires to establish its own separate rule over
the working peoples of Eritrea. Secessionism is not the guarantee
for the freedom of the oppressed. Freedom cannot be attained by
running away from revolution; on the contrary, it is revolution
which ensures freedom. To work against this principle is tantamo-
unt to working against the interest of the oppressed.

The Ethiopian revolution has opened the door to freedom and
victory for the working masses of the whole of Ethiopia. It is
providing the broad masses with genuine economic and political
liberties. This applies to the peoples of the administrative region of
Eritrea as well. Since it is obvious that a genuine revolution is taking
place in Ethiopia and since this revolution will eventually eliminate

the exploitation and oppression of the broad masSes of Ethiopia
and will eliminate all contradictions, including the problem of na-
tionalities, all the progressive forces of the world are on our side.
Today, all those who oppose the Ethiopian revolution are only
allies and lackeys of imperialism.

If the separatists were real revolutionaries, they would have
been able to make a correct scientific analysis of the whole question
and would have ended up as allies of the revolution instead of being
agentsof imperialism and reaction. They would have given priority to
solving the problems which the Ethiopian masses face instead of
running after power and money. Instead of acting as tools of iijl-
perialism, they would have joined the anti-imperialist struggle
that is being waged the world over. If such were the case, the
problem that exists' in Eritrea would have found a quick and
lasting solution. But their class interest and reactionary aims
have not made it possible for them to follow this course.

V. FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR A PEACEFUL SOLUTION
OF THE PROBLEM

The solution of the problem in Eritrea is intimately tied with
the development and growth of the Ethiopian revolution. The
struggle that the Ethiopian masses wage against the separatist
groups is essentially a class struggle. A peaceful solution can only
be attained with the collaboration of the broad masses and
genuine progressives. Sincefor a long time, the working masses of
the region were coerced at gun-point by the separatist groups,
it has not been possible for genuine progressives to openly
declare their correct political line. Because of the systematic intimida-
tion and terror they were subjected to by the separatists, the broad
masses of the region have repeatedly appealed to the revolutionary
government of Ethiopia to free them from the reactionary separatist
groups which are negotiating to sell them to imperialists and
reactionary Arab regimes. Therefore, to enable the broad masses



of the region and all those genuine progressives to openly and
democratically assert their correct political stand, it is necessary to
eliminate the pressure that the reactionary separatists exert on
them. There is no doubt that if a favourable situation is created for
them the broad masses of the region will reject the separatists and
assert their own interests. Projects which could not be carried out
in the administrative region of Eritrea will then be implemented.
The peasant will get his own land, will raise his political conscio-
usness and become organized and armed in order to be able to
defend his right and interest. Similarly urban dwellers too would be
able to be organized. All in all, as the revolution takes root in the
region the problem will gradually wither away.

The above mentioned peace efforts made in the political and
administraive spheres and all the steps that have been undertaken
were all meant to make it possible for the masses of Eritrea, like
their brethern in the rest of Ethiopia, to be beneficiaries of the
achievements of the NDR of Ethiopia without their blood being
shed. But it is clear that because of the concerted conspiracy of
imperiali.sts, reactionary Arab ruling classes and their mercenaries,
the separatists, the efforts made by the Provisional Military Go-
vernment of Ethiopia have not succeeded in achieving the desired
results.

Today, there is a bitter struggle being waged by our libera-
tion army and the broad masses of the region with the rest of
the people of Ethiopia standing as a rearguard. This struggle deser-
ves all popular support because it is meant to bring security, peace,
equality and prosperity to the broad masses and guarantee the
achievements of the Ethiopian revolution. All the support obtained
thus far should also be understood from this perspective. Revolution-
aries never want wars. But if reactionaries choose the course of war,
revolutionaries are left with no alternative but to annihilate them
through revolution and popular war. Still, since their main mission
is to prevent the suffering of the broad masses, it is always their
wish and their duty to try to search for peaceful ways of settling
problems. Hence, the door still remains open for those propressive
elements for a dialogue provided that they accept the NDR.

PolicY Declaration of the Provisional Military
Government to Solve the Problem in the

Administrative Region of Eritrea
in a Peaceful Way

(May 16, 1976)

It is an undeniable historical fact that the northern region of
Ethiopia called Eritrea for the last 87 years was the seat of the
history, culture and administration of ancient Ethiopia. Ho~e~er,
because of its location along the Red Sea and the strategic Im-
portance of its sea coast, the northern region of Ethiopia had been
coveted by various forces during the last few centuries.

Powers like Turkey, Egypt, Italy and then Britain who wanted
to control the Red Sea and East Africa have often sought to
carve out Eritrea out of the rest of Ethiopia. In this effort, they
made use of religious, nationalist and standard of living differences
among the peoples of the region. In the process, the people w~re
subjected to various colonial administrations. The ItalIan colomal
and fascist regime used the Eritrea region as a base and as a
bridgehead for the invasion of other parts of Ethiopia.

During the colonial occupation when Eritrea remained carved
out by force from the motherland, the people in t.he regio~ made
great sacrifices for unity and independence. Dunng the flYe-year
Italian fascist occupation of the whole of Ethiopia, numerous



Eritreans were among Ethiopia's heroes and patriots who gave hard
times to fascist troops. As history attests, at no time had Eritrean
heroes failed to meet the challenge of the enemy when it concerned
national unity and independence.

Following the end of World War II, when the fascist forces
were routed with the consent of the big powers, Britain continued
to rule Eritrea for 10years for her strategic purposes instead of
handing over the region to Ethiopia. The Eritrean people continued
their struggle against the British rule to free themselves and unite
with the motherland and to preserve the independence and unity
of Ethiopia. Raising the motto "Ethiopia or death", numerous were
those who perished as patriots and martyrs struggling against
colonial rulers and various anti-unity forces. Britain resorted to
various means to weaken the Unionist Party which had the support
of the majority of the people. To this end, she helped create the
Islamic League based on religion and the pro-Italian party based
on the legacies of Italian colonialism. But the majority of the
people of Eritrea continued the struggle to oust Britain and to
reunite Eritrea with Ethiopia. However, a federation was established
in 1952 in disregard of the wish of the people and under pressure
from the imperialists.

During the federation, the despotic government of Haile Se-
lassie extended its oppressive rule to Eritrea. The peoples ofthe region
who had fought to get rid of colonial rule and live in freedom
with the mother land, were stripped of their democratic rights
and step by step were put under the yoke of feudalism and imperial-
ism. This created a favourable situation for those forces opposed
to the unity of the Ethiopian people. It was obvious that, as the
oppression continued to increase, internal contradictions paved
the way for external enemies to sneak in; a movement for sepa-
ration that was started by the colonial rulers continued to grow
with the help of foreign governments who had expansionist
interest and wanted Eritrea for its strategic importance.

From the very beginning, the secessionist mo;ement included re-
. ary leaders who were instruments of colOnIal rulers and expan-actIOn , .. f E . A h' 't "'orces interested in the strategICrmportance 0 ntrea. s t eSIOUlS l' , h "

ment grew in age progressIve groups are known to ave Jom-jJlOve, . . 1
d 't as the result of their opposition to the econoIllic, SOCIa:n~political oppression perpetrated against the broad masses by

feudalism and imperialism.

It is alsb true that there are reactionary and progress~~e groups
within the movement with irreconcilable vie,:,s,on the polItIcal. q~es-
tions, external relations and matters pertammg to. contradIctIOns
among the people in the Region. It is an u~denIable truth that •
the reactionary group which, for its own benefIt ~nd. comfort, has
become servile to the strategic interest of expansIO~Is~forces has
been exploiting religious differences and contradIctIOns am?ng
nationalities. This group has been responsible for the loss of lIves
of numerous innocent Eritreans every time it launched an attac~
against the progressive group.

The despotic government o~ Haile ,Selassie was aware ?f the
problem in Eritrea but did nothmg t~ ~md a peacefUl,solutIOn for
it. Moreover, aristocrats sent as adIllinIstrators to. Entrea cashed
on the trouble and used money allocated to the regIon for pers~nal
enrichment thereby contributing to the worsening ?f ~he SItuatIOn.
During this long period, the blood of many EthiopIan brothe~s
was shed for no purpose. Property was destroyed. The economIC
and social life of the region got worse from day to day.

The February 1974popular revolutionary movement. brought
to the open the demands of the broad masses and pomted out
that the Eritrean problem was also a major problem .of ~he country
awaiting solution. In the absence of a political organISatIOn capable
of coordinating the revolutionary struggle of t~e. people ,~t a
crucial period, the establishment of ~he PrOVISIonal MIlItary
Government became a historical imperattve.

Soon after its establishment, among the pressing po!i~ical,
eConomic and social problems given priority by the PrOVISIOnal



Military Administrative Council, was that of finding a peaceful
solution to the problem in the Eritrea Administrative Region. Since
July, 1974, ceaseless effort to this end has been made internally
and through diplomatic channels. These efforts attest to the Pro-
visional Military Government's sincere intentions to find a peaceful
solution to the Eritrean problem. While revolutionary measures
were, step by step, being taken to destroy the feudo-capitalist econ-
omic, social and political structure which had for so many years
exploited the oppressed masses of Ethiopia, the peaceful resolu-
tion of the Eritrean problem was also always on the agenda.

Aware of the existence of progressives who have raised arms
and struggled against the autocratic regime of Haile Selassie in the
Administrative Region of Eritrea, the Provisional Military Govern-
ment has made repeated calls to them so that they may, by wor-
king side by side with other progressive Ethiopians, take the Revo-
lution to its final goal instead of opening the way to those feuda-
lists, reactionary forces in the neighbourhood and imperialists who
are bent on causing bloodshed in Ethiopia so that they may be
able to reverse the course of the revloution of the Ethiopian peo-
ple and achieve their expansionist goals. These calls by the Govern-
ment and the efforts made towards finding a peaceful solution
had raised high the hopes among the people of the Administra-
tive Region of Eritrea in 1975. In January of the same year, the
right wing reactionary leaders of the secessionist movement who
are desirous of ensuring that the broad masses of people in Eritrea
get no peace but should rather live in a state of tension and suffe-
ring for ever and, if possible, make the region kneel under the
yoke of the neighbouring reactionary forces and imperialists, made
an effort to ruin and foil the search for peace. As a result of this
conspiracy, they have split the blood of many Ethiopians and caused
the destruction of much property. The Provisional Military Govern-
ment has at no time ceased its search for a peaceful solution. In
co-operation with the broad masses in Eritrea, it has fought against
the conspiracy and machinations of this reactionary group which is
in an open alliance with the enemies of the people.

Since the start of the popular revolutionary uprising .o~ Febru-
1974 monarchial rule has been overthrown. SocIalIsm has

ary, embraced as the path to progress. The broad masses of
~~~opia have been awak~ned thro~gh the sacrifice o~ the Ethio-
. n youth who took part m the NatIOnal Work CampaIgn for Deve-

pIaroent Through Co-operation. Land has been given to th~ tiller.
*~e major means of production and distribution belongmg to
imperialists and bourgeois reactionaries have been transferred to
public ownership. So have urban lands and e~tra urban ~ouses.
The equality of all religions has been recogmzed. The .nght to
self-determination of nationalities has also bee~ recogmzed. A
proclamation has been issued to' safeguard the ng?ts. of wo~kers
andto enable them to get organised. All in all, the EthIOpIan NatIOnal •
Democratic Revolution is on the right path. There should have
been no doubt that these and similar other measures ~ould .have
contributed to the removal of causes of the problem III Entr.ea.
However, because of the conspiracy of the enemies of the ~e~olutI.on
and the people, and the subsequent lack of peace in the ~dmIllIstratIve
Region of Eritrea, the oppressed people of the. regIOn h~ve been
unable either to participate fully in the revolutIOn or denve bene-
fits from its fruits.

Whenever the revolutionary process takes correct line and the
oppressed masses of Ethiopia continue :0 .score victories, the
right wing reactionary leaders of the secessIO~IstmoveI~ents streng-
then their ties with the reactionary forces III the neIghbourhood
and imperialists in a frantic attempt to complic~te the pr~blem
further. In their attempt to undermine the revol~tlOn ~nd dIS~upt
the unity of the oppressed masses of Ethiopia, the ngh~ wmg reactIOn-
ary leaders had subjected the broad masses of Entrea to hard-
ship and suffering. This reactionary group had aggrav~ted the
hardship of the peace-loving and oppressed pe?ple of Entr~a ~y
sabotaging economic activities, transport serVIces and tradmg III
essential commodities like grain and food items. In order to esc~pe
from this hardship, some Eritreans had taken refuge abroad ~~nng
the last fifteen years and are living under very adverse condItIOns.
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The broad masses of Ethiopia will join hands to alleviate the
hardship and suffering of the oppressed people in Eritrea perpet.
rated by this reactionary group. It is an urgent as well as
historic duty of Ethiopian revolutionary forces, especially the
revolutionary forces in Eritrea, to be united and to foil the
reactionary group which, in collusion with counter-revolutionary
feudalists, reactionary forces in the neighbourhood and imperialists,
is against the revolution and people.

The victories gained so far by the Ethiopian people had
demanded great sacrifices, vigilance against internal and external
enemies, great wisdom and patience. These victories have been
gained through a heroic struggle.

The Ethiopian people's revolutionary struggle has now assumed
a correct and an unswerving line. This correct path has been outlined
in the Programme of the Ethiopian National Democratic Revolu-
tion. The Programme clearly identifies internal and international
friends and foes of the Ethiopian revolution. The Programme enu-
merates in detail the problems of the country and indicates ways
of finding their solutions. It unequivocally declares that the first ob-
jective of the revolution is to establish a people's democratic
republic. This Programme will embrace more than 90-percent of
the Ethiopian people. Nevertheless, the people have to struggle a
great deal more to implement the Programme. Many problems and
obstacles have to be overcome at every stage of the revolutionary
process. The broad masses must be aware of the fact that the task
ahead is not an easy one and that great determination and vigi-
lance are required to attain the desired objectives.

One of the difficult questions answered by the Programme of
the Ethiopian National Democratic Revolution is the question of
nationalities. Paragraph 5 of the Programme reads:

"The right to self-determination of all nationalities will be recog-
nized and fully respected. No nationality will dominate another
one since the history, culture, language and religion of each

nationality will have equal recognition in accordance with the
spirit of socialism. The unity of Ethiopia's nationalities will be
based on their common struggle against feudalism, imperialism,
bureaucratic capitalism and all reactionary forces. This united
struggle is based on the desire to construct a new life and a new
society based on equaliiy, brotherhood and mutual respect.

"Nationalities on border areas and those scattered over various
regions have been subjected to special subjugation for a long
time. Special attention will be given to raise the political,
economic and cultural life of these nationalities. All necessary
steps to equalize these nationalities with the other nationalities
of Ethiopia will be undertaken. •

"Given Ethiopia's existing situation, the problem of nationalities
can be resolved if each nationality is accorded full right to
self-government. This means that each nationality will have regional
autonomy to decide on matters concerning its internal affairs.
Within its environs, it has the right to determine the contents of
its political, economic and social life, use its own language and
elect its own leaders and administrators to head its internal
organs.

"This right of self-government of nationalities will be implemented
in accordance with all democratic procedures and principles."

For many years, the Ethiopian progressive elements had struggled
both at home and abroad for the rights of the broad masses enu-
merated above. Among those who had joined the ranks of the guer-
rillasin the Administrative Region of Eritrea are some who had waged
an armed struggle to implement these rights. Henceforth, there
is no reason why the progressive forces in Ethiopia cannot struggle
in unity to implement the Programme of the Nat.ional ~emocratic
Revolution. It is to be recalled that it was on thIS baSIS that the
Provisional Military Administrative Council addressed a revolutionary
call to progressive elements in Eritrea on the occasion of May Day
celebrations.



In accordance with the Programme of the Ethiopian National
Democratic Revolution and the repeated revolutionary calls in the
past, the Provisional Military Government has made the following
decisions to provide a peaceful solution to the problem in the
Administrative Region of Eriea.

DECISION
1. The anomalies which had exsisted before will be done away

with and the people of the Eritrean Administrative Region
will, in a new spirit and in co-operation and collaboration with
the rest of the Ethiopian people, have full participation in
the political, economic and social life of the country. They will
in particular play their full role in the struggle to establish
the people's democratic republic in accordance with the
Programme of the Ethiopian Democratic Revolution.

2. The Programme of the Ethiopian National Democratic Re-
volution has affirmed that the right of self-determination of
nationalities can be guaranteed through regional autonomy
which takes due account of objective realities prevailing in
Ethiopia, her surroundings and in the world at large. To
translate this into deeds, the Government will study each
of the region of the country, the history and interactions
of the nationalities inhabiting them, their geographic posi-
tions, economic life and their suitability for development
and administration. After taking these into consideration,
the Government will at an appropriate time present to the
people the structure of the region that can exist in the future.
The entire Ethiopian people will then democratically discuss
the issue at various levels and decide upon it themselves.

3. Having realised the difficulties existing in the Administrative
Region of Eritrea and the urgency of overcoming them, in order
to apply in practice the right of self-determination of nation-
alities on a priority basis, the Provisional Military Govern-
ment is prepared to discuss and exchange views with the

progressive groups and organizations in Eritrea which are
not in collusion with feudalists, reactionary forces in the
neighbourhood and imperialists.

The Government will give full support to progressives in the
Eritrean Administrative Region who will, in collaboration
with the progressives in the rest of Ethiopia and on the bas~s
of the Programme of the Ethiopian National Democratic
Revolution, endeavour to arouse, organise and lead the working
masses of the region in the struggle against the three enemies
of the Ethiopian people-feudalism, bureaucratic .capitalism
and imperialism-and thereby promote the Ul1lty of. the
oppressed classes of Ethiopia.

The Government will give all necessary assistance to those
Ethiopians who, because of the absence of peace in the
Eritrean Administrative Region for a long time, have been in
exile in neighboring countries and in far-off alien lands so
that they may, as of today, return to their own country.

6. The Government will make a special effort in rehabilitating
those Ethiopians who might have lost their property because of
the adverse conditions that had existed. All those who have
been dislocated from jobs and education as a result of the
existing problem will be enabled to avail themselves ?f the
employment and educational opportunities which Ethiopia can
offer in any part of the country.

7. People who have been imprisoned as a result of the existing
problem will be released. The cases of those who have been
sentenced to life imprisonment or death will be carefully
examined and reviewed as soon as peaceful conditions are
restored and, on the basis of their offences, they will either
receive reduced prison terms or be altogether released.



8. The state of emergency will be lifted as soon as the major
decisions begin to be implemented and peace is guaranteed in
the Eritrean Administrative Region.

9. A special commission entrusted with the task of ensuring the
implementation of decisions 5 to 7 above will be established
by proclamation.

There are quarters that are conspiring to reverse the victories
gained as a result of the struggle of the Ethiopian people and to
put our country again under the yoke of feudalism and imperial-
ism. These forces, which are working day and night in order to
realise their dreams are dangerous forces that are weaving
counter-revolutionary conspiracies around the country, spending
millions of dollars daily towards achieving their goals and
coordinating their counter-revolutionary activities.

The Ethiopian people must be fully vigilant, organised and
armed throughout the length and breadth of the country and be
on guard against these forces.

The Provisional Military Government of Ethiopia believes that
the problem in the Eritrean Administrative Region can be peacefully
solved along the lines outlined above. On the other hand, by
allying with the broad masses the Provisional Military Govern-
ment has the responsibility and duty to defend the revolutionary
gains of the Ethiopian people from reactionary forces and to crush
those who are enimical to the unity of the working masses and the
Ethiopian revolution.

The Provisional Military Government is making yet another
revolutionary call upon the broad masses and progressive forces in
the Administrative Region of Eritrea to give their fullest support
and co-operation to the effort the Government is making to solve
the problem in the region.

Ethiopia Tikdem!
May the Unity of the Oppressed Masses Flourish!

Marxism and the National-Colonial Question
•

This is one of the topics that occupy a la:ge space in .Marxist-
Leninist literature. Marxists of many countnes have wntten on
it; they have carried out discussions and arguments .among t~~m-
selves.At different times, bourgeois spokesmen and social chauvlllIsts
had tried to give it different meanings. Previously .Marx and
Engels and then Lenin and Stalin ha~ carrie~ out a major struggle
against aU those opportunists ,:ho. tned ~~ give the concept a false
interpretation. Lenin and Stallll, In additIOn, have correctly trans-
lated the principle into practice.

It may not be an exaggeration if we say that this is one of
the topics on which Ethiopian Marxist-Leninists ~av~ ~robably
discussed extesively. This should not surprise us. Ethtopla ISa land
of many nationalities.

When we examine the various ideas advanced in connection
with the question of resolving the problem of na~ionalities i~. our
country, we note that different groups present dIfferent pOSItIOns.
In the course of the development of our revolution, the incorrect
and opportunist lines have now been defeated. Still, on the
basis of the general scientific outlook and the concrete



reality of our country, it is necessary to explain in brief, how
Ethiopia's genuine communists were able to attain the supremacy
of their correct political line.

Before we speak about nationalities, national movements and
their rights, it is perhaps necessary to recapitulate the various
social systems mankind has passed through at different historical
epochs, to show how nations and nationalities arose. When we
examine the entire human history, we note that the rise of
nations and nationalities is of a fairly recent origin. We will try
to explain why this was so by looking at the various stages of
social development mankind has gone through.

1. Pre-class Society

The structure of human groupings in pre-class societies was
different from those which appeared with the emergence of class
societies. The difference lies in the ways in which the groupings
carried out their inter-relationship.

In pre-class societies, connections were based essentially on
blood relationship and family roots. But with the emergence of
class societies, the connection became mainly economic. Let us noW
look at the structure of pre-class societies.

Family is a primitive productive unit. It is the first form of
human grouping known in history. Here are its characteristics:

I) the members are all blood relatives;
2) they speak the same language;
3 ) they share the same belief and customs.

B. Tribe

Tribe replaced family as a social formation. Here are its
characteristics:

I ) the-members are of the same racial origin;
2) they speak the same language;
3 ) they share similar beliefs and customs;
4) they have a common tribal hunting area.

Compared to family, tribe has a much looser blood kinship and
unitesmany families. The above mentioned types of human groupings
were present in primitive communist societies.

Families and tribes were the social units before the appearance
of class societies. We have mentioned that during this period,
mankind was passing through the stage of primitive communism.

People always try to establish their hegemony over nature, by
conquering their surroundings. To facilitate this, they are forced
to make division of labour. Division of labour appeared during
primitive communism. The first such division was among cattle
breeders and farmers. Then appeared handicraftsmen. It then
became necessary to establish a way of exchange among these pro-
ducing groups. A merchant class that benefits from facilitating
the exchange thus arose and wealth began to be accumulated in the
hands of a few individuals. This differential in wealth gave rise to
classes. Recognizing that one can force others to work for one's
benefit, state appeared as a coersive instrument of the powerful.
After the division of people into classes, nationalities were the
first form of social formation that appeared.

A. What is a nationality?

I) it has a common territory;
2) it has a common language;



3) it has a common outlook and customs;
4) its members are united through primitive economic

relationship rather than through blood kinship.

What we want to indicate here is that under slave anf! feudal social
systems, the highest form of social formation is nationality. The
degree of development of nationalities is higher under the feudal
system than under the slave system. Still, both social systems were
characterized by nationalities. Therefore, in this respect the two
social systems have differences in quantity but not in quality.

As productive forces under feudalism grew and were no lon-
ger able to be contained within the system, this system too was
forced to disintegrate. Thus appeared the capitalist system. At this
point nationalities were replaced by nations. Thus, for the first time
we come to see the phenomenon of nations.

Stalin explains this new phenomenon in the following way:
"A nation is not merely a historical category, but a historical cate-
gory belonging to a definite epoch, the epoch of rising capitalism. The

process of elimination offeudalism and development of capitalism
is at the same time a process of the constitution of people into a
nation. ,,*

B. What is a Nation?
1) it has a common territory;
2) it has a common language;
3 ) it has a common psychological makeup manifested in

a common culture;
4) it is a historically constituted, stable community

of people formed on the basis of an advanced
economic life.

Unless all the above conditions are fulfilled, we cannot say
that there is a nation. It is because of this that nations appeared
only with the emergence of capitalism.

* Stalin, Marxism and the National-Colonial Question, p. 28.

II. THE ORIGIN OF NATIONAL MOVEMENTS AND
THEIR GOAl,S

National movements arise wherever there is national oppres-
sion. Contradictions arise when national majorities and nations
subject national minorities and other nations to oppression. Since
no growth or development can take place unless contradictions
are resolved, struggle ensues among the two groups. Thus emerge
national movements.

The ruling class of one country puts other nationalities under
a system of oppression not to establish the greatness of its natiop
but primarily to enhance its own economic interests. It is true
that on a secondary level there arise the oppression of the languages
and cultures of the oppressed nations. Basically the oppressed
classes of both the oppressor and oppressed nationalities have
class unity. In the same manner the ruling elements have an ident-
ity of interest. The ruling class of the oppressor nationality uses
as an instrument the oppressed classes of its own nationality in
streamlining its rule of exploitation over all nationalities. That is
whyEngels said that "A nation cannot become free and continue
at the same time to oppress other nations".

In order to understand the phenomenon of national movements,
we will try to analyze the nature of national movements
that rose up to destroy feudalism and replace it with capitalism.
Such movements were results of the union of many nationalities
whichcame under one centralized government. We will also look
at the type of national movements that emerged in the struggle
against colonialism.

1. National movements that arose to destroy the feudal
social system

In countries that have today attained full capitalist develop-
llJ.ent,the class that led the bourgeois revolution and established



the capitalist system is the bourgeoisie. The primary motive of th
bourgeoisie was not to liberate the oppressed nationalities. It was t~
create and monopolize a national market and maximize its profit.
In this. ~o~nection Stalin says; "The chief problem of the young
borgeoI~Ie IS ~he problem of the market. ... The market is the first
school 10 WhIChthe bourgeoisie learns its nationalism."*

. In order to ~ulfi1lthe above mentioned goal, the bourgeoisie
tnes to present ItS own class interest as if it is identical with the
interest of the whole nation or the universal interest of mankind. It
m?~ilizes workers,,, ~easants and. other sectors of the society by
raIsmg the slogan lIberty, equalIty and fraternity." Then, it car-
ries out a massive national movement against feudalism in order
to bring under its unified control all the isolated markets. In
the process, it shatters all the walls that separate the various nation.
alities and creates a unified nation. This is how in western Europe,
the German, French, English and Italian nations with strong
central governments were formed. This meant that each of the
ab~ve mentioned countries of western Europe became an integrated
na~IOnalstates: For ~xample, through the intermediaryship of capi.
talIsm, the italIan natIon was formed from the unification of Tuton
Roman, Etruscan, Greek and Arab nationalities. The French
nation was built from the Gaul, Briton, Tuton and Roman nati.
onalities. We can say the same about the formation of other
nations.

2. Movements in countries where feudalism is not abolished

In countries where feudalism has not been fully eliminated, a
centralized government can be formed before the country has become
a nation state. In this context the nationality or nationalities which
control the leadership of the central government try to impose the

pl'emcy of their cultures, languages and general outlook on other
~~tionalities. Because of this nationality. movements which try
to resist feudal or colonial oppresson anse.

In eastern Europe, many nation~lities came t~ ~e placed. under
ne centralized feudal government m order to JOIntly resIst the

~ars of invasion from the east. Nationalities which. came to be
grouped together in this w~y fell under t.he oppreSSIOn of one
or two nationalities. To resIst the oppreSSIOn, the oppressed na-
tionalities started movements.

3. Anti-imperialist movements

We have seen above how and when western European countries
became nations and developed a full-fledged capitalist economy.
They were able to resolve contradictions among nationalities at
least temporarily. As we know from history, the situation did not
stop at this level. When capitalism continued to develop and
reached the imperialist stage, other countries became colonies thus
bringing new nationalities under the control of western European
capitalist countries. The new capitalist states thus became multi-
national states. Soon nationalities under the control and oppres-
sion of foreign nations started movements for independence. Thus
the national question became a colonial question. If colonial yoke
has to be overthrown, progresives support even secession.

In this connection what sort of movements should be supported?
Which ones should be opposed? Stalin gives us the answers:

"This does not mean, of course, that the proletariat must support
evelJl national movement, everywhere and always, in e~ery
individual concrete case. It means that support must be gIven
to such national movements that tend to weaken, to overthrow impe-

l . ,,*rialism and not to strengthen am preserve It.



III. THE RIGHT OF NATIONS TO SELF-DETERMINATION

What is the right of self-determination? Stalin writes:

"The righ! of self-determination means that only the nation itself
has ~he ng~t to det~rmine .its destiny, that no one has the right
forclbly to ~nte~fe~em the life of the nation, to destroy its schools
~nd other ll1stltutlOns,to violate its habits and customs, to repress
lfs language or curtail its rights."*

A nation has the ~ig~t to secede and form its own indepen-
dent state. There~ore, It IS the obligation of every communist to
accep~ that the nght of self-determination includes the right to
seceSSIOn.

. But at the sa~e time, it is utopian to believe that the contradic-
tIOns ~mong n~tlOns a~d nationali!ies can be resolved only through
sece.sslOn. At different tImes, MarXIsts, starting from the concrete
realIty of the situat~on, have adopted various policies in the
st~~ggle for the resolutIOn of contradictions among nations or nation-
alIt~es. In ord~r t~ ~xplain that the solution to the problem of
natIOns or natIOnalItIes should be based on historical and objective
factors, Stalin writes:

'?he nationa! questionmust not be regardedas somethingself-con-
tamed and flxed for all time. Being part of the general question
~f the transjorma.tlOnof the existing order, the national question
IS wholly determll1edby the conditions of the social environment
by the whole courseof social development in general.,,** '

*Ibid., p. 36.

**Ibid., p. 109.

Contradictions among nations and nationalities can be
resolved either on the basis of unity or separation. Communists
choose among these alternatives by making a concrete analysis of
the place and time. Lenin says the following to show that the right
to self-determination does not mean only the right to create mini-
national states:

"The right of nations to self-deterrnination means only the right
to independence in apolitical sense.... Consequently, this demand
is by no means identical with the demand for secession, for parTi-
tion, for the formation of small states."*

For example, between 1860 and 1869, Karl Marx and Frederick
Engels tried to find a solution for the contradiction between the Irish
and English nations within the context of unity. This was because
they thought that the working class movement called the Chartist
Movement of the oppressor English nationality would liberate
the oppressed Irish masses. But since, after 1869, the English work-
ing class came to be more and more an instrument of the English
ruling class, Marx and Engels began to give support to the Irish
nationalist movement and the secession of Ireland.

Their views on Poland show similar considerations. Around
the 1850's, Marx and Engels supported the secession of Poland
from Russia because they felt that this step would weaken the impe-
rialist supported Russian Tsarist rule and enable the Poles to
achieve their independence. But at the beginning of the 20th
century, Polish communists opposed the separation of Poland because
they realized that Poland and Russia were economically and cultu-
rally very close to one another and the oppressed peoples of Russia
had begun a revolutionary movement.

* Lenin, On the National and Colonial Questions, Peking
ed., p. 5.



If we examine the above two cases, we note that communists p
s~nt v~ried solutions to the problem of nations at different stagesr~;
hIstorIcal d~velopment. Why is this the case? Communists know
th~t the prImary contradiction in class societies is the one that
eXIsts among classes. The moving force of history is the struggle
between classes.

At any time, Marxists support national movements as long as
such movements intensify the class struggle and tend to weaken
imperialism. But if the movement tends to weaken the class struggle
and strengthens imperialism, they deny it their support. In
short, it is true that the problem of nations and nationalities
can be partly resolved either through unity or through separa-
~ion. But the important point we have to consider is always the
mterest of the working class.

Let us now look at the various sorts of solutions to the
problem of nations and nationalities.

A) Separation or Secession: Whatever the level of their social
development, countries under the control of colonialism and
imperialism have to try to secede from the metropolitan power
and establish their own independent state. They can secede
as nations, nationalities or ethnic groups. For example, in En-
gla~d, national oppression can be overcome only through sepa-
ratton as long as revolution does not take place there.

B) Unification: Our era is the era of the proletarian revolution.
Therefore, national movements cannot be seen apart from
the international class struggle. Contradictions that arise as
the result of the existence of many nationalities in countries
where feudalism has not been abolished and where there is at

the same time a centralized government have to be seen in the
context of anti-imperialist struggle. Imperialism strongly seeks
to divide nationalities. On the other hand, communists strongly
want the unity of all oppressed classes. Therefore, wherever
it seems that oppressed classes are ready for struggle, the reso-
lution of contradictions among nationalities must be sought
in the context of unification. But even this takes different
forms. These forms are:

I. Federation: Federation is the result of an agreement
between two or more nations to unite. Federation entails
even the right to secede. The federated nations also main-•tain the right to deal with other governments indepen-
dently.

2 . Confederation: Confederation is the result of a joint agree-
ment between two or more nations to establish a common
defense structure. The respective nations in no way have
administrative connections. The connection is only for
defense reasons.

3 . Regional Autonomy: Regional autonomy is the right
accorded to nationalities which live in the same region. Here,
primacy is given to the nationalities with the largest
population and with a higher degree of cultural development.
The other smaller nationalities are accorded rights on
the basis of the level of their social development, that is,
according to the level of their economic and cultural
development. As Stalin teaches us, regional autonomy can
be applied on different levels. It includes the narrow
right of internal self-administration, the right for political
administration and the right to enter into a union
based on mutual agreement.

Therefore, regional autonomy, as some people think,
does not mean only a very limited and narrow administrative
right. In this connection, here is what Stalin adds:



"Soviet autonomy is not a rigid thing fixed once and for a/I
time. It permits the most varied forms and degrees of develop.
ment. It passes from narrow administrative autonomy (the
VolRa Germans, the Chuvashes, Karelians) to a wider, political
autonomy to a still wider form of it (the Ukraine, Turkestan);
and, lastly, from the Ukraine type of autonomy to the higher
form of autonomy-to contractual relations (Azerba{ian)."*

Some also try to present federation which is the last stage of
regional autonomy being as different from the first and middle
stages of regional autonomy. This view is incorrect. The difference
between the stages is only quantitative. While the right to secede
and establish independent relationship with foreign countries are
accepted at the stage of federation, it is not recognized at the
other stages. Therefore, when we seek to solve contradictions
among nationalities within a unified context, we have to keep the
following points in mind before we determine whether the unity
should take place within the context of federation or the other
stages of autonomy. When regional autonomy is presented as
a solution, it must be able to fulfil the following conditions. It
must:

i) create a condition under which the revolutionary move-
ment of the oppressed masses of the region can defend
itself against agents and infiltrators;

ii) improve the economic, historical and cultural development
of the region;

iii) maintain the unity which the nationalities have already
achieved and create a framework which can streng-
then it even more.

*Stalin: lvlarxism and the National-Colonial Question p. 126.

C) Regional Autonomy and Cultural-National· Autonomy:

There are qualitative differences between regional autonomy
and cultural-national autonomy. At a meeting held at Brun, Aus-
tria, in 1899, the Austrian Social De~ocra~s. suggested as ~ so-
lutionto the problem of nations and natIOnahtIes cultural-natIOnal
autonomy.

When we say cultural autonomy, we note that it is only limi-
ted to the right of nations and nationalities to protect and develop
theirparticular cultures. But since culture is a.reflection of· the econo-
mic inter-relationship, cultural autonomy IS not meant to. change
property relations. It does not bring the productive forces under
the control of the oppressed classes and it does not indicate how
the working people assume control of political power.

National autonomy is the right accorded to members of a
particular nationality 'wherever they live. This means t?at it al~i~ns
people not on class basis but on the basis of natIOnal ongll1.
In fact it means that the rich who own the means of produc-
tion add workers should all become members of the same union.
As we know from history, in the country from where this idea
originated, there came to exist five socialist parties with no relation-
ship whatsoever. In Russia too, this phenomenon led to strengthen
the Jewish organization (the Bund) which contained both the re~c-
tionary Jewish rich and the Jewish poor. Therefore, cultural or natIO-
nal autonomy are reactionary solutions which are always advanced by
bourgeois spokesmen.

Regional autonomy is fundamentally different from both national
autonomy and cultural autonomy. If put into practice, regional
autonomy will bring the following benefits:-

It does not divide nationalities that live together but it
allows them to resolve the contradicitions that exist among
them within a unified framework;



ii) It helps to intensify the class struggle and pave the way
for socialism which provides the final solution;

iii) Nationalities and other groups at a lower level of social
development can create their own internal administrative
structure;

iv) It enables them to enrich their language and allows them
to be educated in their respective languages;

v) It helps them to maintain and enrich their cultures as
n.eeded;

vi) It allows them to plan and create a system of economic
equality.

Therefore, regional autonomy is a solution which is based on
region and .unity and which solidifies the unity and struggle of
oppressed peoples.

The Soviet Union which made the first socialist revolution
has applied the principle of regional autonomy at different levels
to resolve contradictions among various social formations ranging
from fully developed nations to ethnic groups. The People's Re-
public of China applied the same principle in solving the contradic-
tions among its more than 50 nationalities.

Various stages of regional autonomy were applied and are still
being applied in the Soviet Union. These are the following:

a) Union Republic
b) Autonomous Republic
c) Autonomous Region
d) National Areas

Union Republic: At the present, a union republic is a repub-
lic which contains various social formations ranging from fully

developednations to ethnic groups. The union republic takes its
aIl1efrom the name of the biggest nation within its boundary.

~hereare 15 such republics in the Soviet Union.

These union republics:

I) have their own national emblem and constitution;
2) have their representatives at the United Nations;
3) can establish their own defense force;
4) retain their right to secession.

Each republic has 32 representatives in the Supreme Soviet· of
ationalities.

Autonomous RepubUc: This republic also bears the name of
the majority nation. While this republic has wide political ~nd
administrative autonomy, it has no right to secede from the umon
republic of which it is a part. It has no representation at the
United Nations. It sends 11 representatives to the Supreme
Soviet of Nationalities.

Auto~omous Region: This right is accorded to nationalities and
even smaller groupings. The region bears the name of the majority
nationality. An autonomous region has a wide political and
administrative autonomy. In the Supreme Soviet of Nationalities,
it is represented by five persons.

National Areas: This right is given to those whose level of
social development is below that of nationalities. The right is
only administrative. Each National area sends one representa-
tive to the Supreme Soviet of Nationalities.

In short, it means that the Soviet Union accords rights to
different peoples on the basis of their degree of social, economic
and cultural development and on their numerical size.



In order to solve her problem of nationalities, the People's
Republic of China adopted the following degrees of regional
autonomy.

a) Autonomous Region
b) Autonomous Prefecture
c) Autonomous County
d) National Villages

Previously in China, the stage of social development did not
go beyond the stage of nationalities. Therefore, the right to
be accorded could not go beyond this stage of economic and
cultural development. Thus, the right given to even the most
advanced nationalities had to be limited to that of an autonomous
region which means that they do not have the right to secede.
But even if the right to secede was not given, China has been able to
solve the contradictions among its nationalities.

We note some quantitative differences between the policies
adopted by the Soviet Union and China. Yet, history has proved
that both countries were correct. The respective policies are based on
conclusions which the communists of both countries reached when
they were trying to solve their problem of nationalities.

I) the problem has to be resolved by taking into account
the existing world situation;

2) the internal situation, especially the level of economic and
cultural development of the society, has to be deeply
analysed.

By using these criteria, the Soviet Union and China were able to
solve their respective problems of nationalities by applying various
degrees of autonomy.

IV- TENDENCIES OF BIG NATION CHAUVINISM AND
NARROW NATIONALISl\'l

There is no question that in any country where many nations
or nationalities live, tendencies of big nation chauvinism and narrow
nationalism continue to exist until that country builds socialism.
The oppressor nation or nationality which holds power ~lw~ys
tries to assert its supremacy. It ignores the languages of mmonty
nationalities; it despises their cultures. This is a manifestation of
the tendency of chauvinism which can culminate in racism. On
the other hand, the oppressed nation or nationality shows th~
tendency to see the oppressed classes within the oppressor nation
or nationality not as its allies but as its enemies. It tends to favour
its own ruling classes rather than the oppressed classes of the
oppressor nation or nationality. This is a manifestation of
narrow nationalism.

Marxists strongly oppose the big nation chauvinism of oppres-
sor nationalities and the narrow nationalism of oppressed nationa-
lities. This is because the working class is guided by the principle of
internationalism and not chauvinism. Therefore, cadres born from
oppressed nationalities have to fight narrow nationalism. In this
way, the oppressed classes can assume an internationalist outlook.

V. THE QUESTION OF NATIONALITIES IN ETHIOPIA

Ethiopia contains many different peoples at differen~ stages
of social development. When we say this, we are not talkmg on~y
about the various nationalities but also about other groups at stIlI
lower levels of development.

It is not possible to state how many nationalities and ethnic
groups exist in Ethiopia. Still, some studies indicate that there are
about 75 nationalities. There are no figures for the number of
those at still lower stages of social development. Even if we realize



that an accurate study must be made as soon as possible by a central
body, still, we cannot refrain from indicating how the problem
of nationalities in Ethiopia was created and how it can be solved.

Ethiopia is not a country with a fully developed capitalist
economy. Consequently, the walls that separate the various nation-
alities have not fallen down. Ethiopia is a country where many
nationalities and ethnic groups live under one central govern-
ment. Th~refo~~,the major issue .that must be raised is the equality
of all natIOnalItles but not colomalism. Based on the general state-
ments we have made on the question of secession, federation and
regional autonomy, we will briefly investigate the concrete situation in
Ethiopia.

A) Th~ Question of secession: We have previously indicated
under what set of conditions secession could be presented as a
solution. Secession can be supported as long as it intensifies the
~lass struggle and weakens imperialism. If it does not do these,
lt has to be opposed. Secession from revolutionary Ethiopia benfits
imperialism and harms the oppressed masses. Therefore, the
question of secession cannot even be raised.

B) The Question of federation: Federation is one form of
union. Still, it provides a wider autonomy including the right to
secede and to establish independent relations with foreian coun-
tries. At this moment, there are no conditions in revolutionary
Ethiopia that can allow this right to be translated into practice.
At the same time, the economic and cultural preconditions for
the practice of such a right are not fully obvious in any part of
Ethiopia. Thus, federation loosens the unity of struggle of the
broad masses of Ethiopia instead of strengthening it and cannot be
translated into revolutionary practice. Therefore it becomes obvious
that the problem of natio.nalities in Ethiopia can only be resolved
through regional autonomy. But a central institution which should
study the problem of nationalities and indicate how the principle

of regional autonomy can be translated into practice as a solution
to the contradictions must be established.

While we talk about federation, it might be thought that the
type of federation which once exi~ted between Eritrea and the rest
of Ethiopia is one correct solutIOn to the problem. Let us leave
the details of the situation during those days to historians. But
still, we note that this bourgeois federation was by no means based
on a scientific study of the distribution of nationalities. It was
simply a design put forward by imperialism when the region pre-
viously claimed by Italy was to be reunited with the rest of
Ethiopia. Marxists do not opt for federation as a solution .,n
the basis of mere liking. Before they decide, they study the economic
condition, the cultural development and territorial distribution of
the population of the particular nation or nationality.

Some misguided people say that the problem in the adminis-
trative region of Eritrea can be solved if the former federal status is
reinstated. There is nothing scientific in this view. Federation
is bilateral. Unless both parties agree, it cannot be imposed or
implemented forcefully. But the secessionists who are fighting our
revolution with arms want total separation. Unless this is the case,
we do not see why the shape of the future unity should come
only through violence. All nationality contradictions in Ethiopia
will only be solved by applying the principle of regional auto-
nomy after a detailed study is undertaken in each case.

VI. TENDENCIES OF BIG NATION CHAUVINISM AND
NARROW NATIONALISM IN ETHIOPIA

Like in other countries with many nations or nationalities,
in Ethiopia too there are manifestations of big nation chauvin-
ism and narrow nationalism. When the Amhara and Tigray



ruling classes were .competing for the crown of the feudal monarchy.
they presented theIr own nationalities as superior to and different
from the other nationalities in order to be able to forcefully rule
over the latter. As a result, the Amhara and Tigray nationalities
have developed tendencies of big nation chauvinism.

If we take the other nationalities, they show tendencies of
narrow nationalism since they have lived under the oppressive
rule of the ~mhara and Tigray nationalities for a very long time.
But as the .sItuation is fully studied and known, a solution to the
problem WIllalso be found. Since the communists born from the
oppressed nationalities have an internationalist outlook and aim
it is ~ertain that, however long it might take, they will find ~
solutIOn,to th.eproblem. In our epoch, both the problems of nations
and natIOnalItIes can only be resolved within the context of
socialism.

VII. THE ETHIOPIAN REVOLUTION AND THE
PROBLEM IN ERITREA

It would not be an exaggeration if we say that today one
of the major obstacles on the path of the Ethiopian revolution is the
problem in Eritrea. The secessionist struggle in Eritrea which started
ab~ut 18 years ~go, went on for 12 years under the feudo-bourgeios
~egIme and contInued even after the Ethiopian revolution erupted
III 1974.

Previously EthI'op'a 'h d' ,, I n progressIves a gIven theIr Support to
the gro.ups assuming that they could disrupt the feudo-
bourgeOIS system and th t '.. . en crea e a natIOn-WIde revolutionary
sItuatIOn. But once the Ethiopian revolution erupted and continued
to move forward, these groups which once were expected to
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bring about a revolutionary situation that would lead to the
overthrow of feudo-bourgeois system and to contribute in the
struggle to unite the broad masses of Ethiopia to wage a nation-
wide class war, gradually became an opposition to the revolu-
tionary struggle of the oppressed peoples of Ethiopia.

Since 1960, the separatists which at different times were divided
into various factions eventually evolved into three separate groups.
But even if the E.L.F., E.P.L.F. and E.L.F.-P.L.F. have given
themselves different names, they are one and the same in their
deeds. Even if at different times they branded themselves social-
ists in order to collect a substantial amount of arms, they hav~
clearly exposed their anti-socialist stand in practice when they
attacked our revolution.

The main reasons they present to justify their attempt to secede
are the following:

1) The Eritrean question is a national question.

2) The Eritrean question is also a colonial question.

There is no need to prove the point that the separatist elements
in Eritrea who say that the question in Eritrea is a national ques-
tion start from the premise that Eritrea is a nation. But hoping
that they have improved their position, since 1977 they have started
to say that Eritrea is composed of nine nations. In actuality, not
only in Eritrea but in the whole of Ethiopia, there is no a single
people that has developed into a nation. In Eritrea alone, there are
no less than nine nationalities at different stages of social develop-
ment. The separatists do not represent even a single of these



nationalities. In effect, they try to create divisions within· each of
these nationalities. That is why the Afar, tbe Kunama and the
Barya have rejected them from the very beginning and have allied
themselves with the Ethiopian revolution. And that is why these
nationalities are today being persecuted by the separatists.

There is one other point. Over 50% of the total popUlation
of Eritrea belongs to the Tigray nationality. But the majority or
two-third of the members of the Tigray nationality is to be found
in Tigray, Gondar and Wollo administrative regions. This shows
that the movement of the separatists is based on region, but not
on nationality. Thus one can clearly see that the claim of the sepa.
ratists that they lead a nationalist movement is non-scientific and
deceitful when one realizes that the nationalities who constitute
about 70 % of the total population of Eritrea, live in the administra-
tive regions of Tigrai, Gondar and Wollo. Therefore, the Eritrean
question is not a question of one nation or a question of the many
nationalities that live in Eritrea.

The movement in Eritrea is by no means a national move-
ment. But even if it were, Stalin says that it must be viewed from
the following perspective:

" ... Cases occur when the national movements in certain oppressed
countries come into conflict wUh the interests of the development of
the proletarian movement. In such cases support is, of course, entirely
out of the question. The question of the rights of nations is not an
isolated, se!(-sufFcient question,. it is a part of the general problem
of the proletarian revolution, subordinate to the whole and must
be considered from the point of view of the whole." *

Colonialism comes into being when capitali~m reaches t~e
sta e of imperialism and when capital overflows Its own ~omestIc
or ~ational boundaries into other areas in order. to explOIt .ot~er
eo les in a direct or indirect manner. T~e ques~lOnof colomal~sm

P p t 'se where weak feudalism eXIsts. Entrea was reumteddoes no an '" , d I
with the rest of Ethiopia during the tIme of Halle Selassle s feu ~
government after a long period of foreign rule. Therefore, when t~IS
is the actual case, the attempt to present the issue as a colomal
question is merely to deceive people and no~ to c~r~ for the inter~.st
of the oppressed masses of Eritrea. ThIS pOSItIOndoes not, 111

the least, take historical materialism into account.

Imperialists vie for colonies because colonies are sources of
cheap raw materials, cheap labour and market for manufactured
goods. If from this perspective we see the movemen~ o~ raw mate-
rials and goods between Eritrea and the rest of EthIOpIa, the real
situation becomes very clear. Even after the union, individuals born
in Eritrea had the highest investment per capital both in Eritrea
and the rest of Ethiopia. Therefore, the attempt to present the
issue as a colonial question has no foundation whatsoever.

We have said that these groups earlier had support from
the progressive quarters because it was felt t~at they would we~-
ken the feudo-bourgeois regime of Haile Selassle. But they conti-
nued with their armed struggle even after the revolution of the
oppressed peoples of Ethiopia erupted. Consequently, thes~ .groups
which are led by big capitalists and the petty-bourgeOl.sle hav.e
exposed themselves as being thoroughly anti-democratic, anti-
socialist and anti-peace.



Marxism-Leninism teaches us that we have to accept any
~ovement as long as it advances the class struggle. Correspond-
mgly, we have to oppose any movement that dilutes or retards
the class struggle. At this revolutionary moment, the movement
of the separatists in Eritrea weakens the class struggle. Therefore,
we oppose it and fight it. The problem of nationalities in Eritrea
li~e in the rest of Ethiopia, will thus be resolved through a system~
atIc application of the principle of regional autonomy.

"The history" of all hitherto existing society is the hist01Y of
class struggle." *

Like all other political questions, the problem in Eritrea has
to be explained in terms of contradictions among classes in the
historico-economic plain. Though the name Eritrea and its history
are new phenomena, by-products of the era of imperialism, never-
theless, imperialism did not root out many aspects of patriarchia
and feudal relations that used to exist in the region for a long
time. The contradictions among classes, nationalities, ethnic groups
and villages that exist even today in the region, predate Italian
colonialism.

Before Italian colonialism, the highland Amhara and Tigray,
under the patronage of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church and the
absolute monarchy, had built a feudal society which enabled
them to have political hegemony in this part of the Horn of Africa.
The lowland inhabitants of this region used to lead a scattered
and nomadic life. Since the economy of the highlanders was more
developed than the economy of the nomadic people of the low-
land, the highland Amhara and Tigray nobility was easily able to
dominate the nomadic people of the lowland. Ethnic warfare
Was the principal means on which the inhabitants of the two
regions patterned their social relations and exchange of their
produces. During times when the power of the highland nobility
~----
*Karl Marx & Frederick Engels, Manifesto of the Communist Party.



became weak, the lowland nobility used to plunder the people
of the highland. Islam and Christianity or religious differences
were employed as covers for these ethnic wars. The most dominant
nationality in this part of the Horn of Africa was the Tigray. The
Tigray nobility from Hamassien, Shire, We1kait and especially
from Agame constantly plundered and pillaged the minoriy nation.
alities inhabiting the adjacent regions.

These brutal relations among nationality groups and tribes
were generated by socio-economic conditions. It is only under
socialism that national contradictions totally wither away. Since
mankind will have control over nature under socialism, the contra-
dictions between those who lead sedentary life and those who lead
a nomadic life will be resolved. A new social order will be built,
modern farms will be established in the lowlands, cities and
towns will be built, industries will be established and a strong wor-
king class force will emerge. Such a social system will abolish once
and for all the oppression of all nationalities and classes.

FEUDAL FORMATIONS IN ERITREA

Now we will attempt to study and analize the patriarchial and
feudal characteristics of the administrative region of Eritrea because,
as we have mentioned earlier, feudalism still today has a tremen-
dous political significance. Four types of feudal formations, predating
Italian rule, can be identified in the different parts of the administra-
tive region.

1. The first form is the one which is found in highland Eritrea
and in the administrative region of Tigray. This form of
feudalism is highly interconnected with the monarchy and the
Orthodox religion. The nobility which represents this feudal
order is found, especially in Serae, Akale-Guzay and Hamas-
sien. Italian rule had to some extent weakened the power
of this feudal nobility. This was because Italian imperialism
began to settle its nationals on the highlands. And since
this scheme was to be carried out extensively and since the feudal

production relations were an obstacle to this project, Italian
colonialism had to weaken the power of this feudal nobility.
The nobility was most hit in Hamassien because Italian acti-
vities were most concentrated in this area. Italian colonialism
also appropriated lands which previously were owned by the
Ethiopian Orthodox church. And because of this, the Ethiopian
Orthodox church played an important role in the 1942 anti-
British, anti-Italian and anti-Arab struggle under the slogan
"Ethiopia or death".

While Italian imperialism on the one hand weakened the
power of the feudal nobility of the Tigrigna speaking natioll-
ality, on the other, it encouraged fierce competition between
the members of the chauvinist Amhara and Tigray nobility.
The traditional rivalry between the ruling classes of the Amhara
and Tioray is not something that can be underestimated. In an
attempf to dominate the whole of Ethiopia, Italian imperialism
skillfully manipulated these rivalries. Its siding once with the
Shoan dynasty of Sahle Selassie and at another time with the
Sebagadis dynasty in northern Ethiopia is a case in point. In
this regard it is sufficient to recall the role which Italian im-
perialism played in the rivalry between Menelik II and Yohannes
IV and during the fascist invasion of Ethiopia in the rivalr.y
between Emperor Haile Selassie and Haile Selassie Gugsa. ThIS
divide-and-rule method was extensively employed in Eritrea
among the Tigrigna speaking section of the population. Espe-
cially in Akale-Guzay and Serae, they brought into prominence
the family of Ras Tessema by attempting to link it with the
Sebagadis dynasty. The reactionary role of these feudal rem-
nants is very pronounced in the history of the region. We would
like to point out that we mention these royal fami1i~s not
because we are fascinated with their genealogy but to pomt out
the reactionary role they have played in Eritrea as represent-
atives of their class.

2. The second feudal form is represented by the caste society
in western Eritrea. This caste system embraces the Tigre,



Bilen and in part the Beja nationalities. What are the charac_
teristics of this caste system? The Tigre, the largest of the
minority nationalities in Eritrea, is one of the oldest national
groups of historic Ethiopia. They still speak the old language
of the Orthodox church of Ethiopia, Ge'ez. It is no exaggera-
tion to speak of the Tigres as the oldest Ethiopians.

What is the· main characteristic of the caste system which
holds grip of the Tigre and partly the Beja and the Bilen nation-
ality groups? In short, it is a system where the ruled and the
rulers are sharply divided by birth. It is not possible to
move from one caste to the other. This type of society is
more widespread in Asia than in Africa. For example, in In-
dia there are two major castes known as the Brahmins and
the Untouchables. Because of the low level of development
of the productive forces, the caste system we are describing
here is simpler than the complex caste system of India. It resem-
bles the relationship between the peasant and landlord in
pre-revolutionary southern Ethiopia. But in form it resembles
the Indian caste system. Here too the society is divided into
the Shemagele and the Tigre, which are equivalent to the
Indian Brahmins and Untouchables.

Among the Tigre nationality, the Shemageles do not engage in
production. They are served by the Tigres. They do not inter-
marry with the "inferior" Tigre, because if they do, that will
mean the end of their caste system. Tigre is not only the desig-
nation of the lower caste but also the name of the nationality.
Tigre means one who is born to remain dependent, untouchable
and in perpetual bondage. The Beni Amir nobility, a section
of the ruling class, sometimes refers to the Tigre as Ndessna.

The term Ndessna means one who has a master or one who
is possessed by another person. At other times the Beni Arnie
nobility contemptuously refers to the Tigre as Kassa or Arab.
To simplify matters and to avoid confusions that may arise,

the term Tigre is used here to describe the ruled caste and also
the nationality. Henceforth, we shall refer to the oppressed
Tigre caste as Ndessna.

Before we return to an analysis of the second type of feudal
form in Eritrea, we have to describe what the Beni Amir
are, because the term is often misused and with a good reason.
Beni Amir is not a term that denotes a nationality. Arnir
is a name given to an oppressive and dominant caste
that historically evolved from union of the Tigre and Beja
nationalities, the latter a Sudanese element. This caste -lives
predominantly in the Barka region of Western Eritrea. Du-
ring the 16th century, a warlord of the Fung dynasty of the
Sudan by the name of Amir-hence the term Beni Amir-
and his followers subdued the Belaw ruling caste and their
Tigre and Beja subjects in the Barka region and established
their rule over the Tigre and Beja nationalities.

We also find an older caste system in the Red Sea region
which is similar to the caste system of the Beni Amir. Here the
caste system is headed by a cluster of families called the
Belaw. Before it was pushed by the Beni Amir from the Barka
region, the Belaw ruling caste held absolute hegemony over
the vast majority of the Tigre nationality. Even if there is no
adequate historical record of how the Belaw ruling caste was
driven out from western Eritrea by the Beni Amir ruling
caste, the rivalry exists even today between these two ruling
castes. All evidences so far available seem to indicate
that it is the Belaw ruling elements that developed
the caste class system in Eritrea. The Belaw ruling caste
was paying tribute to the Amhara and Tigray nobi-
lities up until the 16th century. But from the time the Turks
took ov~r the port of Massawa until the coming of
the Italians, they were peddling between the Ethiopian autho-
rities and the Turks. Osman Saleh Sabe, representing the



Belaw, is today the leading expert in this art of peddling which
his ancestors were masters at.

In the area dominated by the Beni Amir, besides class
oppression and exploitation, the oppression of nationalities
is also very pronounced. While the Ndessna speak Beja, the
Beni Amir nobility speaks Tigre. We have said earlier that
the Tigre nationality which still speaks Ge'ez is one of the
oldest nationalities of historic Ethiopia. Here we refer even
to the period predating the Axumite civilization. Basically,
the whole of the Beja nationality is not under the domination
of the Beni Amir nobility. While a section of the Beja natio-
nality lives in Eritrea, the rest lives in eastern Sudan along the
Red Sea. The latter leads a nomadic way of life. The successive
Sudanese governments who have ruled over it have tried to
destroy the language of the Beja nationality. The Beja language
is related to the languages of the Afars, the Somali and the
Oromo. While the government of the Sudan broadcasts E.D.V.
and E.L.F. propaganda in Amharic and Tigrigna over Radio
Oumdurman, it has never aired a program in the Beja lan-
guage, the language of the entire people of the eastern Sudan. In
this respect, a lot is expected from revolutionary Ethiopia in
developing the languages and cultures of its oppressed nation-
alities.

3. The third feudal form is the religiously based caste feudal-
ism which evolved in the course of the last two hundred years.
Some sheiks created their own sects and soon mobilized people
as followers. A large number of the Tigre people flocked to
the sheiks and holy men believing that they would get a respite
from caste slavery. Instead they came under a more oppressive
and terroristic "divine" system. To mention a few of these
religiously based castes, Adi-Sheik Al-Amin and Adi-Sheik
Mustaffa are among the prominent ones. The "holy" families
and the sheiks now constitute the upper crust of the ruling caste.

The fourth form which is similar to the third one is repre-
sented by the major Islamic sect known as Murkaniya and/or
Katimiya. This sect does not fall within. th~ caste syst~m.
Established in 1877 by Osman Murkam, It has acqUIred
a wide following both in western Eritrea and in eastern Sudan.
This sect is very similar to the Mahadi in the Sudan and we
think it can be classified as a form of religious feudalism. The
"holy" family appropriates an untold wealth from the simple folk.

ITALIAN POLICY IN ERITREA

The maintenance of the caste system was an important poli~
of Italian colonial rule. Since the Beni Amir ruling caste was an
important instrument for Italian colonialis~, its caste .system
remained intact throughout the period of ItalIan rule. In hiS boo~
Eritrea: A Colony in Transition, Trevaskis, the British colonial admi-
nistrator of Eritrea, wrote:

"With the advent of Italians, it was natural that the Tigray, who had
become no more than se~rs,should seek to befreed from their disagree-
able obligations. In the event the Italians, while abolishing the ~.ore
intolerable dues and services owed by the Tigray,found the tradltlOn-
aI, political and social structure of the tribes too convenient for their
purposes to be unduly weakened by reform. And so they were careful
tQsupport the authority of the traditional chiefs and, thereby, preser-
ved the obnoxious social system over which they presided." lie

The most important feature of this policy was the syste~atic
settlement of Italian nationals in highland Eritrea. The ItalIans
were not merely colonial administrators. Like European settle~s
in Rhodesia South Africa and Algeria they were engaged 111

all types of 'business activities. The Eritrea. of 1935 ~n many wa.ys
resembled present day Rhodesia. Today 111 RhodeSia, the white
to black ratio is 1:16. In Eritrea the ratio used to be 1:15. In

* G.K.N. Trevaskis, Eritrea: A Colony in Transition 1941-52,Oxford
Univ. Press, London 1960, p. 14.



1935, the number of Italian settlers was 50000' b '
70,000. In addition there were 18000 A' , Y 1941 It reached
of mixed races. The total estimat~ f rabs a~d 25,000 persons
Eritrea in 1943 was 750000 M t f °h the entIre population of. . ,. os 0 t e colo ' r t '
hIghland regIOns inhabited by th T' .ma ISs settled III the

h
. .. e Igray natIOnality W .

t e SIze of thIS Tlgray population t b . e estImateo e around 300,000 in 1941.

During this period, the Eritrean workin .
to extreme exploitation It labou d h g class was subjected. . re as ouse-hold
mechamc, as bartender as aI'd t servant, as garage, 0 masons and
manual labourers at extremely 1 carpenters and asow wages.

During its tenure of rule, Britain did
structure built by the Italian Ab .not change the socials. out thIS, Trevaskis says:

"Society (in Asmara) broke down into E .
racial groups .... The Europeans or It tropean, Aszan and Eritrean
a whole community in themselve; Th: ~ans as they mostly were, ...
keepers; but, within the petty-bour eo:s~bs were .traders and shop-
there were also AblJssinian m /. g 1e to wh1ch they belonged

h
. J os 1ms or Jebert' T,'h ,.'

t e Entreans were labourers h't 11 1. e maJonty of~,r , W1 e-co ared work' d .
most, also, were Chri'itian AbllJ . . eJS an art1sans.

, J ssm1ans Here th
shaped by race, religion and occu t" . en was a society
religion indicated occupation and p~ lOn'if"ahS~C1~tY.where race andc ass 0 t e md1v1dual...."*

In the sphere of education too h .
racist policy. Educational opportuni~ t e It~h~ns had adopted a
gra~e. Even a Swedish missionary s hY 7ash~Imited ~o the fourth
for ItS religious functionaries up to ~h00, ~ Ich provIded education
by the Italians. The broad ~ Slxt . grade was closed downmasses III ErItrea h
state of total enslavement a d '11' were t us put in an lIteracy Th' . .
change a bit when the British 1 '1' . IS sItuatIOn did not

1941
' co oma IStSreplaced th I .
. InvokIllg articles of th H ,e tahans in

ing countries defeated in w:rs :;ue Bc.o~vhentI?nof 1907 concern-, e rItIs saId that Eritrea was

still legally an Italian colony and that they were only temporary
administrators, and thus left the judicial and police power in the
hands of the Italians. During the early years of British rule,
there were separate hospitals, restaurants and cinema houses for
blacks and whites. About the racial barrier which the British in-
herited and perpetuated, Trevaskis writes:

"The former departments of the Italian administration continued to
function much as before, under varying British supervsion .... For
this the British were largely indebted to the accommodating beha-

viour of the Italian officials."*

Trevaskis hypocritically comments why the British contirij.led
to follow the racist policy of the Italians:

"Thefirst major problem wasposed by the Racial Law and a body of
subsidiary legislation designed to enforce racial segregation, con-
fer social and economic privileges on Italian citizens, and gene-
rally tphold the principle of 'white superiority'. There was every
justification for the immediate annulment of this whole body of
offensive law. But at a time when the temper of the Italian population
was a matter anxious concern to the Administration, there was
much to be said for leaving matters as they were."**

As we saw, the British continued with the racist, administrative
and economic policies of the Italians. The racist policy evoked a
deep feeling of anger and resentment on the part of the oppressed
masses. Although the British were in charge of the overall admi-
nistration, the Italians remained as mayors, judges and police
officers. The fascist and criminal codes continued to operate. Above
all, the economy remained under the full control of the Italians.
During the ten years of British rule, there was massive unemploy-

ment.

* Ibid., p. 21.
** Ibid., p. 30.



The British also tried to divide the people of the region by
exploiting religious differences. Trevaskis says that "The Christian
Abyssinian comprised more than 2/3 of the Eritrean population",
"Socially and economically, however, they were the weakest eleme_
nts in it." He continues. "No group was hit so severely than the
Christian Abyssinian. The Christian Abyssinian found nothing but
unemployment or employment at starvation pay." This is truly a
slip of the tongue on the part of Trevaskis but is the truth. To
provoke tension, the British officially claimed that the ratio of the
Christian population to the Moslim is one to one as "turned in by the
village chiefs." This is absolutely false. In Eritrea the Moslims are a
small fraction of the population inhabiting mostly the desert regions.
In mainland Ethiopia on the other hand, the adherents of the two
religions are probably equal in number. This is confirmed in a
recent book entitled Languages in Ethiopia which Bender wrote
for the Ford Foundation. Bender estimated that 80% of the
population in Eritrea speak Tigrigna of which the vast majority is
Orthodox Christian.

POLITICAL STRUGGLE DURING THE PERIOD
OF BRITISH OCCUPATION

In opposition to the exploitative economic and political policies
of the British, a patriotic movement called "Fikri Hager" was
clandestinely organised in 1942by the Tigrigna speaking part of the
population. This movement was strongly supported by the Ethiopian
Orthodox church. This patriotic front which cut across class lines
was established under the motto "Mother Ethiopia or death". It was
strongly anti-British and anti-Italian. The following is a sample of the
leaflet that this patriotic movement clandestinely used to put out:

"You thepeople of Eritrea, think of your Mother Ethiopia. She will
not betray you in as much asyou will not betray her. She feeds you,
The Italians wipeyou out,. they rape your wives. While they starve
you, the Britishfeed andfatten the aliens. Have you not seen that Itali-
ans and Arabs become rich while you go wearing rag-tags. Have

h h B 't 'sh humiliate you while they treat the aliens.
you not seen t at ten I fi' d
Well there are traitors who tell you that the Britishareyou~ .r~en s.
Do not believe them. Can you really believe that the Bn!l! c~re
more for you than their fellow white men? Do not the. Brlt~sh give
more preference even to their Sudanese and other frlends'MKnthow

J' fi e but only from your 0 er
this! You cannot get support rom anyon , . r our Mother
Ethiopia. Fight the aliens: B~ f,;epared to die fo y
Ethiopia .... Long live Ethwpza .

What we also learn from this leaflet is the b.r~tal treadtme~ttfhl,attb ht b the Bntish use to m lC
Sudanese soldiers who were rou~ YF mple when on Au-.

h d masses of Entrea. or exa ,
Upotnl~ e l~~re=s~udanese soldier was killed in a feud, SUdan;s~
gus., , 1 urdered 48 innocent people and woun e
soldIers cold-blooded y m. 'f d the bitterness of the masses
over 60. Such inhuman acts mtensl Ie
against colonial rule.

. 1 1 that the leaflet condemns the activities of traito-
It IS a so c ear Th' . a family1 d bRas Tessema and his cohorts. IS IS

rou~:~o:nt~one~ earlier which the Italians were pamper!ng to.com~
we. Sh lin houses This group had the mtentlOn 0
pete WIth the °t~~r~ob; known'as "Greater Eritrean State," made
esta~~s~intl:~~n ~Jtrea and the Administrative reg.ion ~f Tigray.
up . g h 1 of this traitorous group, thIS entity would
Accordmg to t e pan . . . d f t'me The
re~~in un~er Britihshtutel~~:~o::pnp~~i:~lll;~ePt:~~or~us lactivities
Bntlsh whIle on t e one h h .dallied
of the ~roup led by the Ras Te.ssemaclique, on t ~ ~t e.rs:h:' admin-
with Haile Selassie in suppressmg the Wayane upnsmg m . f
, . . T hich was fighting for the seceSSIOn0
Istratlv~ regl~ ?f 1 ;;a~~ the British were politically supporting
the regIOn.. ~Ptlcand at the' same time militarily annihilating the
the seceSSlOlllSs a
very secessionists.

The Ras Tessema clique had the support of the nobility on.ly.
It could not have been otherwise because this clique had two major
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reactionary stands. First it su ort d '.
British colonial rule A'd PPd.e the cont111uatIOn of the racist

. n secon It ad t d h
the rule of the Sah1e Sellassie d dast voca e t e replacement of
~ynasty. This archaic pOlitic~ thi~~~d by that of t~e Sebagadis
111terestthe masses Th is tr 't g could not m the least. . . al oro us group w "
a polItIcal party under th . . as orgamzed 1111947 as
, 1 '. e supervISIOn of th th B"ma admInIstrator Brigadier B I e en ntIsh colo-

Liberal Party." A' few intellecteyn10n: ,t called itself the "Progressive
1· . ua s J0111edthis t .

po ltIca1 actor of the so-called ELF W par y. The pnncipal
became a member of thO ... , oldeab Wolde Mariam also

IS party W ld b W 'loyal editor of the weekly ne 1 • 0 ea oldemariam was a
British colonial administratl'o\\Ilsp,aPTe~~hat use~ to be put out by the
'd . 111 Iglrgna H I' ,] entIcal with that of the R T . IS po Itlca1 stand was

as essema cli A
on, Woldeab Wolde Mariam t d que. s we shall see later
the various Arab countries s ~ ay Keddles around the capitals of
administrative region ofE 't aY111

h
gt at the people who inhabit the

n rea ave no h' t '
the rest of the peoples of Eth" IS oncal connection with
cal career by calling for th IO~la whe~ea,s he started his politi-
Tigray, Gondar Wollo an de uEn~ttYof Tlgngna speaking people of

,,' n rea as a h' t '
natIOnalIty and that they should Sfr ' IS oncally constituted
he pleaded for imperialist su ~g}le fO,r111dependece. Of course,

ppor lor hIS enterprize.

, ,In contrast, when we examine the 1 ' .
1O~ICmovement which embraced the Ti ~iass compo~ItIOn of the patr-
Entrean population with th ' g gna speakmg section of the

e exceptIon of 11
tors, the workers, peasants and the' a s~a number of trai-
the motto~ "Ethiopia or death 1" InI~~~~~entsIa all struggled under
as the EthIOpian Orthodox ch h ItIon, other elements suchr' urc and memb fIty whose 111terests were affect db' ers 0 the feUdal nObi.
front. Because the Eth" e y colOnIal rule also joined this
f ' . lOpIan Orthodox h h

o the nobIlIty J'oined thI'S f cure and few members
ront some ps d 'not understand the nature f' 1 eu O-progresSIves who do

patriotic front as react' ,0 c ~ss stru?gle, tried to label this
religion but not on classlOnthaiy. S111

ld
cetheIr analysis was based on

t· , , ey cou not ex 1 'pa notIc elements could t' . , p am why religious and
par lCIpate 111an anti-colonial and anti-

imperialist struggle. Even though the Orthodox church and some
feudal elements joined the patriotic front largely to regain their pro-
perties confiscated by the Italian colonialists, the very fact that they
joined this anti-colonial and anti-imperialist struggle for national
independence makes them progressive.

The broad masses, especially those of the urban areas, were
angered by the blatant racial discrimination practised by the Ita-
lian and British colonialists. Notwithstanding the class and nati-
onality oppression and exploitation that prevailed in feudal Ethio-
pia, still independent Ethiopia was a symbol of freedom and
independence not only for the masses in Eritrea but also for the
entire black peoples of the world. It is difficult to adequately
describe the nationalist sentiment of the broad masses of Eritrea,

.especially of those in the highland areas. The secessionists and
those who are downright liars claim that this patriotic front was
a creation of Haile Selassie and the Ethiopian Orthodox church.
But no one else can deny the fact that the movement was a
genuine reflection of the true sentiment of the masses of the
region.

It is a historical paradox that while those who struggled
under the motto "Ethiopia or death" were humiliated during Haile
Selassie's rule, individuals like Tesfa- Yohannes Berhe, the Secre-
tary General of the so-called Liberal Progressive Party, who used
to advocate the continuation of British colonialism were given all
the political and legal power to rule over Eritrea as though it
were their own real estate. It was sad to see those genuine
patriots being persecuted by the combined force of Haile
Selassie's government and those who were trying to sell Eritrea
to imperialism.

The alignment of class forces within the lowland nationalities
was slightly different. Issues of classes, nationalities and religions



were highly intertwined. Under the auspices of the British colonial_
ists, a political organization called Rabita-EI-Islamiya was formed
in 1946 under the chairmanship of Abubaker Osman AI-Mour-
kani and the secretary generalship of Hadji Ibrahim Sultan. As
we mentioned earlier, Abubaker Osman Al-Mourkani was the head
of the Islamic sect known as Katimia Tarika. This organization
had the intention of bringing Eritrea under its total control with
the support of its muslim followers. Since the class interests of
the members of this organization were somewhat varied, the
sect immediately began to desintegrate. By exploiting the existence
of religi.ous inequality in Ethiopia, and especially by invoking the
persecutIOn of Muslim Ethiopians during the reign of Yohannes
IV, it adopted a reactionary political line that advocated
either the continuation of British rule over Eritrea or the secession
of Eritrea from Ethiopia. (Here one should recall that the Italians
used to give preference to the Islamic religion in order to realise
their divide-and-rule policy). What Rabita EI-Islamiya did not under-
stand was the fact that even the secession of Eritrea could not
gu~rant~e r~ligi~us equality. This was because the Tigrigna speaking
natIOnalIty In Entrea, the largest nationlity group, was a strong
follow~r o~ the conservative Ethiopian Orthodox church. InclUding
those In Entrea, the northern Orthodox Ethiopians are reknown for
their.religious fanaticism. Therefore, given the minority status of
m~s~Ims, there.w~s n~ way that the secession would bring about
reltgIOus equatlIty In Entrea. Hence, Rabita EI-Islamiya's policy could
have not led beyond continued dependency of British colonalism
and the continued application of Italian and British policies.

Rabita EI-Islamiya on the other hand, did not embrace the
"holy" Islamic castes and their followers. The followers of this
"holy" castes were members and sympathisers of the patriotic front
led by the Unionist Party. Why was it that Rabita EI-Islamiya
could not mobilise the followers of the "holy" caste,? This was
because both Rabita EI-Islamiya and the Islamic "holy" castes were
engaged in stiff competition among themselves over the appro-
priation of the surplus produced by the oppressed. Above all,

since Hadji Ibrahim Sultan was involved during th~ last minute
in the emancipation struggle of the· Ndessna, and SInce h~ was
also involved in the Rabita El-Islamiya movement, t~e IslamIC holy
castes joined the patriotic front in order to oppose hIm. W~at was
h t of the Ndessna movement? Under the ItalIan colo-t e na ure h B" h

nial rule, the Ndessna were virtually slaves. As soon as t e nt~s
replaced the Italians, the Ndessna ~t.arted a ~~vement to amelIo-
rate their wretched social and polItIcal cond.ItIOns.. In 1942, the
Ndessna in the Sahel region started a rebellIon whIch la.s~ed f~r
seven years. As a consequence of this rebellion, the BntIsh . In
1949 were forced to lift the heavy taxes that the Shen:~gele. rulmg
caste used to impose upon the Ndessna. Sti~l, t~e BntIsh dId not
take any step to curb the other feudal oblIgatIOns of the .N.des-

SI'nce the Ndessna movement was controlled by the relIgI~ussna. . . d ~ t
f t' Hadji Ibrahim Sultan, it essentially remame relormiS.
::: I~~ the areas where the caste system was abolished,. feudal
relationships between the ruler and the ruled were re-establIshed.

The broad masses of Ethiopia who have abolis~e.d. feudalism
from the rest of Ethiopia have a historic responSIbIlIty to help
liberate their oppressed Beja and Tigre class-brothers from the
oppressive yoke that had been imposed ~pon the~ for th~ past 700
years by the Belaw ruling castes, the Kentzbas, Nahzbs and In g~neral
by the Beni Amir (Shemagele) ruling caste syst~m. Th~t day IS not
far when the oppressed Bejas and Tigres ':111 b~ lIberated .. The
day will not be far off when the Beni Amir rulIng caste WIll be
told either to work for its own livelihood or to go back to Mecca
from where it claims to have originated.

To return to our main point, as a result of the steps taken
b the British to reduce the tax imposed on the Ndessn~, the
p~litical situation in western Eritrea radically. changed. Ra?Ita El-
Islamiya too was split into two in 1950. Rabita. EI - Islamlya was
entirely made up of the adherents of Islam WIth the few excep-
tions we mentioned earlier.



Sheik Ali Raday and Sheik Mohammed Idris Adem who
were terrified by the Ndessna emancipation movement in the
Sahel area established a political group known as the "Moslem
League of the Western Province." The plan of this group was
to put the region between Akordat and Tessenei under British
colonial rule. Theyopted for the stand which would ensure them to
maintain their political and social hegemony as long as possible.
Trevaskis says the following about the aim of the group:

"Their difficulty was that they had nopositive convictions and now
that they were limited to western Eritrea .... They were anxious for
British support and, but for the Beni Amir-Hadendawa (Beja) feud,
might weN have declared themselves in favour of western Eritrea's
union with the Sudan. As it was, they fell back on the somewhat
absurd demand that western Eritrea should acquire independence
after a period of British trusteeship."*

It is clear that the very notion of Eritrea's secession, at least
in parts of Eritrea, was advanced as early as 1950 by the represent-
atives of the most reactionary classes in Eritrea. It is perhaps not
surprising that individuals like Sheik Idris Mohammed Adem, foun-
ders of the Western Eritrean Moslem League, are today the leaders
of the so-called Eritrean Liberation Front (E.L.F.). There is an
unmistakable link between the E.L.F. and the Muslem League of the
Western Province. The same personalities who played the dominant
role in the earlier organization now lead the E.L.F. That is why
we date the foundation of the E.L.F. to 1950and say that the E.L.F.
is merely a continuation of the Muslem League. In some other
respects, it is even possible to trace the origin of the E.L.F. to the
bandit or "shifta" movement of the early 1940's.

Here, it is necessary to describe how on the one hand the Beni
Amir caste system was maintained for a long time around the Barka
region, and on the other hand, how the struggle for emancipation of

the oppressed in the o~her r~gion~ wher~ the caste s.ystem existed
was conducted. The BeJa natIOnallty which was dommated by the
Beni Amir ruling clique carried out a violent struggl.efrom .1942to
1946 over the issue of grazing lands. During the Italla~ penod, ~he
Beni Arnir who were an important instrument for Itahan. colon~al-
ism were provided with all the opportunity to enla~ge theIr ?razmg
lands. The nomadic Beja nationality had to obVIOuslyr.esist the
encroachment of the Beni Amir. With the defeat of the allIes of the
Beni Amir, the Italians, it was natural for th~ Beja to attempt to re-
store their traditional grazing areas. In certam areas, ~heys~ccee~ed
to push out the Beni Amir. In retaliation, t?e. Bem Amir rulmg
clique organized a roving bandit group c~nsIstmg of 700 people,
under the leadership of Ali Muntaz and Idns Awate (later ~hefo~n-
der and commander of the E.L.F. army). This roving bandIt carned
out an extensive pillage and plunder against the Be~a,Kunama and
Barya nationalities for a period of four years. WhIle the oppr~ssor
caste was militant and armed, the oppressed castes we.re not III a
position to launch an emancipation movement as theIr. clas~ bre-
theren did in Sahel. Thus the Beni Arnir ruling caste remaIned Intact.

In order to contain this volatile situation, the British. made
the Beni Amir ruling caste pay compensation f~r the. mat~nal and
human loss that they had inflicted upon the ~eJa natIOn~hty. They
also gave full amnesty to the roving bandIts of. Idns ~~ate.
We shall later on see this same Idris Awate emergIng as mIhtray
commander of the so-called E.L.F. It is possible to sa~ that the
core of the so-called E.L.F. whose practice is to burn VIllages, to
annihilate minority nationalities and plunder the peas~nt masses, was
in fact formed in 1942. Even if it subsequently tne~ to wear a
progressive mask, the E.L.F. was in actuality a collectIOn of former
bandits who were members of the Beni Amir ruling caste. The
brigandage that the members of the .so-cal~edE.~.F. ca~ry out
daily against the peasant masses in Entrea IS an IllustratIOn of
the organization's class and caste content. Even though th~ E.L.~.
receives vast sums of money from reactionary ~~ab ~egimes: It
never compensates the peasant masses for the prov1S1onsIt acqUIres



from .them. In this way, it has been exploiting the broad masses,
especIally the oppressed Ndessna of the Barka region for the past 17
years. And that i.s wh~ the~e cannot be doubt that the oppressed
m~sses of the. regIOn wIll alIgn themselves with the Ethiopian revo-
lutIOn.There IS no doubt that the Ethiopian revolution will liberate
the Ndessna of the Barka from the Beni Amir caste slavery.

It is e:id~nt that the E.L.F. is one of the major arch enemies
of the .EthIOpI~n ~evolution. When we examine its history, we note
that thIS.orgamzatIOn "vasestablished by feudalists like Idris Adem
and Idns. Awate. The anti-feudal Ethiopian revolution and the
feudal one?ted movement in Eritrea are two incompatible forces
and there IS no way of reconciling them.

Idr~s Adem comes f~om the Beni Amir ruling caste. During
the penod of the federatIOn, he was the president of the Eritrean
Parliament. He was also one of the founders of the Muslim League
of.the Western Province which advocated the secession of western
Entrea from Ethiopia in 1950. This reactionary individual was
also the. president of the so-called E. L. F. between 1960 and 1969
and agam between 1969 and 1975. His commander-in-chief, Idris
Awate, to.o comes from the Beni Amir ruling caste. As a leader
of ~ bandI~ group he carried out a systematic campaign of extermi-
natIon agamst the oppressed Beja and Kunama nationalities between
1942.and l~46. Later on as military commander of the E.L.F. he
contmued hISmurderous activities. It is obvious that an organizaton
found and led ~y such individuals could be nothing other than
thoroughly reactIOnary and counter-revolutionary.

THE POLITICS IN ERITREA FROM 1952 TO 1974

. Mt~r disrupting the economy of the region, the British left
Entrea m .1952. ?pon their departure, they dismantled machines
and. large mdustrIal complexes and sold them to the Sudan and
P~kistan. Once the British left, various political forces representing
dIfferent strata of the ruling classes began competing in order to take

control of the economic and political power of the region. All types of
political deals and agreements were subsquently made among these
political forces. Since the masses had no right to vote, the
parliament in Eritrea was filled with the representatives of the
feudal and the compradore bourgeois elements. From the Ras Te-
ssema family alone, there were 17 individuals who were members
of this rubber-stamp parliament. Though the Unionist Party had
the support of the masses, it was only the feudalist element that
was mostly represented. From the Barka region, it was only the
Beni Amir ruling caste and elements that served as British and
Italian agents that had full representation in the parliament. It
was at this point that the Beni Amir ruling caste and these agents
tried their best to take full control of the first government estab-
lished under the Federation. This ruling caste and the Italian and
British agents, who had earlier said in the open that the Unionist
Party was their principal enemy and that Eritrea should be divided,
now formed a united front with the Unionist Party and began to
fully co-operate with the feudo-bourgeois regime of Haile Selas-
sie. They also exerted their maximum effort to take full control
of the administrative bureaucracy in Eritrea.

At that time, they tried their best to make Salah Hinit, who later
on became Haile Selassie's minister, the chief administrator of Eritrea.
But this effort did not materialize. And as a consequence, the
ranks of the Beni Amir ruling caste and the colonial bureaucratic
agents began to disintegrate. Nevertheless, they were able to get
appointed Sheik Ali Radai as chairman of the feudalist parliament
in Eritrea. But Sheik Ali Radai was soon replaced by Sheik Idris
Adam. The perenial opportunist, Tedla Bayru who had been
made chief administrator of the region, was replaced by Asfaha
Wolde Michael through the intrigue of Andargatchew Messay.*
After having played out his reactionary role, Sheik Idris Adam
too, after a brief tenure, was dismissed from his chairmanship of
the feudalist-dominated parliament. The attempt of the Beni Amir
ruling caste to dominate the administrative bureaucracy likewise
failed. The Tigrigna speaking bourgeois and petty-bourgeois elements
• Son-in-law of Haile Selassie



took control of the bureaucracy. As a consequence, the align-
ment of class forces in the region began to be radically altered.

An organization called the "Eritrean Liberation Movement"
(E.L.M.) was established in 1956by Ibrahim Sultan and Woldeab
Wolde Mariam. It should be recalled here that Ibrahim Sultan
was one of the leaders of Rabita EI-Islamiya and Woldeab
Wolde mariam, a member of the so-called Liberal Progressive
Party. For a while, this latter organization was influential in the
urban areas and in the Sahel region. These secessionists tried to
bring the Eritrean case once again before the United Nations
through the aid of Arab countries. Jn order to outmanoeuver
the so-called E.L.M. Jdris Adem formed in 1961another organization
by the name of the Eritrean Liberation Front (E.L.F.) and put the
notorious bandit, Idris Awate, in charge of its military affairs.

Through its foreign spokesman, Osman Saleh Sabe repre-
senting the interest of the Belaw ruling caste, the E.L.F. began
conducting propaganda claiming that Eritrea is part of the Arab
world. This movement in the early years had the characteristic
of a Jihad. Sheik Idris Adem had the apparent belief that by
creating chaos in Eritrea and shedding blood, the UN. would
once again intervene and as a result, he believed that he would
emerge as the powerful political figure of the region. In this
attempt, he thought that he would get popular support. And even
today there are many other desciples of Idris Adem who are
engaged in bringing death and destruction to innocent people.
What has to be remembered here is that the feudalist-dominated
E.L.F. turned immediately to its bandit activity as soon as it
realized that it could not achieve its aim through the game of
parliamentary politics.

Similarly, the E.L.M., thinking that it would outmanoeuver the
E.L.F., infiltrated in 1964 thirty armed people through the
Sudan. The followers of Idris Awate murdered cold-bloodedly
all thirty of them on the ground that the armed bandit of E.L.M.

was composed of Christians and members of opp.ressed castes.
The important thing that should be remembered here ISthat because
of the rivalry and feud among these bandit groups, the masses of
the region were subjected to lot of sufferings. The E.L.~ ..completely
abandoned its former political line and reached a polItIcal .under-
standing with the E. L.F. As it suffered a heavy defeat Ill..the
hands of the E.L.F., the E.L.M. soon disappeared as a polItIcal
force of any consequence. Consequently, the E.L.F. became .an
organization of the lowland people dominated by the Barka ruling
caste. The conflict between the E.L.F. and the E.L.M. was ~arg.ely
a result of class differences. While the E.L.M. was a~ o:gamzatlOl1
of the petty-bourgeoisie, the E.L.F. was an orgam.zatlOn of the
feudal Belaw and Beni Amir ruling castes. Up until 1969, there
was virtually no representation of the oppressed and/or the Ndessna
within the E.L.F .. Even by 1969, there was only one individualfrom
the ranks of the oppressed classes.

REGIONALISM, ABSOLUTISM AND THE EMERGENCE

OF THE ERITREAN BOURGEOISIE

When the British left Eritrea in 1952, the region suff~re? a
temporary economic crisis. With t~e .exceptio~ of few capItalIsts,
such as Casciani, Denaday, Feml1J, Me1ottI, Bamushmush ~nd
Abba Habesh, over 60,000 Italian and Arab settlers left th~ .reglOn
selling their property. Then the weak Eritrean bourge~1Sle and
petty-bourgeoisie came to control the economy of the regIOn.

This change brought about the rapid growth. o~ the power. of
the bureaucracy which was dominated by the TIgngna speakll1g
elements. Within a short period of time, many became owners of
cars. They moved into villas vacated by ~he Italians ~nd Arabs. The
main beneficiary was the former separatIst group which was known
as the Liberal Progressive Party and whch was led by Tesfa Yohan-
nes Berhe a member of the Ras Tessema family. This was also
the group' that dominated the bureaucracy. This was also the
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?roup that used to harass and persecute the members of the Union.
1st Party. The growth of the bourgeois and the petty bougeois elem-
ents was very rapid. Industrial products found a wide market
all over Et~iopia. ~ew factories, especially textile factories, began
~o be establIshed. Entrea soon became the center of Ethiopia's light
mdustry. Between the date of the establishment of· the Federation
and 1974, the Eritrean bourgeoisie became economically fully inte-
grated with the Ethiopian ruling classes.

This was how more or less the Eritrean bourgeoisie originated
and g~e~. Both the ~ourgeoisie and the working class were mainly from
the Tlgngna speakmg population. The population of the lowlands
was under the compelete domination of the Beni Amir and the Belaw
ruling castes gathered under the cover of the so-called Eritrean
Liberation Front. The people of the lowlands were basically outside
the framework of the emerging bourgeois economy and thus
whatever they produced went to maintain the marauding bandits.
They w~re thus left to extreme exploitation and deprivation. At the
same tIme, from the people who lived in areas where E.L.F.
opera~ed, hundreds were killed by the repressive regime of Haile
Selas~le on the pret~~t ~hat they were sympathisers of the marauding
?andlts. The ~h~uvmlstIc government of Haile Selassie was object-
Ively the unwlttmg supporter of the E. L.F. While on the one hand
the ELF was ~esigning every means to exterminate the people, th~
feudo-b~urgeOl.s ?o~ernment of Haile Selassie was also engaged in a
systematIc anmhllatlOn of the lowland people giving thus a credence
~othe E.L.F.'s rea~tionary p~opagal1da that the Christians were carry-
mg ?ut an extensIve campaIgn of extermination against the Muslim
sectIOn of the population. As a result, quite a number of lowlanders
fl~d to the Sudan .. While the broad masses were thus subjected to
thIs type of repressIOn and brutality, it is estimated that the E.L.F.
lost only 300 of its combatants up to 1972.

It see.med, therefore, that there was a full understanding between
the. reactIOnar~ E.L.F. ~nd t~e. equally reactionary feudo-bourgeois
regIme of Halle Selassle to Jomtly exterminate the innocent and

peaceful population of the region. The E.L.F. deliberately used to
start shoot-outs in and around villages in order to bring about the
death and destruction of the oppressed through massive retaliation
of Haile Selassie's brute military force. By conducting such activities
the E.L.F. still hoped to reinvolve the U. N. in the Eritrean issue. On
the other hand, Haile Selassie's government did not care for the
welfare of the broad masses of the region. To illustrate how little
it cared for the broad masses of the country, it is enough to recall
its inhuman policy towards the Wollo famine in which hundreds
of thousands died.

The E.L.F. and Haile Selassie's government had also similar
language policies. During both the British administration and the
Federation Tigrigna was used as a medium of instruction in, v ~

primary schools. But later on Haile Selassie's government banned
the use of Tigrigna in these schools. This chauvinistic policy
was strongly opposed by the population. The Amharic language,
instead of becoming the common medium of communication
amongst the peoples of Ethiopia, was made an instrument to
suppress other languages and cultures. Many young people who
were angered by this policy joined the E. L. F. Nevertheless, the E. L.F.
too adopted a similar language policy. By claiming that the Tigrigna
language was the language of the Christian population alone, it chose
Arabic as its lingua franca. The Tigrigna speaking people who
joined the ranks of the E.L.F. were regarded as mere spies.

The cultural oppression that prevailed in the region during
Haile Selassie's time did not affect the growth of the Eritrean
bourgeoisie. Let us take a look at the new class alignment that
developed. During the period of their colonial rule, the Italians had
strengthened the power of the ruling castes over the peoples of
the lowland. Even amongst the people where there were previously
no ruling castes, for example among the Saho, they appointed
individuals like the grandfather of Ahmed Nasser, the current
chairman of the so-called E.L.F. as overlords. At the same time
however, they strongly weakened the power of the traditionally



PfowefjrfulTigrigna speaking nobility with the exception of memb
o a ew selected families. ers

This situation chanoed d' h'T . b urmg t e tIme of the Federation Th
Ign~na speakers took control of the bureaucrac Th .'. e

speakmg bourgeoisie became a distinct and powerfu( I e ~gngna
~~~~o~ the feudo-b.ourgeois regime of Haile Selassie.cT~: ~:da~ ~Ull
1 yo western Entrea which had been relativel weakened th o·

~he process of integration and alliance between ~he Tiori n rough
I~g feudo-bourgeois elements and feudalists' b g a spe~k.
pIa formed a "l'b . , m central EthlO
Mohammed Idl .er~~on movement" then ~nder the leadership of Sheik
nated Eritrean n:rlia;~n;I;;h ~a.s the chairman of the .feudalist domi.
traditional do~nance of' the l~igI~I~~; t~~ E.L.F

l
· tned to resist the

f h ru mg ca ss over the people
o t e ~owlands which, for centuries, had to pay tribute to the A _
hara-TIgray rur I' . . m. mg coa ItIOn. Dunng Italian colonialism, the hi h-
land. rulmg classes were weakened. But during the Federaf t; .
dommance be t . lOn, elr
. g~n 0 reVIve. The ruling classes of lowland Eritrea

dId not watc~ thIs development with their hands folded. With the su _
port of Italian bureaucrats and ex-Italian soldiers they formed p
~ovement. ~hi1e these were the facts, how was it possi~le that ro re:
s~ves both III and outside Ethiopia deluded themselves by :eli:ving
t at the E.L.F. was a progressive movement?

There were a number of people who, without knowing the real
n~tu:e ?f the E.L.F. joined it in the apparent belief that by workin
WIthI~~ts ranks, they would help bring about the demise of Hail;
Selassle s rul~.. Since at that time nobody fully understood the
class composItIOn of the ELF Eth" . .. fj . .., IOplanand mternatlonal progres-
SIve orces came to adopt a similarly wrong view towards it Con-
sequently the ELF t .. .' . . grew s ronger. Why was it that Ethiopian and
the mternatlOnal left forces and radicals pinned their ho es on
such a thoroughly reactionary movement? p

When Ethiopia was under the grip of U.S. imperialism and when
there was no strong progressive movement which could challenge
the tyranny of the feudo-bourgeois order, a number of honest indivi-
duals committed a serious error by considering E.L.F. as an anti-feu-
dal movement. The conflict between Idris Adem, the founder of the
E.L.F. and Haile Selassie did not stem from a fundamental class
difference. Both of them were thorough feudalists. What accounted
for their conflict was Haile Selassie's attempt to establish an abso-
lute monarchical rule all over the country. Idris Adem, as a
feudal regionalist, did not want to see this type of absolute political
power established over his fief. And therefore, to oppose Haile Selas-
sie's absolute domination and thereby to maintain his fief intact, Idris
Adem started a rebellion under an organization by the name of
the Eritrean Liberation Front. To restate the case, it was a conflict
between absolutism and local regionalism, between Haile Selassie
and Idris Adem each representing opposite tendencies so dominant
in Ethiopian history. It is this fact that the Eritrean petty-bourgeosie
failed to grasp.

The Eritrean petty-bourgeoisie advanced the myth that during
the racist British colonial rule and the Federation, there existed
a full-fledged bourgeois democracy in Eritrea which was annuled
following Eritrea's integration with Ethiopia in 1962. Indeed there
was some form of bourgeois democracy. But this so-called democracy
did not even give the masses the right to elect and to be elected.
For example, women were not allowed to vote. Elections took
place only in Asmara and in Massawa. From among the rural
population, 80% of those who had the right to vote for members
of parliament were the rural notables, village chiefs and judges.
And those who were elected were invariably members of the feu-
dal and caste nobility.

For example, among the 62 members of the parliament, 17
were members of the Ras Tessema family. Even from among the 5



mem~ers which the city of Asmara elected, 4 were re ional
local Judges. These were Fitawrari Solomon Haile Mele~ot K and
azmatchh Berhane ?in, Bellata Demissie Wolde-Michael and K:gn-
azmatc HabtezgIe Ekubazgie. gn-
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The claim that there was democracy in Eritrea during the
Federation was one among other falsifications of history. When the
broad masses were thus being subjected to all types of ill-treatment,
when voting right was denied to the masses and when elections were
restricted to Asmara and Massawa, bow can one claim that there
was even bourgeois democracy in Eritrea? In fact, the rural masses
and women saw the ballot box for the first time during the time
of Haile Selassie's feudal parliament. All show these clearly that
the notion of the existence of democracy in Eritrea is only a myth
created by the petty-bourgeoisie. In reality, the situation was no
better than what prevailed in the other regions of Ethiopia. Ethio-
pian radicals could not understand the class composition of the
separatist groups because their political consciousness was low,
because they were organizationally weak and because they could
not analyze the concrete Ethiopian situation from a correct class stand
point. Thus, they were not able to explain the true character of the
secessionists to the progressive forces of the world. Their other
error stemed from the mistaken focoist belief that anyone who goes
to the woods with a gun in hand is progressive or that the gun
automatically makes him progressive. How funny it would be if one
were to characterize Mengesha Seyoum and Ali Mirah as such
because they too today claim to carry guns.

We do not see the separatists and regionalists any differently
from feudal absolutists. Of course, revolutionaries do not advocate
unity among feudalists. They rather prefer their division and dis-
unity. We do not encourage the feudalists to strengthen their front.
It is a great error to think that feudalists would stand on the
side of the oppressed masses of Ethiopia. We are not saying that
the E.L.F. feudalists were previously progressive and became
reactionaries only recently. What we are saying is that they were
thoroughly reactionary always. In the course of the Ethiopian



revolution, we have been able to witness h h
character of the so-called E. L.F. t e t oroughly feudal

GROWTH OF THE E.L.F.
The Tigrigna speaking section of the 0 1 .

substantially supported the ELF I . p. pu atIOn has never
royed villages like Shebek a~d .Deb n ~~talI~t~n,. the E.L.F. dest-
highlanders. When in 1967 a re- ;na m ablted by Christian
to the Barka RI've b . ' d group 0 Anseba peasants moved

r asm ue to land h t .
lands, the throats of 69 of th s or age In the high-
ELF Th . em were cold-bloodedly slit b th
h
· .: . e E.L.F.leadershlp complained that while th 1.Y e

t e flghtmg only the Ch . t' emus Ims do
, TIS Ians were grab' th 1

person who miraculousl . . mg e and. One
relate how these 6' Y escaped from this massacre was able to
swords and knives9 Smnocenftpeas~nts were slaughtered literally with

. ome 0 us stIll recall th h
peasants who had their ears severed b e p otographs of poor
people cut fire wood . y the E.L.F. because these
. III some remote area W 11" .

like Kebede Kiflu who joined the rank s. e reca mdIvlduals
on cold bloodedly murderd by th E sLo~ the E.L.F. but were later
the E.L.F. used to extract B' e . . . at Kassala. In addition,
letariat which used to ~ne Jrr from each Christian rural pro-
the Barka region owne~o~ ~~ c~tt~~ and banana plantations in
only Birr 25 (U. S. 10 dOllah 0: t~:rans. The monthly pay was
to exact only 60 cents from 'th l' other hand, the E.L.F. used

emus 1m rural proletariat.

The Kunama and the no d' B' .
Ported the ELF' . m~ IC eja natIOnalities never sup-

. . . s separatIst polIcy In f: t th K
lity is one of the forces that is '. ac. ' e unama nationa-
ELF Th K . engaged In a bItter struggle against the

. " e unama natIO n h' h
Idris Awate in the 1940' n~ I y W IC was a vi~tim of the raids of
propaganda of th s, as never been easIly captivated by the
E.L.F. all the time~ groups. It knew the true intentions of the

It has now been 17 years' hing and illa . Slllce t e E.L.F. has been plunder-
to give fheirg~~~ those oppre~sed elem~nts of the region that refuse

support to It. Even 111 the Sahel area which is

favourable to guerilla warfare, the E.L.F. has virtually no support.
It is in this region that the caste system was overthrown through
a long struggle. Thus, even if the region is inhabited by the same
nationality as that of the Barka, the base of the E.L.F., the
group has not been able to penetrate Sahel during the last 17
years of its existence. The people of the area do not want to see
again that ugly caste system which the E. L. F. represents.

The E.L.F.'s major support always comes from the areas
dominated by the caste system. For example, the area dominated
by the Bilen ruling caste has remained one of the strongholds
of the E.L.F. It is enough to mention that Tesfai Tekle, the current
deputy military commander of the E. L.F. comes from the Bilen
ruling caste.

Like all political organizations the E. L. F. reflects its class
composition. The E. L .F. is mainly an organization of the feudal
ruling elements of Eritrea. Nevertheless, we find individuals who
are confused and who have low political consiousness within the
ranks of the E. L. F. Just as the members of the Haile Selassie's army
used to come from the ranks of the oppressed and just as the
members of Hitler's army were workers, there are elements from
the rank of oppressed that serve the interests of the E.L.F. But the
question is for which classes does this organization stand and what
is its ultimate objective? It is a fact that since the oppressors con-
stitute a small segment of the society, they do everything possible
to mobilize the oppressed to maintain and advance their class
interests.

Among the oppressed that was victimized by the E. L. F.
propaganda and subsequently came to support it are many people
from the Saho nationality. There is a reason for this. The Saho
nationality was subjected to the domination of the Tigrigna speaking
ruling class, particularly in the Akaleguzay area. Thus, thinking
that the E.L.F. would liberate them from their massive oppression,
a large segment of the Saho nationality became full supporter



of the ELF Th .. " e represSIve Haile Sel "
employing its divide-and-rule p r d aSSIes government too
in the adjoining areas against °t~;' S~~~ to t~rm tnd send peopl:
cess, a large number of peo Ie b I . na IOna Ity. In the pro-
was exterminated. p e onglllg to the Saho nationality
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problem of nationalities of ~~g It ?ad no radical solution to the
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ea ing a luxurious life in the Sudan."* ' 1ey ave begun

. This is the characterization of h
ItS separatist ally But in th t e E.L.F. by the E.P.L.F
't . . e process the E P L F .,
1 S own reactIOnary stand. ' . . . . too exposes

What do the leaders of E P
"Kebassa" people? They sa that'" . L. ~', mean by the term
the leaders of the E P L FY d Kebassa means highland. Since

. h . . . . 0 not want t 'd ··f
WIt the Tigrigna speaking nat" r .0 1 entl y themselves
they are different from th IOna ~ty, ~nd m order to claim that
they coined this term the ,;;,abme ~~tIOnahty to which they belong
f th" e assa . It is a fact th t I '? IS natIOnality inhabits the Ti " a. a arge segment

IS even more hilly ad' gray AdmmIstratlve Region which
. n mountamous and wh' h

tIOn should also be charact . d IC even by their defini-
th enze as "Keba ." I .e term "Kebassa" d . ssa. t IS a fact that

oes not mean hIghlad It .. IS a name of an
* The E.P.L.F. manual for "Political Education"

ethnic group, the Kebassa Chiwa, which lives in north-eastern
part of Hamassien province and to which they themselves belong.
We shall later on elaborate why the leaders of the E.P.L.F. look
down upon the Tigray nationality from which they mostly come.

THE HISTORY OF THE SPLIT OF THE E.L.F. AND THE
EMERGENCE OF E.P.L.F. AND E.P.R.P.

The feudal and aristocratic clique which dominated the leader-
ship of the E.L.F. from 1960 to 1970 began to quarrel among itself.
The source of the quarrel was which element should get the larger
share of the money which the E.L.F. used to appropriate from the
masses and from the large fund made available to it by reactionary
Arab regimes. Exploiting this opportunity, petty-bourgeois ele-
ments began to emerge as prominent figures within the E.L.F. In
the process, Osman Saleh Sabe, one of the leaders of the group and
who also belongs to the Belaw ruling caste, was defeated and formed
the so-called E.P. L.F. Some opportunist students like Issayas
Afeworki who came from the Tigrigna speaking section of the
population, began to make a deal with this thoroughly reactionary
organization under the pretext that the E.L.F. was massacring
the Christian elements of the population of Eritrea. At that time,
the E.P.L.F. was led internally by Omaro and externally by Osman
Saleh Sabe. Although Omaro was the most notorious persecutor
of the Christian elements of the population, this did not stop the
Issayas Afeworki group from co-operating with the E.P.L.F.

In an exercise of incredible cynicism, Osman Saleh Sabe who for
the previous ten years used to claim that the people of Eritrea
were Arabs and muslims, found it expedient to say that a policy
of systematic genocide was being carried out by the E.L.F. against
the Christian elements of the population after he was kicked out
from the leadership of that organization. He characterized the two
individuals that the E.L.F. murdered at Kassala in 1970 as
Christian martyrs.



Following the split some Ethiopian students who proclaimed
themselves to be Marxist-Leninists began establishing contact with
him. Since he was looking for every possible ally, Osman Salch
Sabe did not hesitate to fully cooperate with them. In 1973, he
gathered these individuals together and made it possible for them
to form an organization called "Ethiopian Peoples Revolutionary
Party", E.P.R.P. Hence, it is easy to understand why the E.P.R.P.
played a counter-revolutionary role against the Ethiopian re-
volution. It is not without reason why it is said that the force
behind this petty-bourgeois organization is the reactionary govern-
ment of Saudi Arabia. The government of Saudi Arabia is the
principal supporter of Osman Saleh Sabe. And Saleh Sabe in
turn is the major financial and military source of the E.P.R.P.

The crime committed by the cowardly leaders of the E.P.R.P
against the Ethiopian revolution is quite incalculable. Under the
umbrella of a reactionary separatist organization and by taking
advantage of the low level political consciousness of the Ethiopian
youth, the E.P.R.P. brought havoc to the Ethiopian revolution. Even
though the E.P.R.P, at times appeared daring and strong in the
central parts of the country, its leaders were cowards and sub-
servient.

Osman Saleh Sabe did not only control this self-proc-
laimed Marxist-Leninist petty-bourgeois group, but he was also
instrumental in the creation of the so-called Ethiopian Democratic
Union, E.D.D., at Riyhad, Saudi Arabia. Ethiopian feudalists had
for a long period of time maintained that Ethiopia is a Christian
island in a region dominated by moslems. And starting from this
premise, they had for a long time persecuted the moslem population
of Ethiopia. But today, these same feudalists are under the patron-
age of the moslem Kalifa of Saudi Arabia, once again confirming
the Marxist thesis that the history of all societies is the history of
class struggle. Thus, the moslem Kalifa and anti-moslem Christians
join together to wipe out the Ethiopian revolution.

Osman Saleh Sabe was not the only one who used to supply
mon,ey and .arms to t?-e opportunist clique of Issays Afeworki.
DUrIng the time when It was weak, the E.P.L.F. was subjected to
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standing the class character of the ..
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ItS position and adopted ' ups over-mght changeda narrow naf r r
who used to pose as progressive f IOn.a1St me. The separatists
over Asmara instead of . '.' ~ rantlcally attempted to take
broad masses of Ethiopi~oIll~~~ t ~ revolutionary struggle of the
strangle the Ethiopian rev;lutio~. ~h ange of tactic was meant to
loss of many innocent lives Th'. ey thus became causes for the
bourgeois elements who we' ell

d
ranks were swelled by petty-

" . re scare by th l'tlOnal Imperialism too be . . e revo utlOn. Interna-, gan glVIllg th r .
and material support secretly. em po ltlcal support directly

It is not an exaggeration to sa th .before February 1974 Th b .Y at E.P.L.F. dId not exist
, . e mem ershIp of the E P L F

than 500 before the eruption of th E hi " .... was not more
this time, Ethiopian progressives eh ~ 0plan revolution. Prior to
to play a progressive role ar a counted on the E.P.L.F.
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lee assle Un' .' t
members of the movement B t' .IVersl y and had become
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bourgeois nationalists who y reactIOnary petty-bourgeois and
Ethiopian revolution A d were scared ?y the radicalism of the

. n consequently, It began playing an open

counter-revolutionary role. Still, as the E.L.F. was once considered
"progressive" because it was engaged in a power struggle with
Haile Selassie, so also the E.P.L.F. continued to be regarded as
"progressive" because it had a conflict of interest with E.L.F. The
truth is that the E.P.L.F. is a counter-revolutionary offspring of the

Ethiopian revolution.

SUPREMACY OF THE ETHIOPIAN REVOLUTION OVER
E.L.F., E.p.L.F. AND KL.F.-P.L.F.

We have to differentiate the E.p.L.F. from the E.L.F. The E.L.F. is
clearly feudalist. The E.P.L.P. is mainly an organization of petty-
bourgeois and bourgeois elements. Today, E.P.L.F. is organizationally
stronger than the E.L.F. which has been around for the last 17 years.
Compared to the E.L.F., the E.P.L.F. tries to project a progressive
image. But on the main question of strategy, it is not different from
theE.L.F. Like the E.L.F., it too is engaged in dividing the ranks of the
oppressed masses of Ethiopia under the pretext of liberating Eritrea.
Of course, since it is composed of bourgeois and petty-bourgeois
elements, it adopts more deceptive policies and tactics. In the mili-
tary sphere however, it does not have the experience of the ELF
which at least knows how to save its skin. But even such policies
and tactics cannot succeed in subverting the Ethiopian revolution.
Tactical errors can be corrected only when there is a correct stra-
tegy. The revolution of the broad masses of Ethiopia will triumph
because it had a correct strategy from the beginning. But since
the anti-unity strategy of the separatists is wrong, their eventual
defeat is inevitable however much they try to change their tactics.

After its rank was swelled by reactionaries who fled away
from the Ethiopian revolution, the E.P.L.F. has been split into
two. One is the gruop led by Osman Saleh Sabe and calls itself the
E.L.F.-P.L.F: The other faction is the one led by Issayas Afe-
worb. It was after the split that the E.P.L.F. like the other separatist
groupS, began to receive direct assistance from imperialists and the



reactionary Arab governments of the region. ]n its political programme
that it issued for the first time, the E.P.L.F. declared that it was
ready to receive aid from anywhere in its struggle against Ethiopian
"colonialism" while at the same time claiming to be anti-imper-
ialist. If the E.P.L.F. is really anti-imperialist as it vociferously claims,
why then does it attack the Ethiopian revolution which is carrying
out an open struggle against imperialism? Objectively the E.L.F.
the E.P.L.F. and the E.L.F- P.L.F. are all fifth columnists of interna-
tional imperialism. Whatever they call themselves, they all stand to
defend the interests of imperialism for they are sabotaging our
anti-imperialist revolution.

During their seventeen years of existence, while they brought
untold sufferings to the masses of the region, the separatists
did nothing contrary to the interest of U.S. imperialism. As Saleh
Sabe so openly confirmed many times, the separatists never had
a contradiction with U.S. imperialism.

The opportunist E.P.L.F. had never had a programme before.
But in what it came out with two years ago as its programme, it
says, "We welcome the assistance of any country or organization
which recognizes and supports the just struggle of the Eritrean people
without interference in its internal affairs" (our emphasis).

By "any country", the E.P.L.F. in effect meant the United States,
the west European countries and the reactionary Arab governments.
This fact has been confirmed in practice. Could it be that South
Africa is also one of these countries? Not only today when U.S.
imperialism is driven out of Ethiopia, but even during the time
when Haile Selassie was massacring the peoples of Eritrea with
weapons provided by the U.S., the separatists used to say openly that
they have no contradictions with international imperialism.

Is it to prove its anti-communism to its mentor, American impe-
rialism, that the E.P.L.P. physically liquidated all the radical ele-
ments whom it had previously imprisoned? In this connection with
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this bastardly act, 1t 1S no. . Th It r n left-wing news-
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the members of the leadershlp, In~a h 'ncredible it may seem, have
Ramadan Mohammed Nul' whO,.ttlOug.1 nder the leadership of the

. d .- t r:11esecurIty service ureputatIOn emoe]a s. '. '1 t·hreaten arre~t. I W lde-Manam easl V "ultra-reactiOnary So oman o. 'if'the ieft wing and their
and, -ins~me c~ses, t?rtur~ t:1ecomp~n;.n~n~ealthY atmosphere. Only
sympathizers, Imposmg o~el t~e F.r, . the base has prevented the
the fear of unpredictable reactiOns) r~m . 2 ' B t according
exe~ution of arrested comrades dunn~ th; d ye~~:~ug~ 'reliable in-
to the latest news, which came from the I u an . > 't .~ number of
formation channels of the peld combatants, a eel at
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revolutionary militants have recent! '
arrested and kept in concentra~;onY been killed and several hundred
service of the P.L.F. Among th~ m~~Zs arranged by the securitv
three representatives of the inter I 1 fi ed comrades, are probably
hatu (responsible I'or the ' na ~ t movement; Yohannes Sib-

( I
.. J' pi ess servIce) M ' 7'

po ltlcal commssioner) and Af k' ' lISSle.J e~ra Michael
ssioner). About the othel's t} ~wor I Teclu (also political commi-
theses are possible on this' re;e~:ta; no ne~~ so far, but all hypo-
]Jarticulary at this mome t ,{J . khe specific reason for this more

'J n IS not nown e'Cce t fi
get n of dangermls POll't' I " - p or the urge to

1
.' lca enemieS 'll k

uemocrats for their human tnd l't' '1we ~~own by aTTEritreall
L. po 7 lca qualttles."

This Italian journalist wh
able to expose the atrocities co: .~r~te the ~bove account was
the redicals although he mI e by the nght wingers against
gravity of the situation, T~:e~:d ,nolt to have. fully understood the
at a time when the E.P.L.F. w~~acS w,ere bem? elimi.nated exactly
was becoming fully anti-c . astlOg off Its leftIst garb and
th . ommulllst and count l'e wnter says that "The 'f' er-revo utIOnary. When

1 ' ' speci IC reason ~ th'at t 1lS moment is not known" d h or .IS ~ove particularly
by the condition of th " an t at the situation was created
th t ' e war, he does nota In J 975 when the Eth' , seem to understand, IOplan revolution t k
sure agamst the feudo-b " 00 a decisive mea-, ourgeols rulmg clas th
109 that conditions were .•.. s, . e separatists think-
d ' - npe lor the r l' . 'eSlgns, began to bring the ea Izatlon of their separatist
consequence of this WASthWtar lto the city of Asmara itself. The
1 . a a a arge rutIOnary petty-bourgeois elements ' co~ 1:1gent of counter-revo-
a~le, to strengthen the position f ;hlCh JolOed the E.P.L.F. was
wlthll1 the E.P. L F And 0 ssayas Afeworki and company
felt strong enou'gh to el' a~ a result of this, the Issayas clique
E P L F Immate all the left 1 .. . . . The writer does not d e ements wIthin the
the problem in Eritrea in the un erst and this and does not see

1
' context of the st· 1 b

vo utIOnary and counter-re 1 t' rugg e etween re-

f
vo u IOnary forces a d th '

o class forces in the h 1 f " n e alhgnmentwoe 0 EthIOpIa Th
VIew the problem in E 't. . us, he tends ton lea as though it is a contradiction

between two feuding countries, that is between Ethiopia and Eritrea.
We can see how mistaken he is when he calls the E.P.L.P. a
"liberation movement". Bow can progressives liberate themselves
from revolutionary Ethiopia? The struggle is for the liberation of

Ethiopia itself.

There is a widely held belief that the members of the E.P.L.F.
are Marxists. But in all their publications and even according to
the statement given by their deputy leader, Issayas Afeworki, to the
king of Saudi Arabia, they have never claimed to be Marxists. It
is true that an organization does not have to publicly announce
that it is Marxist. On the other hand, it can also claim, like the
so-called E.P.R.P" that it is Marxist and still engage in anti-Marxist
activities. What is important is for what class it stands and
what political line it follows. Incidentally how many are the capitalist
countries that claim to be socialist! The members of the E.P.L.P.,
far from being Marxists, are even worse than narrow nationalists,
The contempt that these reactionary bourgeois and petty-bourgeois
individuals, who mostly come from the Tigrigna speaking sector
of the population of Eritrea, have for their own Tigrigna speaking
nationality is shocking, to say the least. We have seen earlier that
in order to make themselves distinct from the Tigrigna speaking
nationality, they call themselves "Kebassa" or highlanders, We
have also seen earlier that these "Kebassa" have the same stand
as the other separatist groupS on basic issues. The politics of all of
them is based on the historically and scientifically untenable

premise that Eritrea is an Ethiopian colony.

Colonial rule becomes established when capital overflows its
owh national boundaries and takes over another country thereby
establishing full domination over the local people. This is exactly
what Lenin teaches us. Capital accumulation is greater in Eritrea
than in any of the administrative regions of Ethiopia. Even if the
British colonialists dismantled industrial installations and sold them
to Pakistan and the Sudan, Eritrean capitalists were still able to
create wide markets for their goods over the whole of Ethiopia.



In 1957, that is five years after the Federaton, the total indust-
rial capital in the administrative region of Eritrea was 16,739,000
Birr. The total in the rest of Ethiopia was 44,000,000 Birr. After
twelve years, the total in Eritrea had reached 153,597,000 Birr and
in the rest of Ethiopia only 188,768,000 Birr. (Ethiopia: Statistical
Abstract 1970). This means that during Haile Selassie's rule, ca-
pital accumulation in Eritrea grew nine fold while in the rest of
the country it grew only four and half fold. Capital investment in
Eritrea was 45% of the grand total of Ethiopia. Thus it is more
correct to say that capitalists like Haregot Abbay, Tesfa Yoha-
nnes Berhe, Asrate Kassa, Barattello, Danadai were exploiting
the whole of Ethiopia than to say that Eritrea was and still is
an Ethiopian colony.

Expounding its theory of colonialism, the E.P.L.p. says;

" Just as the Europeans have a low opinion for black Africans and
just as they have placed them under cruel administration, Ethio-
pia's ruling classes rule over the children of Eritrea in the same
manner."*

The real issue is very clear. We do not even bother to show
the incorrectness of this view. In reality it is the leaders of the
so-called fronts that should be condemned for their blatant
chauvinism. While they talk about the racism that Europeans
practiced against black Africans, this is what they write under
the title, "The Culture of the people of Eritrea";

"When we compare the people of Eritrea who live in the region
adjoining the Sudan with the neighbouring people of the Sudan we
note that theformer have a higher degree ofpolitical consciousness.
In the same manner, when we COmpare the people of Eritrea like
the Danakil, Kebassa etc ... who live along the horder area with
Ethiopia, wefind the Eritreans more rivilized. ,,**

*The E.P.L.F. manual for "Political Education" p. 3.
**lbid p. 12

d d its black grand children' t uth pro uce
Italian fascism has 10 r I ' deed makes one sad and angry

who speak its own language. ~ ~nand petty-bourgeoisie adopt the
to see that the Eritrean bourgeo~sle pIes of Ethiopia which the

d the work1Og peo f
same attitude towar s h towards the oppressed masses ~
Italian colonialists used t~ av~ f nts have confirmed theIr

11 d lIberatIOn ro l'
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' t' of thiS III 0 '. t
the mamfesta IOn ., d the feudo-borgeols govern men
earlier, Italia~ colomalIsts anca italism in Eritrea. And t~erefo~e,
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. T~is same peddler who here says that Eritrea has no relation-
ShIP. ~Ith t?e res~ of Ethiopia, once used to advocate that the
admInIstrative regIOns of Eritrea, Tigray and half of Wollo should
form a state under British protectorate!

. Thus, as we have shown concretely, the propagagda of the sepa-
ratIst movement in Eritrea is based on falsehood and deciet. An
movement which claims to be a national movement should at least bY
proud .o~ its language and its history. And in this respect, it become~
very dIffIcult for us how to characterize this movement of the remna-
n.ts of the feudal ruling classes in Eritrea. One can not even characte-
nz~ the so-called E.L.F, E.P.L.F. and E.L.F-P.L.F. as narrow natio-
n~h~ts f~r they do not represent any specific nationality. In order to
dlstmgUls~ ~hemselves from the Tigrigna speaking nationality, they
have chnstlaned themselves as "Kebassa". Nur for that matter can
we call them chauvinist because they claim to be colonized.
Therefore, how shall one characterize these confused elements
whom the capital left behind by the Italian colonialists has made
th~~ behave like raving dogs. We may have diffi~u1ty in charact-
en~mg t~ese movements as chauvinist or narrow nationalist. But
theIr mam motivation has always been to have fuB control over
the left-over capital.

1 Notwit?s~andin? the attempt of the separatists to spread
fa.sehood, It IS a hIstorical fact that most parts of Eritrea have
al~ays been part and parcel of Ethiopia. In fact, for a long time,
Entrea was the core of Ethiopia's civilization. But these disciples of
Italian coloniali~m .not only deny that the peoples of Eritrea and
the rest. of EthIOpia have a common history and have linguistic
conn.ectIO~s,. they even go to the extreme of asserting that' their
r~latl?n~hlp IS onl~ that of the colonizer and the colonized. Is it
tne Tlgngna spea~ll1g pe~ple of the administrative region of Tigray
wh? have colollIzed Entrea? Is it the Afars of the administrative
regIOn of Wollo who have colonized their fellow Afars who live in
Eri~rea? Or is it the Saho who live in the Tigray administrative
regIOn who have colonized the Saho who live in Eritrea?

Most of the nationalities who are found in Eritrea are - one
and the same with the nationalities who inhabit the other nor~
them' and north eastern administrative regions of Ethiopia. The
separatists in Eritrea do not want the unity of the vari?us seg-
ments of these nationalities. Therefore, for the separattsts the
Eritrean question is not even a nationality question. In fact, ~tis the
progressives of Ethiopia who cons~an~l~ advo~ate .t?e umty and
self-determination of each of EthIOpia s natIOnalIties. The sepa-
ratists want to divide the Tigrigna speaking nationality, the Saho
nationalitv, the Afar nationality etc .... But the stand of the
progressi~es and the broad masses is th.at all the Ti~rjgna s~eaki?g
must unite that the Afars must constItute one umted natIOnalIty
and simii~rly the Saho etc .... While the separatists frantically
attempt to create division among the vari~us nationalities a?d ~o
dismember these nationalities, revolutionanes struggle to mamtal11
the historic unity of each nationality. While the separatists w?rk to
create disunity within nationalities and try to make them ll1stru-
ments of imperialism, Ethiopian revolutionaries .tell them to re.spect
the right of nationalities and not to act like SI.g?~r Ant.oneh, the
1talian diplomat, who helped to carve out an artIfIcial entIty known
as Eritrea. Ethiopian revolutionaries say that the unity of the
oppressed has to be strengthened in .order to cr~ate .a people's
democratic Ethiopia in which the nghts and lIberties of. a~l
nationalities are respected. They struggle to put these pnnci-
ples into practice. This is why Ethiopi~n revolutio~a~ies are
engaged in a life and death struggle agamst these cnmmal and

separatist elements.

Probably, the only rema111ll1g stand that these reactionary
separatists can advance is that they have the right to establish an
artificial state. As is well known, during the era of the scramble
for Africa, European colonialists drew arbitrary boundary .lines and
created disunity among peoples. In most parts of Afnca, they
created artificial states. It can be remembered that when, as the
result of the anti-colonial struggle carried out by the people of
Africa, many countries became independent, the Organization of



Afric~n Unity, (GAU), decided to maintain the national boundarie
establIsh.ed by the colonialists. We mention this to show th:
progressIve content of the position taken whl'ch h d'.bl ~. as ma e It
POS~1 e or the relative existence of peaceful relationships amon
Afncan countries and which as a result has helped m' " fl' g. " Immlze con ICtamong Afncan states.

No one can d.en~ that most African countries are states
c.reated by the colomalists. What is surprizing is that the se ara-
t1sts today wan~ . t~e same right as the European cOloni~lists
to create an artIfIcIal state in Eritrea What thl's sh . hth' . ows us 1S t at

e separatists have the mentality of the European c 1 . l'
When th' d . 0 oma IStS

. elr .stan IS shown to be groundless on the basis or
:~:ory. and hlstor~, they resort to funny and weak points. What

y sImply. want 1S t~ ~ave monopoly over the capital left behind
b~ th~ Ital~an colomalists and to become a comfortabl r
clique 111 Entrea. e ru mg

. The shifting position of the separatists is not limited to this
It IS clea~ to any observer that the problem in Eritrea stems'
f~om the Issue of whether the region should secede from Ethio-
pIa or remain a~ integral part of Ethiopia. Secessionism is the
stand of the reactIOnary separatists while unity is the stand of th
o~pressed. All other issues are secondary to this. It is also Withi:
thiS context that the war in Eritrea must be seen Th .E . . . e war 111

ntrea I~ between those who want secession and those who
want umt~. The considerable loss of life and property that h
been sustamed in Eritrea as a result of the war could not ::
co~strued as the major reason for the problems that prevail in
Entrea. Th~ war is simply the result of the two opposing aims.
The separatists of course do not accept this scientific view of the
problem .. Th~y do not want to see the Ethiopian revolution
emerge vlctonous and the liberation of the oppressed masses.
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Thus, in order to achieve their objective, they carryon theIr
adventurist policy of starting armed skirm ishes by hiding them-
selves within the bosom of the masses. In order to confuse the
world public, they say it is the "fascist Dergue" that is responsible
for the death of the innocent.

Such petty - bourgeois cleverness does not, in the least, bother
genuine revolutionaries. This is because, notwithstanding the vile pro-
paganda of the separatists which presents the war as the major cause
of the suffering of the masses of the region, what actually lies
behind the war is the separatists motive to dismember Ethiopia.
The war in Eritrea is the consequence of the separatists reactionary
aIm.

This extremely reactionary method of struggle has also been
employed by the E.P.R.P. which is an ally of the separatists. The
reactionary E.P.R.P. was blaming the Dergue for the death of in-
nocent people while itself had an army of hired assassins recruited
mainly from the ranks of the youth whom it was temporarily able
to influence. For all the havoc and destruction it itself brought
about, it used to hold the Dergue responsible. But the reactionary
E.P.R.P. could not eventually escape the responsibility for what it
did. The damage and destruction that the E.P.R.P. brought about
was the consequence of its reactionary method of struggle. In short,
the E.P.R.P. was itself the cause of the problem.

Why do reactionaries employ such a method of struggle? The
answer is quite simple. They think that they can get mass support
by blaming the camp of the revolution for damages caused
by themselves. Tn this way, they assume they can discredit the revo-
lutionary camp. But the broad masses are today quite cons-
cious and knowledgeable of the tactics that reactionaries employ.
The progressive forces of the world too have come to understand
the real situation in Eritrea and have rejected the separatists. Pro-
vocation occupies a large chapter in the history of the struggle of
the working class movement. Reactionaries always resort to it in
order to advance their politics of counter-revolution.



adve~t:~i~~~r ~~~~o:~:ry ~~~ra~ter of the separatists is their military

::;er;:lli:gnd :l~qt::alocflasssenel;~~~~hn~e:s~~~;~l~~w:~e~n~~n~::~iO~
oma la Wit the sup t f' "launched a war of invasion a ' t Et' , pOl' 0 lrr,tpenalIsm

aided by the fifth I ,gallls hlO·fHa,the separatIsts, being
able to occupy somec~::~Ist~:end ~eactJOnary ,bureaucrats, were
this. Thinking that th . :1' y dId n.ot confine themselves to

e CIVIIan populatJOn once tr d
have no alternative but to join them th 1 d appe, would
main highways that link A .' ey c ose down the four
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in the administrative regio~n:;a~n~ a Wollo ~ypefamine situation
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remember this criminal ad' h pes 0 t JOpia wIll always
as they always remembel' th: c:S~t~f~~a~ ~~~~:n~[net~~ sePkaratists
more angry when one ' r ' . ma es one
of the so-called liberati~~a ~~~~t~hat~hlle the reactionary leaders
the region to starvation th con emn the oppressed mass of
there is no doubt that the :y ~hemselves lead a luxurious life. But
will d .'., roa masses of Ethiopia, Soon enough
the Eri~re:v:r;'e(J~~I~g;~e theIr f?wer to help liberate the masses of
these criminai"='ele~lents w~r I~gpe~le of Ethiopia have to crush
on the innocent masses :f °theave ,rought havo~ and destruction
but to Jiquidate these elements whreg:n. There IS, no alternative
such a poor econom to 0 ave orced thIS country with
city of Asmara by .~ dtranhsportfood to 300,000 inhabitants of the

all an w 0 haV" bee " t "
the material wealth created by the s;eat n ~n~~umental III dIverting
class and the peasantry towards '. ' an a Our of the working
construction, It has always b wthardms~eadof towards economic

een e eSlre and hop f Eth' "progressives that the problems w Id b 1 e 0 JOplas
But we all know the res . ~u e so ved by peaceful means.

ponse gIven by the separatists.

.':"'e have pointed out earlier that one f h . '.

~~s~~~ ~~s~'~~~~~i=~:~:: ~hesleparatistsis tJ~eiromil~t:ry:~~~~t~;~~~~
they do not car h a aShong as any thmg serves their objective

e ow muc death and destruction they inflict

oil" the 'oppreSsed masses. Despite this policY 'oftheirs; the ~·c.on-
crete . state .of the Ethiopian revolution shoUld have made
clear to them that their adventurism cannot take them very
far. Today, they are on the defensive. Their offensive period
is over. They must be trembling because the force they are facing
is a force that is well trained, politically concious and knows fully
well for what cause it is fighting. While once they were euphoric
of their momentary gains, today they are in a trap from which
they cannot easily escape.

Even if the reactionary separatists have tried to carry out the same
adventurist policy as did Siad Barre, in terms of the measures they
take, they are even more idiotic than him. Siad Barre tried his chance
after accumulating arms over a period of 17 years. But the
separatists became intoxicated with the momentarily favourable
situation that was created for them and began to rush towards
occupying towns and cities. Their adventurism only proves in practice
that they are stupid people whose thinking is not even as sophis-
ticated as that of the bourgeoisie. There is a reason why we say
that they are stupid. By hurrying to occupy towns, they only went
from an offensive to a defensive position and thus came to a face
to face confrontation with our revolutionary army which is
much larger in number and which is much better armed than them.
They might have thought that their rush to the towns would enable
them to bring under their control the capital left behind by the Italian
colonialists. But in terms of military science, their tactic is untenable
and childish. That is why we characterize them as mere military
adventurists.

The separatists might try to justify their madness on moral
grounds. But what is the morality of a frantic attempt to create
disunity within the ranks of the oppressed and subject them to
greater oppression and exploitation. From now on, no one would
be deceived by them whatever rational they might marshall to justify
their deeds. It is only the position which advocates the unity of
the oppressed that is morally superior and justifiable.
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As we have seen earlier that the power struggi~bet~:en tll~f~ud~i-
ists and Tigrigna speaking bourgeoisie on the one hlind and between
the regional feudalists and feudal absolutists on the other, gave
rise to the secessionist movements in' Eritrea. But" after the feudo-
bourgeois class headed by Aman Andom was crushed inl974, the
l:larkafe~~alists and the Tigrigna speaking bourgeoisie and petty-
bourgeoIsie made peace among themselves and formed a common
front against the Ethiopian revolution. In other words, E.L.F.,E.P.L.F;
and E.LF. -P.L.F.formed a united counter-revolutionary front against
~~e E~hi.opian,revolution and this front was giv~ full supportby
Impenahsts· and the reactionary Arab governments.

:~acingthis counter-revolutionary' front are -the'. Ethiopia~
':.orkmg class, thepeasantry, the revolutionary army and· the progres~
SIve forces of the world. The struggle in Eritrea is between revolu-
tion and counter-revolution. The war is a class war. In an' 'era
when the world .is divided into two opposing camps, namely the
soc::ialistan~ imperialist camps, the victory of the Ethiopian revol-
ution is an extra victory for the socialist forces.

. This is why imp~rialists have been trying to undermine the
Ethiopian revolution, especially after tile feudo-bourgeois ruling class
headed. by Aman Andom was crushed. They attack the Ethiopian
revolutIOn by us,ing the separatists in Eritrea and others as lnstru--
~ent.s. Yet, it is certain that the revolution will teach the separatist~
III Entrea, the same lesson that it has taught the other reactionaries
that have acted as tools of imperialists. ~.

" We nave'repeatedly said that the separatists are not fi~t~g
for the rights of the nationalit~e~in Eritrea. Yet, we are· ~ot cl~lillm~
that the problem of nationalItIes has been resolved eIther m En-
trea or' in the other administrative regions of the country. It can
not be deniedtliat the revolution has removed some of the ugly
features of the oppression of nationalities. Still, the relationship
among the various nationalities will have to acquire democratic
and revolutionary shape. In this connection, the programme of the
National Democratic Revolution of Ethiopia states the following:

" The right of self-determination of all nationalities will be recog-
nized and fully re~pected. No nationality will dominate another
one since the history, culture, language and religion of each nation-
ality will have equal recognition in accordance with the spirit of
socialism. "

This is a Marxist-Leninist principle. The present question is
how to implement the policy of regional autonomy ~npractice. At
the same time, it is undeniable that it is extremely dIffICUltto solve
the problem of nationalities in the a~sence ~f ~ work~ng class ~arty.
Similarly, it is also difficult to buIld socmbsm wIthout reglO~al
autonomy. In this connection, it is necess~r~to stren~the~ and bnng
to merger the union of the Marxist Lel1ll1lstOrgal1l~atlOnsas the
core of the forthcoming working class party and sImultaneously
intensify the class struggle. Forming a working class par~y, building
a socialist economy, implementing the principle of reglOnal a~to-
nomy, all these dialectically inter-related issues are ur~ent questl~ns
of the Ethiopian revolution. In all these respects and fIelds, Marx~st-
Leninists raise no other banner but the banner of proletanan
internationalism.
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